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ABSTRACT 

"Popular Attractions: Tourism, Heterosexuality, and Sites of American Culture" 

investigates the serious business of pleasure, analyzing the circuits of desire that link 

stories of tourism and heterosexuality. I assert that the core impulses of tourism 

persistently shape American identity. Though the technology changes, the story 

perseveres: subjects leave the familiar behind in order to find themselves elsewhere. 

Quite simply, they ground themselves through movement. Tracing protagonists' upward 

and outward movements, I argue that the preservation of the American myth of mobility 

requires multiple conquests—geographical, cultural, sexual, ethno-rzicial, and economic. 

Examining literary narratives and tourist trends from the nineteenth- and twentieth-

centuries, I suggest how a changing rhetoric of productivity anchors and threatens the 

parameters of pleasure. As the erotics of sightseeing dovetail with those of heterosexual 

romance, a twinned desire for defamiiiarization and domestication emerges. The subject 

simultaneously yearns for mobility and placement. I conclude that the narrative patterns 

of fiction, film, and popular tourist sites generate and capitalize on the queasiness 

produced by this dual desire. 

As feminist geographer Doreen Massey has noted, social relations "necessarily 

have a spatial form" (120). The narratives of geographical movement I discuss romance 

the possibility of new social intimacies with ambivalent results, as indicated by the 

repeated erasure, revision, and defense of multiple boundaries. In the introduction I 

analyze Lynne Tillman's novel Motion Sickness to challenge the assumption that the 
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objectives of tourism and heterosexuality are to produce and maintain a self different 

from an other. Indeed, while sightseeing and heterosexual seduction both promise the 

pleasures of inhabiting an other's locale, they also expose the impossibility of defining 

differences between familiar and foreign. Considering these issues in works by Henry 

James, Sinclair Lewis, Stephen Spielberg, Jamaica Kincaid, Leslie Silko, and Lynne 

Tillman, and the tourist destinations represented in them, succeeding chapters analyze the 

reassuring and continuous constructions of binaries like home/away, distance/intimacy, 

and familiar/strange, illuminating their instability by revealing how they become blurred, 

contradictory, or representative of seemingly disparate concerns. 
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DSTTRODUCnON 

"PARIS: I am in my hotel room, on the bed, reading The Portrait of A Lady, and 

nursing an illness I might not have" (Tillman 7). So begins the unnamed narrator of 

Lynne Tillman's travel novel Motion Sickness. Receiving a call from the Frenchwoman 

Arlette, the narrator admits the unexpected guest with a manner akin to her illness: "I 

both feign surprise at her visit and feel surprised, a mixed response for what might be a 

mixed get-well visit" (7). By the end of the passage, confident that Isabel Archer "has an 

end that must be worse than mine," the narrator doesn't "feel well enough to leave my 

hotel room. Except to go down the street for some bread. Or pain, as they call it here" (8). 

At this point, ushered into a world of indeterminacy and performativity, the reader feels 

dizzy, part of a rush of falsified images and unreliable impressions, multiple 

qualifications and hearty irreverence. Hardly the stuff of the conventional travel 

narrative, a story stamped with purpose, drive, and the vim and vigor of the 

entrepreneurial discoverer. Here, our (un)trustworthy traveler lies prone, sequestered, 

head in a novel—and not even a Parisian-authored one at that—only sneaking out for the 

pleasure of some pain. 

The unease that settles on the reader stems from the disjointed sense of what is 

simultaneously a tightly knit narrative. The story seems to start in the middle and stay 

there. For after the search for bread, the chapter moves to a string of locations: Istanbul, 

then Agia Galine, then back to Istanbul, Amsterdam, Istanbul, Agia Galine, and finally, 

London. All the while, the reader can't be quite sure about the order of the visits. The 
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first chapter ends with the narrator meeting an unknown American woman whose English 

husband has vanished: 

She begins to describe him and suddenly I know she's talking about Charles 

whose face rises out of the mist where I last saw him. It now seems appropriate 

that it was a sewer, if it was. I don't know whether or not to tell her ±at I saw him 

in Istanbul. I know I will, but this breakfast room, with its impatient waiters, 

doesn't seem the right place. But then travel doesn't ever produce the right place, 

I've discovered, so I describe Charles and my encounter with him. He is, indeed, 

her wandering husband, a fact that at first silences both of us as we spread orange 

marmalade over cold toast—^I've grown to like cold toast—and almost instantly I 

am her best friend in the world, the world being so small these days that it takes 

only one encounter to make us fast friends. Or so we think. (13) 

What's fascinating about this passage is that the most obvious comment passes 

unremarked. The extraordinary thing about "the world being so small these days" is not 

that an American woman traveler would become fast friends with another American 

woman in London. Rather, the narrator's discovery that the Englishman she spent a day 

with in Istanbul is the itinerant husband of a woman she happens to meet in her London 

hotel's breakfast room makes quite an impression. In this novel, coincidence heaps upon 

coincidence but each one remains undistinguished, part of a larger story about the 

mediocre and ordinary. And as the accidental appears routine, so the predictable causes 

hesitation. Every impression solicits doubt about its veracity. The narrator claims she 
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doesn't know whether to tell Jessica the American woman about her husband. In the next 

sentence, however, she says she will. But not until the right place. But then she does. 

This style, of course, represents the stream-of-consciousness nature of journal 

writing, a mode the novel engages to various degrees. But the style also creates the sense 

of motion sickness that overwhelms the narrative. Although most definitely a travel tale, 

with its American heroine on a tour of Europe and beyond, the story somehow doesn't 

seem to move anywhere. And that makes a reader light-headed. We think of travel 

narratives as chronicling forward movement, where we read linearly from a subject's 

departure from one place to her/his eventual arrival at a new destination, or return to the 

point of origin. Of course, all sorts of intermittent distractions and attractions flesh out the 

story. But these events notwithstanding, in this novel we get visions of a place or, just as 

frequently, references to a place toured that we might later visit; in both cases, we're not 

really ever sure what we're reading for, what constitutes "the story." And yet, the cycle— 

and recycling—of places and persons encountered creates a connected story. When the 

narrator introduces Charles in the first chapter, we read about him in two vignettes, 

during the last of which, they meet. After their day in the city, the narrator can only 

describe him as "cloudy" and "submerged" (11). So it comes as a bit of a surprise to 

sense, in her later meeting with Jessica, that there's something there to tell, something 

between them that needs the "right place" to divulge. The narrator's descriptions of 

present occurrences, which often come after the memory of them, indulge in a casual 

indeterminacy. Places, people, and episodes generally don't make sharp first impressions. 

We never really know the tenor of her relations or the course—both route and purpose— 
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of her touring. But the point is, finally, why should we? The narrator recounts episodes as 

vague or inconclusive precisely because touring produces incidents that don't settle in, 

that don't fit into place, that don't assimilate into a regular pattern. And so the stones of 

them don't emerge or re-emerge until some other place and time if, that is, they emerge at 

all. 

The suspension of a teleological frame, the move away from linear time, 

departures, and destinations, emphasizes a floating mobility, the extreme version of 

which would constitute a "true tourism" for the narrator.' In her Tangier hotel room, she 

looks at herself in the mirror, speculating that: 

The mirror ought to become a window. To provide the real adventure of seeing 

through oneself. To see through to something outside, something beyond. Mirrors 

are defeating because they don't tell you what you look like to someone else. As 

if you could get out of your skin. In a fantasy the sublime mirror would not just 

make you the most beautiful in a make-believe kingdom but permit a true tourism 

in which you would find yourself outside your homeland, and outside your body, 

and see yourself with emotional vividness, as you can't, and in the roles you play 

to others—the other woman, your mother's son, the friend, an interloper, the 

American or the Moroccan, The Yugoslav. I don't miss Zoran. (121) 

The narrator's ultimate tourism, the ability to view how you look to someone else, 

dissolves into a reflection on her latest affair with the married Yugoslav Zoran. How did 

she get from one to the other? Or, how did she leave one to arrive at the other? The 
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narrator's "true tourism" charts the subject's route as a profound dislocation from the 

home base that ultimately alights upon an unprecedented intimacy. That intimacy occurs 

with an other, in the merging of their perspectives. Moreover, it transpires with the self, 

as the acquisition of a new-found familiarity with one's appearance, in a way that far 

exceeds surface reflection. 

As this study hopes to show, this path describes the narrative trajectory of 

heterosexuality as well as tourism, and most importantly, it links them together. My 

reading of the plaited narratives of tourism and heterosexuality as they appear in a range 

of cultural texts originates with a series of questions prompted by various plots. Why is it, 

for instance, that The Bostonians' Southern suitor procures a promise of loyalty from the 

New Englander Verena Tarrant during a tour of Memorial Hall, a Northern monument to 

the Civil War dead? How does the expansive urban scene of another James' novel. The 

Princess Casamassima, circumscribe the individual it supposedly liberates by recasting him 

as an uncannily domestic(ated) subject? How does a road trip across the U.S. continent in 

Sinclair Lewis' 1919 novel Free Air mobilize a story of American democracy through 

heterosexual romance and vice versa? Why does the reproductive nuclear heterosexual 

family, endangered at the outset of Jurassic Park, find its rejuvenation during a trip to a 

theme park? How do tourism and heterosexual reproduction function as mechanisms of 

violence in Kincaid's A Small Place and Silko's Almanac of the Dead, mechanisms that 

produce a generation of missing persons? These conjoined narratives of mobility 

contribute to, extend, modify, interrupt, shape, and characterize larger cultural narratives 

' For a compelling study of the activity of "perpetually postpon[ing] the sense of an ending" as a writing 
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about freedom and free enterprise, travel routes and roots, and discovery and 

(dis)possession. 

Quite broadly, the pleasures of both tourism and heterosexuality turn on the 

attraction to difference, that is, the exoticization of a particular epistemological category: 

gender, class, race, ethnicity, even geography. The exoticization is, by definition, 

touristic. And erotic. Sometimes the exoticized quality is very familiar—often familial. In 

many cases, the story concludes with the return to, if not the reproduction of, the same. 

As the "true tourism" suggests, the goal of both tourism and heterosexuality might be 

sameness with a difference. Narratives of tourism and heterosexuality configure and plot 

grids of sameness and difference in complex ways that crosscut multiple scales— 

geographical, cultural, psychic, temporal. In the process, they define categories and 

configurations—the mother's son, the other woman—that re-situate the self. 

The inhabitation of an other's position/body/locale has been defined as a pleasure 

and purpose of both tourism and of heterosexuality. I want to suggest that the attraction 

that links these enterprises understands other-body occupation as a way to examine the 

self, and to define the self precisely by locating it through the roles it plays in others' 

scenarios. The narrator's "true tourism" describes both a pleasure and a horror because 

the subject's re-entry into itself through an other reveals the self as mobilized, 

circumscribed, and authenticated by others' scripts. 

practice (xx), see Aiken's analysis of Isak Dinesen and narrative. 
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Continental Drift 

The pleasure of reading Motion Sickness emerges from the fluidity created by its 

vignettes, interlocked like shifting plates so that the novel constantly reconfigures itself, 

its platetectonic structure shaped by the reminiscences, coincidences, and routine 

attractions that pin down the narrative's perpetual drift. Like the postcards the narrator 

copiously writes, carefully addresses, and never sends, we're always in process, but never 

really arrive. The absence of a destination, however, does not mean that nothing happens. 

The pleasures of touring, from the anticipatory excitement of getting underway to the 

popularity of the directionless road trip and the kinesthetic thrills of the roller coaster, 

come from a deferral of the destination. In both touristic and heterosexual pursuits, we're 

attracted by the path desire takes. The thrill of being in motion arises from the pleasure of 

suspending grounding identiHcations, relations, and positions that fasten the subject to 

established and predetermined coordinates. 

Like Motion Sickness' anonymous narrator, the figure in motion can assume new 

identities. A stranger in a strange land can also find a renewed pleasure in the familiar 

because it becomes a novelty during travel. Although she hates the idea of going home, 

the narrator repeatedly establishes homey routines during her travels. She eats the same 

breakfast every day, repeats visits to places she's already been, stays in the same hotels, 

and takes her touristic pleasure by watching mundane scenes out the window. In a novel 

structured by movement, the motion seems somehow stagnant. The passage imagining a 

true tourism appears oddly (and therefore characteristically) not in the chapter entitled 

'Toreign Skins," but in the one called "Home Sickness." Though the imaginary mirror 
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reflects a fantasy of dislocation, the direction of the disembodied points towards home, 

back towards the self. This story tells of a home sickness in a body that simultaneously 

refuses to curtail movement, either by ending the tour, staying in relationships, or mailing 

postcards, postcards that ask more questions than report activities, so they too, if mailed, 

would not bring a sense of completion. In Motion Sickness, in touristic adventures, and in 

heterosexual narratives of seduction, the simultaneous yearning for mobility and stasis 

and, more suggestively, the queasiness produced by this twin desire, constimtes the 

attraction. 

Again and again, the novel produces stories about the mobility, or lack thereof, of 

the subject. From the picaresque, the bildungsrontan, and the gothic to frontier, realist, 

and science fictions, the novel's stories plot the crossing of space. These journeys 

generate all kinds of border crossings, from the geographical to the cultural and 

psychological. As many critics have noted, the foundational and enduring story of 

American literature emerges from what Kathleen Kirby has called "thinking subjectivity 

through space" (174). Indeed, the texts I examine characterize this movement. In The 

Bostonians, characters cross regions in a time of highly charged sectionalism, while 

encounters with the novelties of capitalistic, sexual, and class desire create new mobilities in 

The Princess Casamassima. Free Air's narrative of the independent female traveler 

mobilizes a story of democratic ideals; in Jurassic Park, a journey of discovery uncovers 

similarities between reproduction and invention. Mobility registers as violence in Almanac 

of the Dead; the circulation of bodies and body parts represents the extremes of unchecked 

access to "other" cultures. 
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From Clarissa to Cold Mountain, the novel also narrates the story of romantic 

heterosexual love as one forged across the landscape." The heterosexual subject, too, is a 

traveler, though its terrain ranges from the geographical to the ideational. The suitor 

pursues the object of his or her affections across continents, but also across boundaries 

created by, for instance, class, race, and gender differences, rival suitors, and an infinite 

number of detours and distractions engineered by the plot. Constructions of the American 

landscape resonate with ideas about travel, eroticism, and the relations between them. 

Annette Kolodny's analysis of the heterosexist and sexist politics of the quest story, one 

in which the male pioneer feminizes, in order to then violate, the landscape, stands beside 

other stories: the young naive girl who moves to the big city and becomes sexually 

experienced as in Sister Carrie, the male homosocial relations forged in the wake of 

heteronormativity as in Hack Finn and Leslie Fiedler's analysis of it, the vexed and 

vexing migratory politics of sexual desire, racial identity, and space illuminated in the 

works of, for example, Nella Larson and Jean Toomer. These stories all have 

geographies; indeed, they are impossible without them. 

Feminist theorists have argued that the story of heterosexuality as a narrative of 

mobility is not just situational, but structural. In Lynda Zwinger's words, "The 

foundation of culmre, we are told, is the law of exogamy, enforced by the incest taboo" 

{Daughters 117). The circulation and exchange of women insures the reproduction of 

civilization. But Zwinger also suggests that this movement comes with a backward 

^ I do not mean to suggest that stories of romantic love that are not heterosexual do not engage this format. 
My distinction represents the boundaries of my own focus. 
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glance: "the foundation of desire, it is equally clear, is endogamous: we are produced as 

desiring subjects in and from a familial position" {Daughters 118). 

This "complex system of endogamous desire and exogamous exchange" (Zwinger 

Daughters 118) seems right at home in the scene of tourism. Analyzing American 

narratives of travel abroad, Terry Caesar argues that, as Americans, "We want to remain 

circumscribed by home, and we want to acknowledge that there are far distant, deeper, 

and provocative shapes to our lives" (18). Caesar posits the American subject as a 

decidedly geographic one. The very question of subjectivity is about spatiality, with the 

subject poised and pulled between dueling directions. Within this geographical 

framework, the subject is also decidedly domestic—endogamous even—especially if we 

consider Caeser's emphasis on nationality. S/he is located originally within the mbric of 

the home, the traditional domain of the family which, again traditionally, marks the 

cultural site and standard of heteronormativity. But perhaps more than geographical, 

more than domestic, Caesar's subject, with its search for "far distant, deeper, and 

provocative shapes," resides most insistently as a figure of longing. To be a subject is to 

be a subject of desire. Moreover, like the subject Zwinger describes, this subject wants to 

have it both ways, desiring to be both circumscribed and boundless. Like Tillman's 

tourism, that duality emerges as the countenance of desire. 

Meaghan Morris asks whether feminist criticism might "mark a space for 

considering convergence and overlap, rather than divergence and distinction, between the 

rhetoric of mobility and the politics of placement, the mapping of the voyage and the 

'metaphorics of home'" (44). My readings emphasize how mechanisms of 
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heteronormativity and tourism produce ideas of binaries rather than assume them, 

examining how various representatives of sameness and difference are defined in 

particular cultural, historical, and textual moments. 

The geography of the subject comes into view as a bifurcated terrain. The division 

of space into home and away registers more symbolic but equally constitutive splits, both 

external and internal. The world of the subject is the world of tenant and traveler, familial 

and foreigner, situated and nomadic. But what gets interesting, as the subjects posited by 

both Zwinger and Caesar suggest, is the attendant confusion between same and different 

brought about by the mutual attraction to home and away. If the reproduction of 

heterosexuality requires, in part, the escape from a suffocating, endogamous instilarity then 

what better way to insure exogamy than by cloaking the desiring subject as a tourist? At the 

same time, for the tourist, negotiating unfamiliar territory in search of independence, what 

appears more reassuring in a strange place than the familiar scenarios of home, inscriptions 

of normative heterosexuality? With their repeated incarnations of themes like freedom, 

nostalgia, and discovery, the conjoined desires authenticated by tourism and 

heterosexuality sustain cultural institutions like romantic love, capitalistic enterprise, and 

family values, institutions sustained by the complex psychodynamics and stratification of 

factors of race, sex, ethnicity, class, and gender. At the same time, my readings stress 

how the stories reveal the crises and contradictions that threaten the reproduction of these 

institutions. In both cases, narrative sites of attraction promote specific modes of desire 

that have far-reaching implications: revelation in the new and novel, encounters with the 
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foreign, thrills of adventure that foreground danger to the self, voyeuristic and/or 

fetishistic access to an other, and a total abandonment to consumption. 

Covering Groimd 

My analysis of the twinned stories of mobile bodies and mobilized ideologies begins with 

The Bostonians? As its tide suggests, this novel explores the constitutive links between 

identity and place, focusing on a post-Civil War New England saturated with a highly-

charged sense of sectionalism. James' tropes of place resonate with a lexical mobility— 

place refers to geography, social status, level of employment, origin, and position in 

conHgurations of desire. The emphasis on place also enunciates a larger postbellum 

concern about the social and individual repercussions of the geographical mobilities that 

fund personal and national unions. Centering on the movements by and among various 

travelers—the financially independent Olive Chancellor, the feminist reform speaker 

Verena Tarrant, and the ostensibly reconstructed Southerner Basil Ransom—^James 

suggests that what unites subjects in this transitional time is a shared sense of lack of 

place. In the novel's pivotal scene, Basil secures a silent oath of loyalty from Verena at 

Harvard's Memorial Hall. As a veteran, the Southerner finds a way to make an 

association with this Northern monument by denying the privilege and insularity of 

geographical locality. Transposing this strategy to Verena, he strikes a wedge between 

the lyricism of her voice and the political content of her speeches, effectively silencing 

^ Like the tourists I discuss, this project covers a lot of territory. In no way do I make claims to an 
exhaustive historical, chronological, or theoretical treatment of the subject. Rather, I have selected narrative 
moments I find particularly suggestive for thinking about the implications of my dual focus. 
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her. Culminating with Verena's capitulation to Basil's desires, James shows the subject to 

be a product not of familial, sexual, racial, and national locations, but of dislocations. 

Episodes of tourism anchor the promise and failure of heterosexual seduction in 

many of James' works.'^ Certainly trips abroad serve as the ground for heterosexual 

consummation in many of his novels. Yet while the experiences of Isabel Archer, Chad 

Newsome, Lawrence Strether, and Maggie Verver serve to illustrate how the reading 

grids of Americans don't work abroad, that is, how they can't predict or control their 

European "attractions," the two novels I discuss concem themselves with the foreign 

character of a much more domestic terrain. 

In The Princess Casamassima, James' novel about (among other things) the political 

underground in late 19* century London, sightseeing dramatizes a relationship to home. 

For Hyacinth Robinson, the hybrid son of an aristocrat father and a prostitute mother, 

tours of the alluring Princess Casamassima's country house Medley and of London's 

urban maze become mechanisms of self-reflexivity. Desperately seeking to resolve the 

contradictory impulses of his mixed blood. Hyacinth leaves home to mingle with 

society's upper crast and its political underground, two contemporary representations of 

his parents. Always on the move, he understands subjectivity as a question of mobility 

where the subject traverses territories and overcomes distance—or, more often than not, 

seeks distance to overcome intimacies. But tourism articulates the very difficulty of 

categorizing space, and of marking boundaries between the familiar and unfamiliar. As 

Hyacinth loses himself in the tourist attractions of the burgeoning urban metropolis, his 
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desire for the new repeatedly enacts a gesture of return to the family, and specifically to an 

elusive maternal figure. On her deathbed at Newgate prison, that female figure is also a 

touristic spectacle who tempers Hyacinth's desire to bury the past with a simultaneous 

longing to resurrect it. Resonating with its connotation as a turn or shift, the tour in this 

novel always signals a turning homewards that, much to Hyacinth's terror, reveals the 

familiar spaces of home and family as uncannily estranging. In the maze of touristic, 

consumer, and sexual desire, the long reach of heterosexual desire colonizes all others, 

entrapping all under the domestic configurations enabled and arrested by the mother. 

Both chapters about James' novels reveal their concern with the contaminants 

engendered by a number of different mobilities. Although their paths differ, Verena and 

Hyacinth both succumb to the fateful—and fatal—attraction of a figure positioned as a 

stranger. In James, tourism articulates the inescapable dislocations produced by 

participation in heterosexual scripts. Thirty-five years later, Sinclair Lewis' first novel 

Free Air engages similar issues. Claire Boltwood also encounters strangers, and also feels 

dislocated from her place as a New York socialite. But unlike James' protagonists, Claire 

relishes her position. And also unlike them, her touristic encounters take her away from 

the scene of domesticity. Or do they? 

As its title suggests. Free Air embraces mobility as a form of liberation. Prompted 

by the advent of the automobile, the road trip allows a suffocated subject to find 

independence by losing itself in the immensity of the U.S. landscape. As Cynthia 

Dettelbach notes, "the notion of mastering space and looming larger than life has been 

This Jamesian tendency suggests that two long standing trends in Jamesian studies, the international 
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democratized and 'simplified'; all it takes, we are made to believe, is the key to the car" 

(6). But the key starts very different cars for this novel's pair of protagonists. While 

Qaire drives a Gomez-Deperdussin, Milt Daggett, the working-class mechanic who 

crosses her path, spurts and spits behind her in his "tin-covered, dun-painted Teal bug" 

(28). A landscape of class difference drives the story of Claire's independence. Using the 

tour to find herself, Claire personifies the tourist theorized by Dean MacCannell and 

Jonathan Culler. Both critics claim that the tourist travels in search of authenticity. But 

my reading of the novel examines how authenticity is a textual, historical, and cultural 

construction that serves larger narratives about the interrelated politics of gender, class, 

and myths of independence. 

Lewis' road novel goes against the grain of the genre by placing a woman behind 

the wheel. This gender switch lends itself to the themes of the story. After many twists 

and turns, Claire chooses to marry Milt because her motor tour has enabled her to 

embrace the diversity that represents American democracy. The woman's marriage is the 

same story as the one of her independence. In pursuit of freedom, Claire is transformed 

into ±e object of pursuit. 

The texts' varied depictions of heterosexuality suggest drastically different 

assessments of this narrative of desire. Articulating the sacrifices marriage requires of 

women in The Bostonians, James represents heterosexuality as an alienating proposition. 

In The Princess Casamassima, where Hyacinth cannot separate heterosexual desires from 

a familial longing, heterosexuality is similarly estranging. While the James' novels find 

theme and sexuality studies, are foundationaily connected in the novels themselves. 
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(to the protagonists' distress) that the exotic exists in one's own backyard, either as the 

interloper who invades the insularity of home or as the familiar who stays so long that 

s/he become strange, Lewis' pair of protagonists thrive on encounters with strangers; 

their difference from one another drives their mutual attraction. In Jurassic Park, 

reproductive heterosexuality represents a reassuring narrative of productivity, affirming 

and fulfilling the self in an otherwise dangerous and threatening world. 

Conflating the pleasures (and horrors) of a theme park with the attractions and 

detours on the ride to "normative" heterosexuality, Stephen Spielberg's film Jurassic Park 

suggests that recreation is about procreation. The film's theme park foregrounds a behind-

the-scenes space as the main tourist attraction. In order to understand the purpose of this 

display, I examine the similar tendency of Universal Studios Hollywood, the epitome of 

backstage attractions. Promising to show visitors "how movies are made," Universal Studios 

shows an overwhelming interest in modes of production and productivity. Jurassic Park 

ostensibly tells the story of an enterprise of dinosaur breeding, but also focuses on the 

regeneration of the endangered nuclear family. Its off-stage spaces, then, promise to show 

how babies—reptilian and human—are made, turning the focus to methods of 

reproductivity. Rampant bodily consumption—eating—and the consumption of the rules of 

technological production—hacking—are associated with the heterosexual female and 

threaten the boundedness of the white, male body. Exhibiting both biotechnology and 

"normative" heterosexuality, the back regions re-establish a relation between consumption 

and production. 
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In A Small Place and Almanac of the Dead, the monstrous appears as the machine 

of colonialist-capitalism, an enterprise that literally and systematically consumes its 

subjects. Both texts' depictions of tourism unearth patterns of a colonialist-capitalist 

history, focusing on how tourism fiinctions as a veneer for the violence interred in that 

system. The violence is about, specifically, the illicit mechanics of legitimate business, 

the endless proliferation of methods to exploit bodies, and the ways that particular 

configurations of space and place contribute to the success of colonialist-capitalist 

enterprise. The symbolic and literal erasure of a less dominant culture marks a Euro-

American tradition. At the turn of the century, Edward Everett Hale, New England 

preacher and crusader, '*found it more convenient simply to depopulate most of the 

continent [of native peoples] from the outset. For Hale the moral meaning of America 

began only with European settlement" (Hinsley 190). Almanac of the Dead and A Small 

Place describe the continued history of this depopulation. 

Overwhelmed with the movements and migrations of bodies, dead and alive, 

replete with journeys, physical and spiritual, and paced by the dismembered, displaced 

and dispossessed, Silko's novel views the dead bodies located by the psychic Lecha as 

only the most obvious variety of "missing persons." Touristic slippage between 

identification with and appropriation of the "other" engenders the ultimate expropriation of 

bodies and tourism is taken to a bodily scale—subjects are harvested for their organs or 

tortured and killed in productions marketed for others' pleasure. Delineating the blood, 

guts, and body organs that feed not only profit-making, but place-making and story-

making as well, the novel renders uncanny the roots—and especially the routes—of both 
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bodily travel and capitalistic tourism. Although the novel's representations of 

heterosexuality are less explicit, its presence remains implicit and insidious, marked by the 

ongoing sexual violence that contributes to the pleasure of a privileged few. 

'THsneyland, the place we love to call work." 

—Tom, Jungle Cruise guide 

Pleasure is serious business. My readings of the imbricated narratives of heterosexual and 

touristic desire focus on the cultural work those narratives, literally and figuratively, 

perform. In The Bostonians and Free Air, the imbrication acts as a fix for political 

divisiveness where the stories play out the reproduction of democracy, with all its biases 

and failures. In Jurassic Park, a story of the reproductive self as. both inventor and 

original unfolds. My readings often emphasize the persistence of the familial model as 

the story which guides the subject to a place of location and dislocation. That model also 

persists as the narrative that sustains and embodies cultural and historical conceptions of 

sameness and difference. Finally, violence, explicitly discussed only in relation to A 

Small Place and Almanac of the Dead, knots all of my analyses. For the violence of 

subjectivity is perhaps most relentlessly exhibited in tales of heterosexual and touristic 

attraction. As romances of pleasure and profit, these interwoven stories elucidate the 

creation of, maintenance of, and threats to social relations in particular places and times, 

in particular imaginations and narratives. This study hopes to illuminate the productions 
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and paths of desire that anchor and threaten the ways a subject—heterosexual, touristic, 

and also, familial, cultural, national, and global—mobilizes and authenticates itself. 
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1. 
TOURING MEMORIAL HALL: CONTENTIOUS CARTOGRAPHY IN HENRY 

JAMES' THE BOSTONIANS 

"The journey behind them is mapped out and figured, with its false steps, its wrong 
observations, all its infatuated, deluded geography." (398) 

From the seemingly mappable pairs of North/South, Boston/Cambridge, and 

Boston/New York to the more conceptual couplings of public/private, exterior/interior, 

and local/national. The Bostonians is replete with places—staked out, contiguous, and 

contested. Weighted with the highly-charged sense of sectionalism of Post-Civil War 

America, the novel explores the compulsion to forge and sustain a link between one's 

identity and one's place. Situating Olive and Basil as placeholders for antithetical 

geographies, sexual preferences, and politics, much of the criticism concludes that James 

uses his focus on "the woman question" to demarcate stable and stringent oppositions 

between publicity and privacy. The arguments suggest James employs these located 

subjects to explore and critique the relationship between individualism and 

institutionalized ideology in a period of historical and ideological transition. Although 

most of these critics argue that James realized the impossibility of keeping opposed 

spheres separate, many still rely on the model of innate and grounded opposition as the 

one that anchors the narrative and its sensibilities.' 

' See, for instance. Bell, who traces the impact of publicity and spectacle on the private and public, noting 
that, 'To subscribe to these oppositions, the novel tells us, is to subscribe to the stultifying fixation of the 
world that is concealed by publicity's promises of alternatives" (250). Thomas argues that James reminds us 
"that an innermost self is itself the product of relationships with others" and "in James' world, personality is 
by definition prone to violation" (737). See also, Howe, Hutchinson, Levander, and Morris. 
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However, although the characters' respective locations may appear as stable 

classifications for self-defining ideologies, the novel describes the post-bellum era as one 

of ceaseless transitions and movement—or movements. It tracks the very difficulties in 

positing an enduring identification between identity and place. At every turn. The 

Bostonians plots a story of transport. People travel, relocate, shuttle back and forth and, 

pe±aps most desperately, desire "to be moved." Concerns about residency, migration, 

trespass, eviction, and vagrancy loom large in this text that draws our attention to the 

ubiquity of the unplaced and, in turn, suggests a need to redirect an examination of the 

novel's contentious cartography. The interest in and anxieties about movement(s) center 

on the import, in both senses of the term, of unfamiliar persons into previously exclusive 

social situations. In The Bostonians and in the "new" national union, movements between 

geographical regions mark these areas, and the symbolic systems they represent, as both 

alluringly and dangerously pervious. 

Concerned with the tenuous location—spatial, social, ideological, and 

psychological—of the subject, The Bostonians presents us with three main characters 

who, despite their appearances, are foundationally uprooted. White, bourgeois, urban, 

liberal, and financially secure, Olive Chancellor seems multiply and firmly situated— 

deeply attached to the social and spatial parameters of the drawing room. Whether in her 

Cambridge home, at Miss Birdseye's or on Cape Cod, her connection with this interior 

space symbolizes her attachment to enclosure, the most rigid of placements. But Olive 

routinely chooses to journey to the realm of the other so associated with the bodily—the 

working class—in search of a sensation unavailable in her staid settings. The Southerner 
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Basil Ransom, also over-identified with his place of origin, at first seems interminably 

placed as the interloper. But Basil is also restless. Always hovering, refusing to sit, he 

appears inherently present, but never establishes his residency. His migratory maneuvers, 

moving firom Mississippi to Boston to New York to Cambridge to Cape Cod, extend to 

his meetings with Verena. In Cambridge and Central Park they embark on long walks. On 

Cape Cod, their perambulations stretch to the sea in the form of long, lazy boat rides. 

Finally, Verena Tarrant, the charismatic feminist reformer, is pulled in multiple directions 

by her parents, Olive, Basil, wealthy Harvard suitors, and crowds of possible recruits for 

the feminist reform movement. Drawn by all of these varied and incompatible admirers, 

Verena remains (in)constantly in danger of losing—or finding—her "place." 

The proclivity towards motion exists in dynamic tension with the desire to be 

grounded. Lack of location suggests a condition of perpetual motion. But people want to 

moved, ultimately, in order to find a post. Similarly, the search for stasis, identified here 

as the conunitment to a cause, person, or domicile, stems from the desire to disrupt 

existing social or economic or romantic placements. To be situated means to uproot 

traditional social, economic, or romantic arrangements. Verena embodies these 

concurrent desires as the traveling feminist speaker who secures people's commitments 

through her geographical mobility. On site, her individual performances are even more 

suggestive since, right before she talks. Dr. Tarrant "laid his hands upon her to make her 

speak" (133). Started up and moved into a trance by her father, she unites people for her 

cause by abandoning her sovereignty as a subject. 
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The tension between mobility and commitment plays out in the stories of 

intimacy. The solicitation, shuffling, and sabotage of sentiment and conviction constitute 

intimate relations, ti turn, the stories of desire that surface between Olive, Verena, and 

Basil occur as struggles to imagine the pleasures, positions, and politics of '"free unions'" 

(105). 

Free Associations 

The pivotal and fateful transfer of attraction, a movement of commitment from one 

admirer to another, occurs when Verena takes Basil on a tour of Harvard College. A year 

and a half after receiving a "very casual invitation" (229) from the alluring redhead, Basil 

visits Verena at her parents' impoverished and suburban Cambridge home. Unnerved and 

interested in the unexpected visitor, Verena suggests a tour of the grounds of nearby 

Harvard College so that their "charming interview" may not be his "only association with 

the place" (237). Harvard's campus becomes a surrogate domestic space where Verena 

can deflect attention from herself to a tourist attraction and become a sightseer rather than 

the sight seen. Harvard also provides an opportunity for intimacy for the domestically 

unplaced." Unfixed socially as the daughter of the charlatan Dr. Tarrant, residing largely 

at Olive's house, Verena's commutes between Cambridge and Boston signify her 

shuttling between different economic and social classes. Harvard compresses Verena's 

^ In James' Roderick Hudson, the servant Assunta's tryst with her lover at the Roman coliseum illustrates 
the portability of the domestic scene: "He wondered what she [Assunta] was doing alone in the Coliseum, 
and put it together that she had admirers as well as her young mistress, but that, being without the same 
domiciliary conveniences, she is using this massive heritage of her Latin ancestors as hall of audience" 
(257). 
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shifting locations. Safeguarding her from the intimacy of entertaining Basil at home while 

placing her in an unsupervised situation. Harvard represents both a space of protection 

and liberation for Verena. Verena can use it to steer the circumstances, and yet it becomes 

a new site for "associations." 

By the tour's end, Basil has secured all but a verbal confirmation that Verena will 

keep their visit a secret from her companion and patron Olive. The Southern suitor has 

unsettled the speechmaker to the point that she abruptly dismisses him. Her brusque 

manner communicates the lingering effects of the visit. Her admonition to the anti-

feminist Southerner that "'My influence is peculiar; it sometimes comes out a long time 

afterwards!'" (248) proves ironic. The sentiment misfires, for it is Basil's influence over 

Verena that begins its gestation at Harvard. Verena's secret marks the beginning of a slow 

and complicated betrayal of Olive. Because Verena has never kept anything from Olive, 

her decision to do so marks a shift in her loyalties. Basil has displaced her affections for 

Olive. Later musing over the genesis of her loss of Verena to the unsympathetic 

Southerner, Olive finds "the detestable episode at Cambridge ... the worst, because it had 

been thunder in a clear sky... .that occasion was the key of all that had happened since ... 

he had then obtained an irremediable hold upon her" (372). But Basil's ability to secure 

that switch during this moment is curious. This is a novel where a condition of unplaced-

ness makes mobility possible. In this scene at the Civil War memorial, Verena carefully 

and artfully places Basil not only as a Southerner, but as an outsider, an opponent, and a 

defeated party. How is it that the Southerner is able to move into the role of victor by the 

end of the tour? 
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Basil^s surprise storming of Verena occurs during a dramatic viewing of 

Harvard's Memorial Hall, the College's monument to the Civil War dead. Verena saves 

Memorial Hall, "consecrated to the sons of the university who fell in the long Civil War" 

(246), for the showpiece of their tour, admitting to Basil that it is '"one place where 

perhaps it would be indelicate to take a Mississippian...(245). Perhaps it is the "one 

place" that she would like him to associate with their visit. That is, her subtly artful lack 

of hospitality suggests that Verena brings Basil to the Civil War memorial to frame their 

own meeting with an "us/them" narrative. She employs this site of irremediable 

contestation to foreground their contrary affiliations, and thus, to provoke the differences 

between them. Memorial Hall represents a political constancy that indicates and insures 

her political, and thus personal, constancy to Olive. The monument also serves to anchor 

Basil's movements with a sectionalist narrative that geographically, historically, and 

symbolically places the Southerner so that Verena may control the direction of both his 

and her desire. 

But Verena's defensive gesmre also acts as an invitation, enticing Basil to take up 

the position of a rival. In challenging him to enter the monument as a Mississippian, she 

tempts him into a competition with which he is very familiar. As a Southerner in 

Northern territory, Basil creates connections to place (negative or positive) through 

difference and adversity. Scanning the white tablets of the fallen soldiers' names, Basil 

glosses over political and geographical difference to identify, ironically, the commonality 

grounded by/in place, to focus on "the names of the various engagements, at several of 

which he had been present" (246). Himself a veteran, Basil "forgot, now, the whole 
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question of sides and parties; the simple emotion of the old fighting-time came back to 

him, and the monument... arched over friends as well as enemies, the victims of defeat 

as well as the sons of triumph" (246). The monument is not a monument to the North, the 

place of Verena's difference or a defense against the encroaching Basil. Rather, it is a 

monument to filiality and fighting.^ 

In this novel about territories and movements, and the movement among territories, 

Basil's combining of and collapse between labels like friend, enemy, son, defeat, and 

triumph register the instability of enduring affiliations between place and platform. The 

designations appear similar to the Harvard library catalog's "myriad little cards, disposed 

alphabetically in immense chests of drawers" (244) shown to Basil earlier on his tour. But 

the card catalog, a fine tuned system of order, still requires a guide to explain its "mysteries" 

(244). Similarly, the monument's system of order does not guarantee certainty—there can 

exist a revelation that one does "not know under what letter to range it" (245). Basil 

shuffles and rearranges the terms of conflict and difference, turning the tour into a site of 

representation with an opportunity for interpretation. This scene of reading sets the tone for 

his relations with Verena. How is it that Basil can feel "that in a moment they had become 

more intimate" as a response to Verena's conmient that" 'I tell her [Olive] everything'" 

(247)? It's because he knows that the speech maker feels that she has something to tell. 

While Basil leaves Verena "to take another look at the inscribed tablets" (246), she has 

^ In his discussion of masculinity and fighting, Ong, noting that "testis is the word from which 'contest' is 
derived," argues that masculinity "engenders agonistic activity because it is something to be won, achieved, 
... not at all simply something one is bom with" (98). Though I disagree with his notion that to "be 
feminine is ... to come into existence [generally] provided for" (99), his broad historical analysis of 
masculinity is provocative. 
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already left the place behind, fretting about how the scene will appear to Olive. She 

worries about how to represent it and even whether to represent it. Sensing this, Basil 

realizes that in the midst of these "heroic symbols" the two tourists "were discussing their 

affairs" (247 emphasis added). They have become a story. "[P]laying with his subject" 

(248), Basil encourages Verena to tell Olive the object of the visit (248). She replies, '"If 

I shouldn't, it would be the first—' And Verena checked herself' (248). The orator has 

stumbled upon a first that she can't or won't utter. Sounding slightly sexually 

promiscuous, "the first" remains unspeakable, perhaps because she knows not "under 

what letter to range it" (245). Li spite of her certainty, both she and her loyalty are open to 

appropriation. 

Monumental Desires 

At Memorial Hall, Verena has attempted to nullify the Southern conservative's 

rising stature by taking Basil to "'the great place that towers above the others'"(245). But 

by the end of the novel, the manly suitor, who approached Memorial Hall with an 

"enlarged curiosity" (245), has become the "towering eminence" (375). To ask what takes 

place during the tour of Memorial Hall prompts a literalizing of the question: in this novel 

of perpemal movements, what does it mean, and how many ways are there, to "take 

place"? 

Again on the move with Basil, this time in Central Park, Verena becomes restless 

listening to Basil's "narrow notions" (328). Enthusiastic and exasperated, she declaims 

that she and Olive are caught in "'a remarkable social system that has no place for usV" 
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(328). As her exclamation suggests, James repeatedly plays on the term place, blurring 

locution and location, and implying imbricated, if not mutually determining, connections 

between geographical position, social status, and historical/ideological signiHcance. Basil 

tells Verena that before his political ideas were published, '"it didn't seem to me at all 

clear that there was a place for me in the world'" (360). The Southerner's previous lack 

of success was due to the unpopularity of his conservatism; the term place conjoins his 

anxieties about his employment status, residential situation, and status in the world of 

ideas. Following Verena to Cape Cod, Basil answers Dr. Prance's inquiry about where he 

was the night Verena spoke at Miss Birdseye's: '"It was in about the same place you 

were, wasn't it?"' (347). Since the doctor now seems "rather loath to resume her place" in 

Olive's drawing room (347), one can only wonder if it is her place as doctor or as 

unsjmipathetic interloper—hired help or outsider—that prompts this remark. Perhaps it is 

precisely the conflation of the two. A later exchange between E>r. Prance and Basil on 

Cape Cod illustrates the mobility of the term's meaning. Basil begins, "'You mean you 

have got to go back to work?' 'Well, yes; my place is empty in the city.' 'So is every 

other place. You had better remain....'" (391). During the walk in Central Park, Basil 

exclaims to Verena, '"Dear Miss Tarrant, what is most agreeable to women is to be 

agreeable to men!....don't let Olive Chancellor persuade you that she and Mrs. Farrinder 

have invented any [truth] that can take its place....'" (329). Or expand its place. 

According to Basil, what can't take place is a rearrangement of gender and space: women 

have '"[n]o place in public'" (328). Fielding Basil's personal questions less ably than his 

theories, Verena "felt his eyes on her face" (331). The attention makes her blush and 
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causes a reflection: "Verena had been commended of old by Olive for her serenity 'while 

exposed to the gaze of hundreds'; but a change had taken place, and she was now unable 

to endure the contemplation of an individual" (331 emphasis added). Rendering her red 

and speechless, Basil has taken Verena's place as speechmaker while she assumes the 

position of the text to be read. Though far less in quantity, the stare of an audience of one 

escalates in intensity. Unable to hold Basil at a distance, she loses her psychological 

footing. At the novel's end, in the music hall on the fatal night of Verena's highly-

anticipated speech, Basil "certainly was not going to subside into his place. He was not 

one of the audience; he was apart, unique, and had come on a business altogether special" 

(414). If Basil takes his seat among the general audience, he forfeits his special status to 

Verena, and perhaps more importantly, relinquishes the recognition of that status. This is 

particularly distressful for Basil whose "place," in fact, usually refers to his lack of one. 

He represents the displaced Southerner with foreign ideas. Struggling with economic, 

political, and social standing, he feels Verena enjoys the career he deserves.'^ To take her 

is, at the least, to take her place. 

At Harvard, all that takes place generates from a literal taking (up of) place, the 

story-making of space represented by the monument. Memorial Hall stands there for duty 

and honour" and "speaks of sacrifice and example" (246 emphasis added). Its 

anthropomorphic representation cues its expansive influence. If established tourist sites are 

monuments—to the past, to a nation, to natural wonders—and thus enlarge, that is, 

* Fetterley makes a similar point about Verena being destined for the success Basil "craves for himself in 
her discussion of the jealous and competitive nature of Basil's relation to Verena (120). On the gender 
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are seen. E)elimiting the bounds of perception, monuments stabilize both the story of the 

site and the subject positions from which to view the story-space/ At the same time, their 

incarnation of concepts like "duty," "honour," and "sacrifice" invites personal reflection 

and individual interpretation of these qualities. The very specificity enshrined by a 

particular monument's purpose, form, and narrative ultimately functions to abstract ideas. 

Monuments work because visitors can invent and adopt the meaning of their terms to suit 

individual purposes. This conception points to a key one in the novel: the story-making of 

pleasure is represented as the desire to circumscribe, in order then to occupy, a variety of 

places—social, political, cultural, sexual—by viewers positioned as outsiders or as 

unplaced. The novel represents the characters' social subordination as predicated upon 

geographical origins: the South is not as good as the North, the North not as good as New 

England, and Cambridge not as good as Boston. The characters' places of origin are 

liabilities. But as the novel proceeds, the more geographically alien take up places of central 

politics of public speech, see also Levander. 
A recent USA Today article alerted readers to a national explosion in monument construction. Architecture 

editor Deborah Dietsch "attributes the proliferation of monuments to the proliferation of factions" that she 
contrasts to an earlier "monument-building frenzy" when "Americans came together to honor the Civil War 
dead" (Puente 3A). Her coomients suggest that visitors understand monuments as representing specific 
stories for specific audiences. Viewers want sites to "speak" to them. Dietsch surmises that "'What is 
different today is that memorials no longer represent a nation united but one divided'" (Puente 3A). 
Historically uninformed, Dietsch's perception seems nostalgic at best In fact, the deeply partisan monument 
building of the late IQ*** centiuy (when, for instance, Robert E. Lee's estate was vindictively appropriated as 
the site for Arlington cemetery) indicates that factionalism has a long history—might be the history—in 
nation- and culture-making as represented by monuments. That partisan support has been transposed into 
national endorsement. "National" monuments are thinly disguised partisan memorials that produce and 
erase viewpoints of class, gender, race, ethnicity, region, industry and nation. See Foote for an illuminating 
and insightfiil historical study of this phenomenon. 
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importance. While Verena's very eccentricity launches her into the drawing rooms of the 

moneyed, Basil's outsider status becomes his inroad to this main attraction. 

The Outside as Inside Track 

As Verena and Basil walk from her parents' home at Monadnoc Place to the Harvard 

campus, the narrative shifts away from a portrait of the couple to that of neighborhood. 

James describes—almost to the point of distraction—the intimate details of the 

surrounding architecture. A flurry of "little cupolas and belvederes" (239), "wooden 

doorways," "fresh villas," "scallops, brackets, cornices, [and] wooden flourishes" (240) 

embellishes both the avenue and the story. Taking in all of these adornments, Basil is 

drawn repeatedly to "a silvered number, affixed to the glass above the door, in figures 

huge enough to be read by the people who, in the periodic horse-cars, travelled along the 

middle of the avenue" (240). It "was to these glittering badges that many of the houses on 

either side owed their principal identity" (240). The houses find their identity in the 

number that marks them for strangers, in the code that caters to the stranger rather than 

the resident. So, too, with the characters in the scene. Verena explains to Basil that she 

"paves the way for future work," precisely because her "great use" is "to take hold of the 

outsiders" (240).® Basil responds, "'That's the class to which I belong....Am I not an 

outsider?"' (240). Each one's address, both territorial and linguistic, finds meaning only 

when read by/as an outsider. 
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Set in Cambridge, geographically and symbolically outside of Boston, the scene 

develops from the novel's magnetic interest in the outsider, the stranger, the newcomer, 

the interloper/ The novel opens with Basil arriving at his cousin Olive's Boston home 

and James, catering to "the reader who like a complete image" (36), indulges in a 

prolonged description of the odd features of his demeanor and dialect. Olive, unable to 

make alliances with women of her own social position, "had an inunense desire to know 

intimately some very poor girl" (62). Wanting to "'know everything that lies beneath and 

out of sight'" (63), she looks to outsiders—outcasts?—"women weak, insulted, 

persecuted" to conduct her cmsade (64). While Mrs. Farrinder would have her connect 

with the other ladies of Beacon Street, Olive desperately wants to "rescue" Verena (104). 

Although this mission entails Verena's removal from certain situations, it also positions 

Olive as the traveler: "The more Olive leamt of her visitor's life the more she wanted to 

enter it, the more it took her out of herself (104). Sounding also like an act of 

heterosexuality, Olive's desire presses delicately on the fine line between intimacy and 

invasiveness. And when Verena exclaims that "'Miss Chancellor has absorbed me'" 

(234), it seems that Olive has completely interpellated her desire to reach outsiders; she is 

Verena's outside. Olive's proximity notwithstanding, Basil admires Verena for being 

^ The language of construction and building here, of paving routes to outsiders, conjures reconstructionist 
efforts to build a "new South," especially since Verena tours the South as part of her efforts to educate and 
recruit people about the feminist movement. 
^ The undertow of attraction to the figure of the outsider, and the interest in the outsider's position and 
access to things "inside," appears unwittingly in the novel's introduction. Explaining that The Bostonians 
was excluded from the New York edition by the publishers, Charles Roberts Anderson regrets that there is 
no preface from James to interpret the work. Considering this a disappointment for readers, Anderson ends 
his introduction concluding that, "Deprived of that, they will have to settle for the connmentary of a mere 
'outsider'" (30). 
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"'outside and above all vulgarizing influences'" (330). Like Olive, he is attracted to the 

remote even inaccessible nature of the young proselytizer's presence. Also like Olive, he 

Hnds in that distance something irresistibly necessary for his attempts to establish his own 

identity. 

The novel's configurations of desire stem from the intrigue of positioning oneself 

both as the outsider and as the insider who directs her or himself to the stranger. While 

Basil imagines himself as an outcast, both as a Southerner and a skeptic of feminist 

reforms, Verena feels excluded from Harvard. Although it is her idea to tour the college, 

she reminds Basil of her position: '"you can't expect me to speak with much admiration 

of an instimtion of which the doors are closed to our sex'" (233). At the same time, on 

campus, Verena "knew her way round ... it was not the first time she had taken an 

admiring visitor to see the local monuments" (243). (This comment sounds even more 

provocative when we remember her subsequent comment thaf'If I shouldn't, it would be 

the first—'" (248).) And Basil, too, bears the imprint of the insider. Among "the 

rectangular structures of old red brick" that gratify his eye, Verena constructs his affinity 

to the place by suggesting that he would be "'drawn to any place where ancient prejudices 

are garnered up'" (244-5). Once inside Memorial Hall, Verena subtly (and incorrectly) 

presents the monument as a tribute to fallen Northem soldiers, prompting Basil to remark: 

"'I must be brave enough to face them—it isn't the first time'" (245). For both, the scene 

also marks a re-visitation where they repeat a situation with which they are already 

experienced. Verena's and Basil's respective locations are as varied as the architectural 
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miscellany James itemized earlier in the scene. Each one is tourist and tour guide, an alien 

to the scene and a veteran of the situation. 

By taking Basil to a place that will remind him of the Southemness that stands for 

his essential opposition from her, Verena understands the tour as a distancing gesture. 

'"Now mind,'" she says to the stranger, '"if you don't like what's inside, it isn't my 

fault'" (245). But the space itself suggests the precariousness of a logic based on 

opposition. At once public and private, inclusive and exclusive, the turf of Verena (a local), 

the turf of Basil (a man), and the turf of neither one (a woman and a confederate soldier). 

Harvard is accessible and alienating. Basil interprets Memorial Hall as bearing one of those 

"glittering badges" that adomed the houses on his walk to campus. It bids the stranger. 

The local dwellings welcome newcomers, ff space signifies as a representation to be read, 

then Basil is able to decide the monumentalizing that is Memorial Hall. Although he is an 

outsider—or because he is an outsider—he uses this distance to his advantage.^ 

Distance begets intimacy. Once Verena admits to Basil the slightest hesitation 

about her duties to Olive, she trades places and becomes his ally. In the attempt to ward 

off Basil's heterosexual advances by excluding him, she forgets her own capitulation to 

that class of individual—her charge "to take hold of the outsiders" (240). Basil's appeal, 

and his means of access to Verena, turn on his rigorous stand as an opponent. His 

attractiveness as an object of political reform is inseparable from his attractiveness as a 

* Memorial Hall was also purposefully constructed to stand "outside." "As a memorial," Margaret 
Henderson Hoyd explains, "it was originally intended to be seen alone, to stand as a conspicuous and 
constant reminder of alumni who had fought and died in the Civil War. For this reason, a location separate 
from Harvard Yard was desired" (86). Set apart, its importance and centrality are indicated by its distance 
which, in turn, increases the intimacy and intensity of visits. 
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heterosexual suitor—strategies for "converting" him require personal and repeated 

attention. 

The pivotal scene at Harvard begins with a world catalogued and concrete. James' 

litany of architectural detail ushers Basil into a geographically and, by extension, 

politically explicit region. At this point, Basil's associations with Cambridge consist only 

of his recitation of the distinctive impressions made by this new and "impressive" place 

(240). By the scene's end, however, the "sentiment of beauty" (246) that has touched 

Basil inside the memorial guides the two visitors outside into a changed world: "[t]he 

afternoon had begun to wane, but the air was Hlled with a pink brightness, and there was 

a cool, pure smell, a vague breath of spring" (248). Metamorphosized into an array of 

vague impressions, senses, and hesitations, the scene invokes the pastoral, enveloping the 

pair in the literary hue of heterosexual love. The sense of rivalry dissipates in this natural 

atmosphere that decidedly and beautifully acconunodates opposites. The light of day is 

waning but bright, the air is cool but spring-like. The time of day, like the couple's 

intentions, lingers in between. What has taken place? The site of sectionalist friction has 

been transformed into the generic stage of heterosexual romance. We could be anywhere 

at this point. The space has lost its proximity to Verena. 

The Art of Sightseeing 

The mobilization of proximity and distance in the service of allegiances, military, 

romantic and otherwise, is, to use a phrase of Shoshana Felman's, the activity the story 

tells and tells through. Stylistically, James' prose shuttles between intimacy and distance. 
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The narrator makes reference to moments that haven't yet occurred while suggesting that 

their comprehension is necessary to understand the current circumstance. More than 

merely anticipating or foreshadowing them, the narrator already knows these moments, 

but won't reveal them in full. The reader is simultaneously engaged and dislocated, 

brought into a secrecy, but not qviite told the fiill story. The syntax makes gaining a 

temporal foothold, and thus, a full sense of the narrative, difficult: "While Basil Ransom 

spoke—and he had not spoken just that way yet—^Verena sat there deeply attentive...." 

(330). In another instance, James describes Basil's response to his inaugural meeting with 

Olive and then follows it with: 'This, however, was in the future; what Basil Ransom 

actually perceived was that...." (47). Another dizzying example occurs during the 

Harvard scene: "This superficially ingenuous proposal to walk around the colleges with 

Mr. Ransom had really another color; it deepened the ambiguity of her position, by reason 

of a prevision which I shall presently mention" (238). The narrator articulates a 

character's sentiment or position as a current occurrence but then interjects that the 

perception doesn't take place until a fumre moment (which may or may not be narrated). 

The style makes us wonder, quite literally, where we get our knowledge. The syntactical 

equation does not break down neatly. It is not that the future or past represents distance 

and the present represents intimacy and that James puts those together in the same 

sentence. Rather, the style makes it difficult to know what constimtes the present. And 

that, in tum, makes us wonder what constitutes presence. 

Late in the novel, Olive, mourning over her "baffled calculations," reflects on the 

succession of previous events that have led to the present situation, a situation in which 
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she has lost Verena to a greater fascination (398). Her "backward clearness" (398) reveals 

an "infatuated, deluded geography" (398) that inhibited her from recognizing Verena's 

sentiments because she was lost in the object of her own journey. Like others that 

experience hindsight, Olive is now able to "read the past in the light of the present" (398). 

At Memorial Hall Basil also is able to read the past differently and to reconstruct its 

relation to the present. Taking him in, "the monument around him seemed an 

embodiment of that memory [of the old fighting-time]" (246). The monument reanimates 

the past as part of the present. Basil's mobility—lexical and geographical, individual and 

social—is his ability to use the Northern monument to take him home. But he figures his 

residence not so much as a spatial one, that is, not as one side in a divisive war, but as a 

temporal one, "that old fighting-time." As his endorsement of earlier even antiquated 

ideas about gender roles suggests, his home resides in the past. At the monument, he finds 

himself so engrossed that Verena must "call him back to the present" (246). The shrine is 

so alluring that he leaves his charming hostess for ten more minutes because "he wished 

to take another look at the inscribed tablets, and read again the names of the various 

engagements, at several of which he had been present" (246). The past remains tangible 

not only in the present but as the present. Verena, ruffled by the intensity of Basil's 

association and by his evocation of the monument's presence, greets him "abruptly" when 

"he came back to her" (246). Given that Verena has been worrying about how to later 

represent to Olive what is currently taking place, peiiiaps her curt manner towards Basil 

reflects her new found anxiety about having a past, making Verena and Basil into a 

story, the time at Memorial Hall gives them a linear narrative that redirects the future. No 
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one senses this more than Olive who, on Cape Cod, thinks "more of that baleful day at 

Cambridge than even of the fact that at that very moment Verena was 'off with Mr [sic] 

Ransom—had gone to take the little daily walk with him...." (372). The presence of the 

past eclipses that of the present. 

In this discussion of the temporal politics of monuments, it is impossible to ignore 

the concept of "monumental time" as theorized by Julia Kristeva. Kristeva describes a 

"monumental temporality" which has little to do with linear time because linear time 

"passes" ('Time" 16). Describing monumental time as "[a]ll-encompassing and infinite" 

('Time" 16) and suggests that although it is linked to "female subjectivity" it joins 

cyclical, repetitious time as "the fundamental, if not the sole, conception ... of time in 

numerous civilizations and experiences...." ('Time" 17). Linear time conceives of time 

as "project, teleology,... departure, progression, and arrival—in other words, the time of 

history" ('Time" 17). "|T]his time," Kristeva argues, "rests on its own stumbling block 

... death" ('Time" 17). Although I don't pretend to investigate the complexities of 

Kristeva's model for feminist theories, it seems the two types of time she delineates 

collide at Memorial Hall.' In fact, Kristeva's conception of monumental time seems to be 

almost a misnomer when considered in relation to its stamary namesake. That is because 

the very function of monuments is to ward off death with remembrance. Certainly, 

historical monuments embrace historical time as they celebrate temporal qualities such as 

discovery and progress, turning points and revolutionary milestones. But Basil's 

' Many feminists find ICristeva's equation of monumental time with maternity problematic. See Roof (Lure) 
for a critique of Kristeva's position. 
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resurrection of the past, albeit somewhat ironically, thwarts the deHnition of historical 

time as linear time. That is, as the past consumes (and replaces) the present ad infinitum 

for Basil, his appropriation unsettles the temporal categories Kristeva distinguishes. The 

memorial functions to monumentalize linear time as timeless. 

Verena and Basil exhibit different understandings of affiliation, one based on 

proximity and one on distance. But proximity, implying increased familiarity, and 

distance, representing detachment, appear in The juxtaposed in unstable and 

precarious relation. Even Verena recognizes the power of an incubation period when she 

reminds Basil that "'My influence is peculiar; it sometimes comes out a long time 

afterwards!'" (248). But the mobilization of the two suggests further complexity, one 

cued by the scene's opening. Basil tells Verena that the appeal of attending Harvard 

would be that her "'residence isn't far'" (244). But Verena responds: '"As you live in 

New York, you come, but here you wouldn't; that is always the way'" (244). If Basil were 

near he would keep his distance. His distance, then, is responsible for their intimacy. 

Although Verena "knew her way round [and]...it was not the first time she had 

taken an admiring visitor to see the local monuments" (243 emphasis added), her 

familiarity is outdone by the way Basil "transcend[s] the geographical barrier of 

distance," with a "denial of locality" (Shields 56). The slipperiness of the insider/outsider 

dynamic is transposed to the scale of the individual. Basil finally conquers Verena by 

challenging the locality that is the nearness of her father's hands on her body as the 

origins of her voice, or the proximity of her ideas to Olive's. He challenges the idea that 

the self itself is local, thwarting Verena's claims to an insular subjectivity. Verena's 
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charm and source of marvel for everyone prior to Basil was the feeling that her "self was 

so much a vision of some irrepressible interiority. She is "'pure voice*" (115), "literally 

inspiration" (105). Olive feels Verena "had some natural light, some divine spark" (133). 

When she speaks, the whole audiences "were under her charm" (84). But Basil 

understands literally and liberally Verena's conmient to the Mississippian before they step 

into Memorial Hall: "'Now mind, if you don't like what's inside, it isn't my fault'" (245). 

He strikes a wedge between content and form, between what she says and how she says it. 

In doing so he becomes "the monstrous wedge of a question" that appears as a permanent 

presence between Olive and Verena when they are alone (396). He surmises that Verena 

"didn't mean" what she said (85). Her advocacy of the women's movement was "the 

most unreal, accidental, illusory thing" imposed by "unfortunate associations" (330). 

Later in the novel, Verena is said to be "very deficient in the desire to be consistent with 

herself," and will "tum herself inside out," that is, invert interior and exterior, "for the 

satisfaction of a person who made demands of her" (370). In separating her speeches 

from her self, Basil denies Verena a psychology of consistency. Earlier in the novel, when 

Olive visits the Tarrants' Cambridge home for the first time, she finds herself "taken up 

with the consideration of Verena's interior. It was as bad as she could have desired; 

desired in order to feel that (to take her out of such a milieu as that) she should have a 

right to draw her altogether to herself (129). Olive is commenting upon the physical 

interior of Verena's home. But the novel's imbrication of geographical and psychological 

territories suggests, perhaps deliberately, that her remarks easily apply to the young 

woman's more personal interior. Verena attracts admirers with the very quality that they 
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find most reprehensible. Although she "despised vulgarity" (129), Olive desires it in 

Verena so she may save her from it. Basil's seduction is similarly motivated: his curiosity 

about Verena and his later occasions to converse with her stem from their acute political 

differences. Verena's relationships with her father, Olive, and Basil all bear the same 

mark as proof of an attachment. In each one, intimacy is achieved when the seducer has 

succeeded in distancing Verena from her previously established sense of self. 

As with his reading of the white tablets, Basil challenges labels that circumscribe 

meaning, a strategy that moves easily from the war memorial to the paiagon of feminism 

because Verena appears so uncannily like the monument. Marveling at the way Memorial 

Hall "sprang majestic[,]....detached from the rest of the collegiate group" (245), Basil 

later tells Verena, "'You stand apart, you are unique,... constitute a category by 

yourself" (330). Constructed, cast and molded, shaped and built, this figure and her 

success are architectural wonders. Surrounded by Olive and other visitors, Verena 

appears not unlike Basil's impression of Memorial Hall, "buttressed, cloistered, turreted, 

dedicated, superscribed, as he had never seen anything" (245). Basil reads her spatial and 

symbolic location and mobility much differently than she does. When Verena tells him 

about her attendance at a recent women's convention, she describes an atmosphere where 

"'great thoughts and brilliant sayings flew round,'" and women sat in Olive's "'open 

windows, ... looking out on the bay'" (241). Her "exaltation" (241) communicates a 

scene of intellectual and physical farsightedness. Although Verena "put the scene before 

him vividly," Basil hears it differently (241). Imagining this "charming creature" "pushed 

and elbowed," "mixed up" and "conjoined" with "such elements," overwhelmed with 
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windy iteration of inanities" (241), Basil rewrites her description of expansiveness into a 

scene of horri^ng claustrophobia. Again, their relationship is articulated in the terms of 

distance and proximity. Spatial politics express the novel's deliberate confusion of 

intimacy and intrusion. 

The physical suffocation ttims to a verbal one by the end of the Memorial Hall 

interview. Verena blushes during their conversation about whether to tell Olive of their 

visit. From this moment on, the speechmaker exhibits a "visible hesitation" (248). She 

seems, like the white tablets, an image to be read. The blush returns in Central Park when 

Basil's stare renders her speechless. On the night of Verena's speech at the Music Hall, 

Mrs. Luna quips: "'What is it they are always doing to the armies in Europe?— 

mobilizing them? Well, Verena has been mobilized....'" (407). Underscoring Verena's 

lack of agency, the passive voice verb suggests that individuals are mobilized not just in 

the service of, but as, ideologies. Stepping out into the night with Basil rather than 

speaking, this monument to feminist emancipation flees, revealing her mobility as the 

possibility of her own appropriation. Her "sentiment of beauty" becomes her ability to 

embody others' terms, the move from the tour's expansiveness to the heterosexual 

retreat at the Music Hall, inscription becomes encryption; like her meeting with Basil at 

Harvard, Verena's voice lies "buried in unspoken, unspeakable, considerations" (288). 
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The State of the Union 

Judith Fetterley argues that with this novel James indicates that something is wrong with 

heterosexuality, that Basil and Verena's union is a representative rather than perverse 

case of heterosexuality. Fetterley maintains that James chooses "'the situation of women' 

... as the crucial American subject rather than the Civil War," suggesting "that a war in 

which men fight each other is of less cultural importance than the struggle between men 

and women and of less significance than the civil war within women" (117). Like 

Fetterley, Leland S. Person surmises that "sex is a larger political category than region" 

(Fetterley 124) in the novel, proposing that the Memorial Hall scene demonstrates how 

Basil "enlists in a civil war of the sexes that upstages the 'other' war that Harvard's Hall 

memorializes" (296). Both arguments incisively illuminate the dominant terms but they 

attenuate nuanced connections; the novel represents the relation between heterosexuality 

and the Civil War as a matter of proximity rather than distance. 

The novel weaves its emphasis on mobility into the social fabric of post-Civil War 

America by drawing attention to the complexities of the oppositions, loyalties, and 

alliances that produce unions. Basil's harnessing of Verena's spatial and sexual mobility 

brings the novel to a close: "But though she was glad, he presently discovered that, 

beneath her hood, she was in tears. It is to be feared that with the union, so far from 

brilliant, into which she was about to enter, these were not the last she was destined to 

shed" (433 emphasis added). Cloistered by her clothing and her companion, Verena 

leaves the Music Hall for a match that exacerbates rather than dissolves her divided 

affections. Up to this point, the term union has referred largely to Verena's relation with 
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Olive. While Olive finds in Verena "a union of the soul" (101), Miss Birdseye tells Basil 

that Verena tells Olive everything because '"[t]heir union is so close'" (227). Olive 

rejoices when she sees that Verena's "share in the union of the two young women" was 

"passionate" (178). But Verena's use of the term signals a radical departure to this usage. 

Much to Olive's horror, Verena disdains marriage in favor of "'free unions'" (105). "[S]o 

disagreeable" to Olive (105), Verena's remarks suggest to her that "unions of some kind 

or other had her [Verena's] approval, and did not exclude the dangers that might arise 

from encounters with young men in search of sensations" (138). Verena's convictions 

open up the form; unions—^"of some kind or other"—take on a suggestively vague shape. 

As the potential site of illicit associations, these reputed alliances of enclosure 

simultaneously expose their participants to unrestricted access. 

Miss Birdseye, suspecting that "there was something between" Basil and Verena, 

supposed that "the closest of all unions... was preparing itself. Then his being a 

Southemer gave a point to the whole thing; to bring round a Southerner would be a real 

encouragement for one who had seen, even at a time when she was already an old 

woman, what was the tone of opinion in the cotton States" (386). Miss Birdseye's 

accounts of the South stem from her own tours of the country, spreading the message of 

suffrage and reform. Her politics engender her mobility. Arising from a "benignant 

perversity" (386), her conmients wander a bit themselves, suggesting that Verena's 

political victory might be the effect, not the cause, of another more personal interest. The 

"closest of unions" exposes itself to multiple signifrcations; the arrival at political reform, 

a sectionalist truce, and a heterosexual tryst. 
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What kind of representation is a union? In the novel's scenes and in the scene of 

history, the term occupies a place of contradiction. While ostensibly standing for the 

nation as a whole during the Civil War, the Union simultaneously signified only the 

northern states.'" Simultaneously promoting and counteracting a gesture of inclusivity, 

Union is a double metonym—a part standing for the whole and a whole standing for a 

part. Tourist sites, generally, function on the premise that a part can and does stand for the 

whole. To see the Eiffel Tower, for instance, is not only to see the monument but also to 

know Paris. The first wave of Civil War monuments reproduced this ideology. Although 

markers of a nation's strife, they were deeply partisan (Foote 51). The first Gettysburg 

memorial interpreted that battle solely as a rallying point for the weary North; it was 

commissioned by the Federal government—and done so in 1863 before the war had been 

decided (Foote 133). Even though Harvard's memorial is a bi-partisan tribute, it signifies 

repeatedly as a tribute to the Union cause and casualties.'' In The American Scene, James 

refers to the monument as "recording tablets of the members of the University sacrificed, 

on the Northern side, in the Civil War" (48). James' comment, made by a man haunted by 

his own relation to the War (his inability to serve, his relatives' death and injury), can be 

read symptomatically as a willful forgetting of the South's sacrifices. His placing of the 

It wasn't until his Gettysburg address in 1863 that Lincoln made explicit the distinction between union 
and nation. In "earlier speeches Lincoln had rather studiously employed the term union rather than nation in 
describing the United States. By Gettysburg he employed only the term nation and posed the war as test of 
its very conception" (Foote 12^7). See Foote's chapter four for an analysis of how Gettysburg's successive 
monuments represented shifting messages about the war. 
" Harvard enlistments in the Union Army were 1311 with 138 dead and 257 in the Confederate Army with 
64 dead (Floyd 299 n.42). 
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South decidedly outside the frame of commemoration brings us full circle to the 

metonymic assumption that underwrites Miss Birdseye's comment about Basil. 

Identifying Basil as a representative of his place of origin. Miss Birdseye suggests 

that to win Basil is to convert the South. But to "bring round" the extreme Southerner 

also means to make him proximate. Crossing political distance requires spatial access that 

allows for social intimacy—^"free unions." Basil's closeness follows a pattern of its own 

"benignant perversity." His neamess is first geographical, then social, and finally, 

psychological and sexual. 

Even before they travel to Harvard, Basil's closeness—as an outsider—allows 

him to imaginatively relocate the scene to his South. At the Tarrants' house before they 

depart for the college tour, Basil detects a change in Verena since his last view of her; 

"She had appeared to him before as a creature of brightoess, but now she lighted up the 

place, she irradiated...." (229). Her "fantastic fairness" reminds him of "unworldly 

places—he didn't know where—convent-cloisters or vales of Arcady" (229). Politically 

advocating that women have no public use, Basil personally relocates Verena to a site of 

extreme spatial and sexual impenetrability, the privacy of the nunnery. This location also 

works as a fantasy. By figuring Verena as inaccessible, he tropes heterosexual desire as 

the seduction of the forbidden, in this case, the perpetual embodiment of chastity. 

Verena's "fantastic faimess" also conjures the chastity of the symbolic Southern white 

woman Basil fought for in the Civil War. Preserving extreme faimess marks the ante

bellum lady and her ("non") race, a race Basil may share, but surely shares responsibility 

for monumentalizing in the Civil War. In the race/color hierarchy Basil pledges himself 
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to, the figure of femininity in Verena's situation should be whiter than white. The 

signposts of female whiteness in Basil's world are indicated by lack of work, lack of 

public performance, lack of philosophical thought, and preservation of culture—all 

qualities Verena is distant from. Her distance from these unsetdes Basil's racial 

categories, categories that are always gendered.'^ 

At the same time, Verena's difference from this image attracts Basil. He eroticizes 

his portrait of the pure, describing Verena as dropping "upon the shabby sofa with an 

effect as charming as if she had been a nymph sinking on a leopard-skin" (229). Her 

presence brings back a flood of impressions from his previous encounters with her. About 

to give her speech at Miss Birdseye's, she was "parti-coloured and bedizened," with an 

"air of costume" (229). There she was like a "rope-dancer," today, a "prima donna" (230). 

The public Verena appears as the eroticized gypsy, circus performer, courtesan. Is it this 

image that agitates Basil, or the fact that others have been invited to view the display? 

Given that her first impression on him is that of a "mountebank" (82), Basil makes the 

association, at least subconsciously, between Verena's public appearance with her 

appearance in—or on—the market. His current purified view of her seems like a 

domestication of the previous "uncivilized" image. But it is a version of the same. In both 

instances, Basil pictures Verena as the prohibited and untouchable. In the framework of 

his racial categories, both images are forbidden sexually. The white Southem gentle 

woman, as the embodiment of a sacred chastity, must remain inviolate. His attraction to 

I am indebted to Susan Hardy Aiken and Lynda Zwinger for their insights into the imbricated racial, 
sexual, and historical politics of feminine "fairness." 
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the bedizened rope-dancer seems no less futile, for its consummation would violate his 

faithfulness to the virtues upheld by the fair figure of femininity. While the representation 

of this quality may vacillate, Basil's position in relation to it remains constant. In either 

case, if he can succeed, he will be master of the forbidden. 

Reading Basil as a figure that embodies the mercurial relations between gender, 

race, and sexuality. Person argues that "[t]he Civil War and Reconstruction threatened a 

revolution in southem manhood—a role reversal in which the master experienced the abject 

position of the slave, liable to be beaten by another man" (293). Basil rebels against such 

reversals by imaginatively rewriting the whipping and enslavement by another man as 

"mastery of the master's daughter. Racial subordination can be reinscribed as gender 

superiority—a reinscription in which The Bostonians is deeply rooted" (Person 294). 

Bearing a resemblance to Northern carpet-baggers, the figure of Verena's father precipitates 

the race-gender inversion. The Southerner had "seen [Dr.] Tarrant, or his equivalent often 

before; he had 'whipped' him ... at political meetings in blighted Southem towns, during 

the horrible period of reconstruction" (82). Person proposes that "Ransom responds to such 

subjection by reconstructing an archaic, phallogocentric male self (293) that James then 

subverts. "The result is a Reconstruction novel of unreconstructed manhood and constant 

imaginative tension for its male protagonist as he seeks to control the constitutive process of 

his own subjectivity" (Person 293). 

As Person suggests, this constitutive process is steeped in the psychodynamics of a 

patriarchal order which, in turn, is complicated by the shifting configurations of power 

signified by relations of racial difference. Although Basil ultimately masters Verena, his 
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relocation to the North exacerbates his inability to secure the bounds of his subjectivity. The 

division that characterizes the Southerner's relation to all Northerners also resonates 

internally. Because he is so out of place, socially, ideologically, and culturally, Basil is 

also the one most relentlessly deflned by his place of origins. As "too simple, too 

Mississippian" (44), Basil disgusts Olive: "she had never seen any one so free in her own 

drawing-room as this loud Southerner" (110 emphasis added). The chivalrous Southemer, 

stereotyped guardian of the most rigid, orderly, and conservative mastery, also represents 

the opposite—he is backwards, simple, loud, and in every case, overbearingly so. Basil's 

representation marks him as both narrow and excessive. He simultaneously defends and 

oversteps boundaries. The depiction of the Southemer as barbarian, boor, and bumpkin 

was quite common in the North. But Basil's excessive liberties also include a racial 

fluidity. He appears as "a dark gentleman with long hair"(394) whose "discourse was 

pervaded by something sultry and vast, something almost African in its rich, basking 

tone, something that suggested the teeming expanse of the cotton-field" (36). Olive "had 

never yet encountered a personage so exotic" (42).'^ Like Othello's, Basil's discourse 

seduces his listeners with its inflections of racial difference. On Cape Cod, Basil's 

presence expands into a consuming darkness. Olive laments "the horror of seeing her 

[Verena's] bright career blotted out with darkness and tears" (369). On that fateful 

evening when Olive finds Verena alone in the cottage, the evening that prompts Verena's 

escape, a "blacker curtain than ever before" hung (399). 

" Wicke's characterization of Basil as "atavistic" takes on an additional connotation in the context of these 
invocations of Afiica and blackness, suggesting that he embodies and is dominated by something 
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Basil's composite contradiction evokes the mobility that registers as a social 

anxiety. As the ex-slave owner takes on the darker shades of the slave, the Southerner's 

representation—especially next to Verena's portrait as, in part, the Southern gentle 

woman—conjures the more unspeakable unions that could result from intimate social 

mobilities and mixings. As Mary Douglas has argued, the exaggeration of opposites 

maintains social norms. North/South, heterosexuality/homosexuality, insider/outsider; 

black/white; organization into opposites allows for a system that confirms and insures 

essential and essentializing differences. The opposite extremes that constitute Basil's 

character maintain social norms because they each place him at a distance. As long as he 

appears exotic or too narrow or too free, he remains fundamentally different. But, again, 

in this novel the outsider maneuvers inside. To be constituted of dislocations is still to 

occupy a place from which to act.*'* Olive and Basil define themselves against one 

another. Their characterization, then, lies precisely in their difference from one another. 

Or does it? For Miss Birdseye, the relation between the cousins Basil and Olive is "too 

mixed" to figure out (386). Perhaps the proximity of their positions is what makes their 

relationship unclear, bideed, the novel's critical history details the antithetical positions of 

Olive and Basil only to surmise that their motives and functions are identical. With the 

characters' individual portraits and their relations. The Bostonians implies that alliances, 

lineages, loyalties, and oppositions are inherently inconsistent, constantly contaminating 

and consuming one another. Basil's aggregate, racially-charged portrait broaches the 

"primitive," a cultural and racial stereotype employed widely by anthropologists and others. 
I am indebted to Meg Lota Brown for encouraging me to think about this condition and its effects. 
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difficulties of distinguishing the individual as a representative of a specific type, whether 

that type be that of race, sexuality, region, class, or political affiliation. 

Place, too, no longer endures as a marker of type or as a barrier against such 

mixings. The intermixing salaciously associated with the South has migrated north. Miss 

Birdseye's home is "the common residence of several persons, among whom there 

prevailed much vagueness of boundary" (57 emphasis added). In direct contrast to the 

South, and indeed to the rest of the nation, Bostonian propriety prides itself on a legacy of 

exclusivity. No longer the bastion of a certain New England privilege, this elder 

Bostonian's domicile presents a scene of indeterminacy. This scene represents the 

condition I mentioned early on, where subjects situate themselves precisely as a way to 

disrupt traditional arrangements. Miss Birdseye's unsettled drawing room, however, 

appears as the stage for what is more insistently an internal condition. "[VJagueness of 

boundary" shapes subjectivity. Verena stands apart because she is "such an odd mixture 

of elements"(82). Basil finds it impossible to control "the constitutive process of his own 

subjectivity" for the same reason that Verena succumbs to his advances. The subject's only 

constitutive process is dislocation. James shows the subject to be a product not of 

psychological, racial, and geographical locations, but of dislocations. The inability to 

sustain distinctions is what unites Jamesian subjects. 

How is Verena seduced? Overwhelmed by Basil at the novel's end, she still does 

not exhibit signs of passion for him. Her acquiescence, rather, exudes fatigue. Basil wins 

Verena by mobilizing his sense of defeat and displacing it onto her. She accepts silence as 

her loss; his "sultry and vast" discourse eclipses her own. The novel rewrites the 
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bourgeois, white, heterosexual union as an antagonistic attraction; Basil destroys the very 

difference that attracted him to Verena. Her impending unhappiness suggests that the 

union with Basil won't dissolve divisive politics. 

The heterosexual union, then, fails as a national romance. Or does it? Kenneth E. 

Foote argues that American monuments construct an American landscape shaped by 

violence and tragedy, confirming them "as fundamental to the settlement and conquest of 

the continent and the creation of the nation" (332-4). The strife between North and South 

is necessary to the national imaginary because it allows the new nation to position itself 

as that which eradicates oppression. Basil's reading of the monument, then, actually 

enacts the social reproduction of a national narrative—^we're brought together by our 

divisiveness. Basil's understanding of sightseeing as a scene of reading, not of 

speechmaking, suggests Mary Douglas is right—extreme opposites do maintain social 

norms. Then again, in this novel, unions don't function as anything other than metonymic 

structures because their wholeness cannot be bounded. That is, the parts joined in union are 

inherently unstable, so their form is a shifting one. Synecdochal and oppositional 

representations stand as attempts to control against such indeterminacy. Like most other 

things in the novel, the fortitude of opposites exists in close proximity to an 

understanding of them as foundationally precarious and pervious. With their 

contradictory, simultaneous presence in The Bostonians, James reminds us that something 

always takes place. 
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2. 

UNCANNY TOURS: THE RETURN HOME AS SIGHTSEEING IN THE 
PRINCESS CASAMASSIMA 

"Should you like to see the genuine article, Robinson?" (295) 

As Book Third of Henry James' The Princess Casamassima opens. Hyacinth 

Robinson is stealing a holiday at the arresting Princess Casamassima's country estate 

Medley. Waking from a restless night's sleep, the working-class bookbinder looks out his 

window to find that "there entered through his open casement the breath of a world 

enchantingly new" (299). Following a path from the city to the country, from the slums to 

the sublime. Hyacinth's joumey to Medley transforms him from worker to leisurely 

tourist. His tour designates a shift from the old to the "enchantingly new" and from the 

familiar to the foreign. In doing so. Hyacinth's holiday simultaneously plays out a series 

of dislocations, frrst geographical, then economic, social, ideological, and familial, that 

point to his continuous and constitutive dislocation as a subject. In some ways, then, this 

novel begins with the realization that exists only implicitly in The Bostonians. As I shall 

discuss. Hyacinth's painfixl awareness of his profound dislocation dates back to—indeed 

constitutes—his earliest memory. 

These dislocations prompt and haunt the telling of James' story, extending also to 

the reader who, having left Hyacinth in London at Book Second's end, has been given no 

indication that the bookbinder will accept the Princess' invitation to Medley. The abrupt 

manner with which the reader leams of Hyacinth's decision—^by turning the page to find 
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him waking up at Medley—^performs the dislocating sense of time and presence that 

possesses the novel. Many important decisions take place off-stage so that the effect of 

their eventual appearances is that they return out of the past. Like Hyacinth, the reader 

understands the present only because of an unknown decision made in the past. Touristic 

adventures dramatize this rupture of the past into the present, representing the temporal 

dislocation spatially. Li the novel, tourist sites are attractive not because they are wholly 

unfamiliar, but because they also resemble familiar scenarios. This chapter analyzes the 

ways sightseeing, ostensibly a mechanism for categorizing places and subjects into 

familiar and foreign, ultimately points to the very difficulty of demarcating space and 

time, and by extension, the subject. Tours of the country estate, the prison, the city, and 

the home link these uncanny spaces with the uncanniness of subjectivity. 

Hyacinth's constitutive dislocation stems from his existence as, before and after 

all, the product of a mixed genealogy. As the son of an English aristocrat father and a 

French working-class prostitute mother, he possesses "an extraordinarily mingled current 

in his blood" (165). This mixed blood thwarts all of his claims to place—geographical, 

political, social, sexual—and the poor bookbinder finds himself torn between his loyalties 

to social revolution and royal society. Perpetually vexed, he pledges to overthrow the 

society he desperately yearns to join. Hyacinth's repeated attempts to locate himself 

constitute the story of the family romance, the ongoing social and psychic search for 

authentic and illustrious origins. Although he embarks on new adventures, his quest to 

know himself becomes a matter of detecting the temporally, spatially, and psychically 

buried, that is, the past, the underworld, and the repressed. His search stems from the fact 
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that he has both a familiar and an unfamiliar past. He shares the first with his foster 

mother Pinnie in Lomax Place. The second, that of his imprisoned mother Florentine 

Vivier, remains a secret for years, never thoroughly known by him. Haunted by a desire 

for the "genuine article" (295) that will authenticate him. Hyacinth can't escape—but 

can't quite grasp either—an elusive maternal figure that both incites and sabotages his 

acts of detection. As a tour of the uncanny spaces of home and city. Hyacinth's search 

unwinds as a series of cyclical and ceaseless repetitions that he attempts to escape, and 

paradoxically thereby re-invokes, with his perpetual desire for the new. 

As its name implies. Medley represents the mixings that motivate and muffle the 

attainment of the genuine article. With its "mingled odors" (299) and suggestive 

appellation. Medley becomes an architectural symbol of everything that dislocates and 

entraps Hyacinth, especially his aristocratic father and prostitute mother, both of whom are 

uncannily represented by this archaic structure and the mixed company it houses. At first 

notice, this tourist site seems only to emphasize the wonder and novelty of demarcated 

difference. While Hyacinth experiences a hypnotic pleasure in the new, his hostess, the 

Princess, discovers in his visit her own distinct enjoyment. Thrilled with the novel effects 

Medley has on him, she exclaims, "'I'm so glad! I have never been able to show any one 

anything new'" (307). Although fascinated by his foreign surroundings. Hyacinth 

"desired more than ever that his appearance should not give strange ideas about him" 

(299). While the young bookbinder wants to blend in, the Princess looks to him—or 

looks through him—^for her own pleasure. She moves "her eyes to where she noticed that 

his eyes rested" (316), and tells him that she is "'determined to keep hold of [him]. 
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simply for what [he] can show [her]"' (324). For each, the new is only what is, for the 

other, the most conmion and most tiresomely familiar. 

The familiar, however, appears in quite another, less tiresome, way. Hyacinth's 

relations with the Princess gain "the sweetness of familiarity" (306). She violates the 

domestic division of space into private and public by dining with Hyacinth in her own 

rooms rather than in the drawing room. This intimacy prompts Hyacinth to let two secrets 

pass his lips—that of his pledge to assassinate a prominent figure and that of his mother's 

identity, ti naming his mother, he lets the princess know "in a word, what he was" (337). 

The familiarity that represents this new intimacy mingles with the familiarity that 

symbolizes the deeply felt past. The medley of the two meanings inextricably links the 

romantically intimate with the antedated. As Hyacinth's impulsive revelations of his two 

secrets suggest, exposure to the new does not enact an erasure of the past, but a turning 

back towards it. The new is relentlessly tethered to the old, and Medley serves as the 

reminder of the ubiquitous presence of the past. 

Spatially and symbolically peripheral in the world that now centers around the 

metropolis London, Medley seems at first to be the foil for the emerging city. No longer 

an accurate representation of the public and social conditions of the time, the country 

house incarnates antiquity (Armstrong 206). Yet this same antiquity is precisely what 

infuses it with novelty. And, then again, this novelty leads Hyacinth back to what is most 

painfully familiar to him, but also unknown—his past. Medley embodies The Princess 

Casamassima's twinned preoccupation with novelty and residues of the past. Evoking the 

heterogeneous and miscellaneous, it registers metaphorically—and uncannily— 
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concurrent desires to repress and restore the past. Repeatedly associated with artifice. 

Medley is described as a picture, a play, a facade, a novel, a dream. As such, it stages a 

private and psychological reality that is, in turn, a haunted one. Medley is "full of ghosts 

and bad smells" (310).' Its mirrors cast "ghostly glances" (301), Madame Grandoni, the 

Princess' attendant, plays Italian airs that sound "like the forgotten tunes of a people" 

(319), and there is a "haunted chamber" of a dispossessed brother thought to be an idiot 

(308). In addition to this gothic scene. Medley's hostess, hiding out at the country estate, 

appears "buried in a deep chair" if she appears at all (319). She is herself ghostlike. As 

Madame Grandoni explains to Hyacinth, "'people have come, sometimes, and gone away 

without seeing her'" (303). And as James relates so tellingly in his preface, the Princess 

Casamassima, first appearing in Roderick Hudson as Christina Light, comes back as a 

"haunting ghost" (45).^ Not content to be "more or less honorably buried," she remms 

with a "need to feel freshly about something or other" (45). She desires something new. 

The novel—in both senses of the word—is contingent upon and constitutive of the 

dislocated and relocated familiar. 

At Medley, the ghost-like Princess bears the residual imprints of Hyacinth's 

genealogical miscellany. While her economic and social position echo that of Hyacinth's 

aristocratic father, her ghostly and furtive appearance conjures the specter of Hyacinth's 

' Bad smells also dominate Hyacinth's subsequent return to his home, Lomax Place, and characterize the 
prison where he visits his mother as a child, creating another link among these three places. 

James' reprise of gothic conventions is apt since that genre concerns itself with the fundamental vagueness 
of borders—temporal, spatial, psychological, genealogical, and sexual. For a discussion of these issues, see, 
for instance, Haggerty, Ehmter, and Sedgwick. For a stunning analysis of gothic fiction as "synonymous with 
multiplicity, excess, and transgression" (Aiken 68)—all qualities inherent in Medley's architectonics—see 
Aiken's smdy of Isak Dinesen. 
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imprisoned mother who, like the Princess, mingled with the rich via romance, not 

bloodlines. Most suggestively. Hyacinth and the Princess, like Hyacinth and his mother, are 

bound by the same secret, the secret of "in a word, what he was" (337). Like his past, the 

Princess threatens to overtake the naive, vulnerable bookbinder. Conmianding that he stay 

for a longer holiday, she disregards his occupation in favor of hers—that of occupying him, 

in both senses of the word. Madame Grandoni, recognizing the Princess' fetishistic 

interest in Hyacinth, entreats that the love-struck laborer not give himself up to the 

Princess' whims. But Hyacinth believes he will find himself precisely through such self-

abandonment. The tourist process, as an encounter with the bounded unfamiliar, both 

defends against and re-vitalizes the displacements that act as the necessary ingredient of, 

and inescapable threat to, identity. 

Homeward (Un)Boimd 

As its additional connotation of a turn or shift suggests, the tour is a mechanism of self-

reflexivity. Hyacinth's turn homeward, the return to his familiar past, manifests the 

repercussions of the dislocations he experiences at Medley, the spatial metaphor for a 

locating dislocation. Only at his boyhood London home do we understand how Medley, as 

the reminder and recognition of the past, is the hallmark of the abject, haunting the 

subject with the fear of not being a separate and present subject, that is, the fear of not being 

locatable. 

Not surprismgly, James does not represent Hyacinth's departure firom Medley, an 

omission that again has a dislocating effect when we turn the page and find Hyacinth back 
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in London. We meet him when he returns home to Lomax Place to find "something out of 

the way" (354): his foster mother Pinnie is deathly ill. But as James' locution suggests, the 

"something out of the way" comments also on the strange character of the place. Although 

grief-stricken. Hyacinth is pre-eminently preoccupied by the feeling of an overwhelming 

bodily dis-ease. The smells and sights of Lomax Place sicken him. Always recognizing the 

poor coimtenance of the place, he now finds poverty vile and assaulting. The "changed 

vision" (357) with which Hyacinth sees Lomax Place is uncannily similar to the Princess' 

own mobile sight. With Medley firesh in his memory, "the eyes with which he looked at 

[Lomax Place] had terms of comparison" (357). Comparing home with away and old with 

new. Hyacinth can't bring things into focus, regarding his surroundings "as if he perceived 

for the first time what an inelegant odour prevailed there" (354). As Hyacinth's return 

attests, tourism doesn't increase affiliation with and recognition of home, but renders it 

unfamiliar and strange. Repeatedly distracted by the likes of the "vile staircase, which 

seemed viler" (354), disgusted at the visual and olfactory levels. Hyacinth betrays bodily 

his unwillingness to recognize the familiarity of home. Bodily betrayal has particular 

resonance for this subject whose own body's warring blood indicates an innate self-

betrayal. All of Lomax Place's "horrid elements"—the "greasy gloss," "impure air," 

"clamminess," and "ooze of dampness"—seen with new eyes, make him "frightened at 

the sort of service that his experience of grandeur had rendered him" (357, 358). Tourism 

disturbs, fractures, and dislocates relations so that home is dirtied by the tour. Hyacinth, 

who as a boy hated "people who were not fresh, who had smutches and streaks" (62), 

finds Lomax Place "pitiful to the verge of sickening" (358). The tour infects the tourist 
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with the dis-ease that he already has, but has been so familiar with that he has forgotten. 

Tourism functions as the uncanny: it re-animates something familiar/familial that has 

been repressed (and re-ignites it with smell, the most infantile of senses). 

Though it takes the sightseer to new distances, tourism also makes its impact as 

the mechanism that enables the story of the return home. The tour to Medley foregrounds 

the uncaiminess that is home. Hyacinth's dislocation is triggered not by the difHculty of 

negotiating a foreign place, but by becoming a tourist of his own home. That return brings 

the realization that an ongoing process of defamiliarization shapes his identity. The 

familiar appears simultaneously alien and alienating. That simultaneity constitutes his 

history as a subject for, "From the time he could remember was there not one half of him 

that seemed to be always playing tricks on the other, or getting snubs and pinches from 

it?" (165). Hyacinth's lifelong obsession with cleanliness, then, resonates as a defensive 

measure that disavows the messiness that defines him. If dirt is matter out of place, then 

his anxiety about dirtiness, in its many aspects, stems from his own sense of 

placelessness.^ Both home and subjectivity emerge as essentially other to the subject. The 

Jamesian subject is a tourist of himself.'^ 

Hyacinth's appearance at Pinnie's deathbed provokes another comparison. It 

uncannily recalls the visit to the first maternal deathbed, the subject of the novel's opening 

chapter. In that scene, Pinnie debates whether to take Hyacinth to see his ailing mother in 

^ Douglas defines dirt as matter out of place. 
* This idea resonates in much of James' fiction, but perhaps nowhere more hauntingiy than in the story "The 
Jolly Comer," where the protagonist returns to the United States and his childhood home only to meet—in 
quite close quarters—the apparition of the self he might have been. 
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prison. She decides to do it, but not to tell the boy the identity of the woman he will meet 

The young Hyacinth's eagerness to go to the prison is matched only by "another occasion 

... when [Pinnie] had taken him to the [London] Tower" (78), a parallel that frames the 

incarcerated mother preeminendy as a tourist site. The spectacle of the unknown, 

repressed mother, "alive in that huge, dark tomb" (80) of the prison, becomes the primal 

scene of tourism. The novel's subsequent touristic moments repeatedly play out the 

concerns that surface in—or lay buried in—that originary site. Florentine Vivier's presence 

mirrors the dizziness of James' present. As a figure that retroactively foreshadows the route 

of Hyacinth's knowledge, the mother embodies the slipperiness of recognition that 

resonates in the scene of Hyacinth's retum home. 

To discuss the mother's relation to recognition, I want to retum briefly to Medley. 

On his tour of the estate's grounds. Hyacinth finds his surroundings "peopled with 

recognitions; he had been dreaming all his life of just such a place and such objects, such 

a morning and such a chance" (301). The odd logic of this sentence—Hyacinth 

recognizes things that have appeared only in dreams—suggests not only how the present 

collapses into the past, but how Medley represents the recognition of unacknowledged 

connections within the self, a retum to material that precedes the known and represented. 

In "The Uncanny" (1919), Freud's descriptions of dreams and familiar places uncannily 

echo Hyacinth's: 

There is a humorous saying: "Lx)ve is home-sickness": and whenever a man 

dreams of a place or a country and says to himself, still in the dream, "this place is 

familiar to me, I have been there before," we may interpret the place as being his 
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mother's genitals or her body. Lti this case, too, the unheimlich is what once was 

heimisch, home-like, familiar the prefix "un" is the token of repression. (51) 

The prefix "un" represents the threshold between the subject's unknowability and 

the recognition of this unknowability. For Freud, it marks the return of repressed 

knowledge, specifically the subject's connection to the maternal body. His etymological 

explanation of the relation between heimlich and unheimlich where the former "develops 

towards an ambivalence, until it finally coincides with its opposite, unheimlich" (30) 

ultimately broaches—in both the linguistic and psychological registers—the challenging 

question of what counts as one. For Freud and for Hyacinth, the maternal materializes as 

the hinge between a bordered and fluid self. Uncannily reappearing, Florentine threatens 

Hyacinth's boundedness as a subject. Although Freud does not explicitly connect the 

double with the maternal, the link seems appropriate since he describes the disturbing 

appearance of a double as "a harking-back ..., a regression to a time when the ego was 

not yet sharply differentiated from the external world and from other persons" (42). The 

mother surfaces as the reminder that the subject is always contaminated and must constantly 

create fictions to maintain a difference between self and (m)other. Representing "in a word, 

what he was," the mother, as James' tense suggests, obfuscates the distinction between 

past and present (337 emphasis added). She simultaneously anchors and threatens the 

subject by being all too proximate in both senses of the word—near and alike. In Freud's 

and James' texts, the erotics of the uncanny appear as an attraction to a kind of fluidity, a 

pleasure in and fear of engulfment by the maternal, and as a recognition of the 
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vulnerability of the bounded subject. This pleasure, and the fear of surrendering to it, is 

why repression of the mother is necessary to establish difference from an-other. 

The uncaimy, tourism, and heterosexuality all appear to be processes concerned 

with the institutionalization, defense, ambiguity, and vulnerability of borders and 

bordered territories. When he visits Medley, the working-class Hyacinth crosses class and 

social boundaries, suggesting the possibility of trespass. As the site where the past 

trespasses on the present and the future, and as the residence of the occupying Princess, 

Medley consolidates and crosscuts the many registers—spatial, economic, temporal, 

familial, psychical—where boundedness appears threatened. Medley's own inviolable 

character also risks contamination because the estate has become a leased property. Its 

stream of changing tenants trespasses on the sanctity of title. As that "strange mixture of 

contradictory impulses" (465), Hyacinth's boundedness is also always at issue. His 

fundamental estrangement constitutes the subject, too, as possessing only a lease on a 

body, an ego, and a history. 

Though Medley seethes with unboundedness, the prison, one of the novel's other 

tourist sites, looms as the hallmark of enclosure. In "that huge, dark tomb" (80), 

Florentine remains buried by the weight of law, language, and propriety. But James' 

prison casts "a blight over the whole place" (79) of London, spreading what it is built to 

contain (Seltzer 45).^ Inside, Florentine, the mother-prostimte, embodies a mixture that 

violates bounded social and moral categories. Her current geographical confinement 

^ Seltzer uses this description to construct an argument about the "contagion of criminality," a "fantasy of 
supervision and police work [that] infiltrates the novel" (45). 
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serves as the reminder of her previous occupational mobility. She resides here because in 

London, as the low-mistress to Lord Frederick, she trespassed out of place.® As the 

prostitute, she endangered the boundedness of the family, but as the outlet for the 

paterfamilias, she also guaranteed the ongoing family unit. Her story represents another 

dislocation that both threatens and insures subjectivity. 

With its "uncanny comers and recesses" the "draughty labyrinth" (82) of the 

prison resembles—and so links together—Medley, Lomax Place, and London itself. 

Hyacinth's subsequent encounters with each site dissolve into vague uncanny 

recollections of the first. In each, the countenance of his repressed mother returns to 

haunts him, appearing as an apparition of desire encountered not only in the home, but in 

the traps and trappings of the heterogeneous city. 

Engendering Detection 

Written in 1886, James' novel teems with a tentacular city sprawl that, unlike the 

cities of Boston and Cambridge in The BostonUms, for instance, lacks the rigid 

categorizations of space that map clearly insiders and intruders. James' London brims 

with strangers, but encounters with the assorted characters repeatedly produce the same 

effect: the stranger lurks within. Lady Aurora the philanthropist, for example, traverses 

London ministering the poor in order to counter the moral paucity of her own privilege. 

' I've adapted the phrase occupational mobility from Walkowitz's provocative discussion of the spatial and 
symbolic positioning of the prostitute in 19"* century London. In his discussion of that figure, Steve Pile 
notes that, with the flaneur, the prostitute represent^ "the difficulties of locating people in their proper 
place: each moves between locations, turning up where they 'should not be'. Indeed, they matter precisely 
because they are both 'out of place'" (235). 
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But her visits to Rose Munniment also stir fantasies of immoral trysts with the invalid's 

brother Paul. The urban space spurs restlessness. Crisscrossing the city, she finds duty 

disturbed by desire. James, a noted flaneur, notes in his preface that his prime source for 

The Princess Caseanassima was "the ripe round fruit of perambulation" (33). Covering 

ground unearths stories. Urban tourism, street walking, and window shopping tell the 

stories of familial, class, and heterosexual attraction and antagonism. James' characters 

become versions of the "pedestrian prowler" (47), searching for the key to the stranger 

within. Their quests resemble James' own. In the preface, he explains: "My scheme called 

for the suggested nearness (to all our apparently ordered life) of some sinister anarchic 

underground, heaving in its pain, its power and its hate; a presentation not of sharp 

particulars, but of loose appearances, vague motions and sounds and symptoms, just 

perceptible presences and general looming possibilities" (47). An uncanny haunting, the 

underground takes shape not as a distinct region but, like the past and the mother, as an 

encroaching proximity both threatening and alluring. 

James' description brings me to Dean MacCannell's elucidation of a fin-de-siecle 

touristic fascination with the "excavation" of urban sites. Writing of Paris, MacCannell 

explains, "The realization that all the social establishments of the city, be they domestic, 

commercial, industrial, or cultural, no matter how unrelated they are on the surface, are 

interconnected underground, excites powerful touristic passions" {Tourist 75). The urban 

underworld excites pleasures of delinquency and difference but, even more, animates the 

thrill of connection, the possibility that the world above is part of that which lurks below. 

Discussing The Princess Casamassima, Mark Seltzer understands such "powerful 
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touristic passions" as a fetishization of the underclasses. Asserting that this "specialized 

and exotic species of tourism...displays a 'colonial* attitude toward the underworld," 

Seltzer contends that this touristic enterprise not only catalogues the underclasses, but 

enacts a mechanism of surveillance and supervision of the poor that matches imperialist 

exploration conducted on a world-wide scale (Seltzer 35).^ But in arguing that all of the 

novel's action resembles that of police detection. Seltzer leaves out the crucial 

consideration of motive. If suspicions, surveillance, and police work figure large as 

Foucauldian systems of knowledge and organization, then what is the motive for 

surveillance? What do the investigations hope to detect? Whereas Seltzer argues that a 

"'confusion' of domestic suspicions (like the Prince Casamassima spjang on his 

estranged wife) and police surveillance ... indicates the extent to which all actions in the 

novel have come to resemble a police action" (47), I would argue in the other direction. 

That is, such confusion indicates the extent to which all actions in the novel resemble 

domestic suspicions, suspicions of the familial triad, the stability of its positions, and 

their primacy as the guarantors of (individual) identity. These suspicions contaminate all 

social and psychic life. 

In this excavating vt^ork/pleasure of shuttling back and forth between above and 

under grounds, a specific figure propels and agitates detection, underwriting, too, 

MacCannell's ethnographic description. Describing the popularity of late 19'*' century 

^ For other discussions of the late 19"* century enterprise of excavating and cataloguing the poor, see 
Poovey and Walkowitz. Walkowitz's observation that the poor were constituted as "a race apart, outside the 
national conununity" (19) indicates a slippage between national and class "aliens" that seems to surface in 
Florentine's hybrid character. The alien is within, as so provocatively suggested by Freud's uncanny. 
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tours of factories and work houses, MacCannell writes: "The tourist, lured by the West's 

most seductive city, is permitted to peek beneath her fancy skirts where he can catch a 

fleeting glimpse of her basic functions—^varieties of work in the first place, and not mere 

work: but fiindamentally important work" {Tourist 76). 

MacCannell's description embeds a gender-based epistemology of detection. The 

city lifts her skirt for the male tourist, so that the fascination with the underground is 

revealed—literally—as the lure of female sexuality, the hidden, fleeting and fetishized 

"work" that allows for male modes of representation.® Teresa DeLauretis has argued that 

"Woman is then the very ground of representation, both object and support of a desire 

which, intimately bound up with power and creativity, is the moving force of culture and 

history" (79). Revising DeLauretis' account slightly uncovers the epistemology at work in 

MacCannell's narrative: "Woman is then the very am/crground of representation, both 

object and support of a desire which, intimately bound up with power and creativity, is 

the moving force that haunts ... culture and history." In his preface, James explains, "The 

value I wished most to render and the effect I wished most to produce were precisely 

those of our not knowing, of society's not knowing, but only guessing, and suspecting 

Vidler also connects the city and detection, noting that the detective novel stems &om the fears and 
anxieties provoked by the modem city's labyrinthine spaces (ix). 
' My discussion of the connection between the female body and political/cultural signification draws on the 
acute and far-reaching insights of Barbara Babcock. See, especi^y, her article with John MacAloon. On 
woman as the ground of representation, see Babcock and MacAloon as well as De Lauretis. My formulation 
of the lure of female sexuality draws on Roofs incisive analysis of the ways "lesbian sexuality is used as a 
figure signifying something else and why it appears when and where it does" {Lure 6). While influenced by 
this argument, I do not intend to employ it analogously, nor do I mean to repeat the erasure of the figure of 
lesbian sexuality that Roof outlines. Rather, I share with Roof the idea that narratives plot undisclosed and 
perhaps unconscious attractions to figures of female sexuality. I argue that a certain configuration of female 
sexuality—the mother-prostitute—motivates and thwarts an encompassing narrative. For Roofs discussion 
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and trying to ignore, what 'goes on' irreconcilably, subversively, beneath the vast smug 

surface" (48). Conjecture, suspicion, detection, and disavowal characterize desire.' 

Buried alive beneath the "vast smug surface" of both the city and the family, Florentine 

incites the pleasure of detection. 

Upon arriving in London in 1876, James described the city as an "ogress who 

devours human flesh....to keep herself alive and do her tremendous work" {London 22). 

To him, "it is a mitigating circumstance—though it may not seem so to every one—that 

the ogress herself is human" {London 22). Attraction to the urban underworld is classed 

and gendered. From the novel's opening scene, the imprisoned mother-prostitute 

prefigures the novel's underground. In his search for authenticity. Hyacinth's "miserable 

mother's embrace seemed to fiimish him with an inexhaustible fund of motive" (170). As 

motive and motivation, she executes the "fundamentally important work" of the plot. 

Rorentine engenders the novel—in terms of both the narrative and the new. But as this 

source of desire, the mother, situated like MacCannell's Paris, is always the lure just out 

of reach. Her ephemeral quality propels desire but, in her uncanny returns, also prevents 

any claim to the real thing. 

As both the anchor and saboteuse of the novel, again in its double valence, the 

figure of mother expresses the very impossibility of a proof of authenticity. 

Heterogeneous in character, she reminds Hyacinth of the difficulty of discerning his true 

of the occluded and appropriadve configuration of lesbian sexuality in feminist theories of the maternal see 
her chapter two. 
' These qualities are the very same that characterize the work/pleasure of critical analysis. Reading James, 
reading James' prefaces on James, writing on James, and then having a reader read my reading of James 
continues the spiral of detection so prominent in the novel. 



genealogy. Even if he could discern the truth, he would still be, in the same breath, a 

bastard and a gentleman. In his travels. Hyacinth repeatedly oscillates between two polar 

opposites. He's attracted to both the French socialists and the English ruling class. He 

longs to be both the revolutionary and the nobleman. But as he journeys between Medley 

and the socialist Sun and Moon tavem, the "two" is itself revealed as a fiction designed to 

stave off the uncaiminess of the mess that is identity.'® James shows the Hction by making 

parallel the suffocation in class mobility and the intellectual imprisoiunent in 

revolutionary liberation. The two oppositional political stances register, in effect, as 

essentially the same. The fiction lurks also in the city's bifurcated blueprint as the above 

and under worlds. Though the underworld propels the thrill of detection, finding too 

much resemblance between the two worlds brings the terror of recognition. 

Like the late 19"* century tours of the slums, the factories, and the work houses, 

the tour of the prison understands sightseeing as the revelation of the mechanics of social 

reproduction. To tour is to know, ti The Princess Casamassima, tourism promises the 

knowledge of heterosexual reproduction. As the primal scene of tourism, the prison scene 

casts a blight over subsequent sightseeing, infecting those scenes with the desire to see 

and to know. At the novel's beginning, the prison warden Mrs. Bowerbank visits Pinnie, 

and prods her, "'And pray. Miss Pynsent, does the child know it?' 

'Know about Lord Frederick?' Miss Pynsent palpitated. 

'Bother Lord Frederick! BCnow about his mother.'" (58) 

My thanks to Lynda Zwinger for this point 
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fii this moment where "it" means mother, the maternal figure also blurs the borders 

between animate and inanimate. Although Piimie prays to God that "'he may live and die 

without knowing it!'", Mrs. Bowerbank contends that, "'He won't need to be told....Oh, 

a child will understand its own mother, whatever she speaks'" (59).^' Hyacinth's ensuing 

visit to the prison oscillates between his wanting "to know everything about everything" 

(78) and imagining Florentine as "'very low; I don't want to know her'" (80). The 

agonizing desire to know originates with the site/sight of the mother, haunting Hyacinth 

throughout his experiences: "What he knew, what he guessed, sickened him, and what he 

didn't know tormented him" (166).'^ The mother endures as the source of knowledge 

because only she can confirm Hyacinth's aristocratic lineage. At the same time, buried in 

the prison, speaking only her native French, she remains unreachable. The mother 

emblematizes the not-knowing of James' preface, instigating the guessing, suspecting, 

and then, disavowal of the known. After returning from Medley, an agitated Hyacinth 

snaps at his neighbor Mr. Vetch, "'Do you want to know what I have been doing in the 

country? I should have first to know, myself" (361). Removing the conmia from 

Hyacinth's remark reveals the impossibility of knowing. To know is only possible if one 

knows oneself. And Hyacinth can't know himself because he can't understand what he's 

doing. Detection defers knowing: Hyacinth's "reflection that he was a bastard involved in 

" Concerns with knowing finish out the scene. Pionie worries that Hyacinth might hold it against her if he 
were '"to know that I had kept him back,'" and Mrs. Bowerbank confirms that, "'he'd be sure to 
know'"(59). Hnally, for Pinnie, "'It's quite awfiil, to know what to do'"(60). 

At Pinnie's deathbed, the uncanny repetition of Hyacinth's visit to his incarcerated mother. Hyacinth feels 
guilty for not getting back sooner from Medley, wishing "'to God that I had known!"' (3S6). 
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a remarkable manner the reflection that he was a gentleman" (168). Knowledge proves 

contrary to itself. 

Mrs. Bowerbank guesses right. Unable to understand French, Hyacinth still knows 

his mother. Her kiss communicates knowledge to Hyacinth. Desperate to leave the prison, 

Pinnie begs of Hyacinth, '"BCiss her—kiss her, and we'll go home'" (88). The kiss insures 

the return home and becomes the promise that haunts the novel. In this moment. Hyacinth 

becomes a bound subject; the kiss binds him to a past, a person, and a history. Ironically, 

in this instance he also becomes psychically unbound, as the maternal specter will haunt 

him and consume his every desire. His later memory of this kiss compels Hyacinth to 

force Pinnie to reveal that woman's identity. Detection creates and relies on repression. 

Although Hyacinth strives to make his individual mark on the world, the return of the 

repressed taunts that effort, vaguely marking the self as nothing new or different, but as 

bearing only the aspect of sameness and repetition. 

Novel Scenes 

The question of whether the self can be anything different is embedded in the narrative of 

a bristling consumer capitalism. Rituals of display and consumption, especially the 

commodification of Hyacinth, dominate James' London. Groomed for show by the 

Princess, the bookbinder represents the latest in her collection (346). He emerges as a 

"product of the people" (332) whose fate, no matter what he chooses, is to be "sold" 

(335). From Medley to the secret society, Hyacinth, like the goods in ±e newly 

established department stores, holds the attraction of an original item. The pleasures of 
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capitalism—the erotics of display, consumption, and purchase—circulate around novelty 

which, in turn, represents the erotics of sexual attraction. The I*rincess' regret that she is 

'"not... the first—what is it you call them?—noble lady that you have encountered,'" 

stems not from a fear that Hyacinth won't be impressed, but that he's '"less fresh'" than 

she thought (314).'^ The emphasis on the new extends to her voyeuristic (and even 

vampiric) pleasure at Medley. She revels in observing "'the impression made by such a 

place as this on such a nature as yours, introduced to it for the first time...'" (321). The 

Princess' construction of Hyacinth's novelty situates him as the sentimental daughter, yet 

another position in a familial configuration of desire. It enacts an ironic reversal of the 

virginal maiden whose prime conunodity value lies in her "freshness." 

Hyacinth, too, lives for "the prospect of a new experience" (182); for him. Medley 

was "purple with the wine of novelty" (325). But Vetch's characterization of Hyacinth's 

tour of Medley as his '"experience of novel scenes'"(359) conjures scenes from novels, 

suggesting the fictional ground that supports identifications of the original. 

While Medley's novelty ends up fictional, dream-like, and tethered to the past, the 

novelties of consumer capitalism also don't liberate Hyacinth. Touring the "windows of 

shops" (162) with Millicent Henning, his childhood firiend who also suddenly returns out 

of his past. Hyacinth scorns her selections and taste. Window shopping enables Millicent 

to "long for things she was not likely to have; envy other people for possessing them ... 

and pass inmiediately to some other topic, equally intimate and personal" (163). By 

The rest of this conversation develops into one about detection and knowledge that extends the sexual 
undertones: '"Of course, I don't know what you thought,' said Hyacinth, smiling. 'No, how should you?"' 



contrast. Hyacinth discerns "indescribable di^erences among things" (162). Sensitive to 

the profound distance represented by these differences. Hyacinth (who embodies similar 

indescribable differences) feels they represent the city's indifference to his poverty and 

"was liable to moods in which the sense of exclusion from all that he would have liked 

most to enjoy in life settled upon him like a pall" (163). For the bookbinder, "It was not 

so much that he wished to enjoy as that he wished to know; his desire was not to be 

pampered, but to be initiated" (164). It's an issue of placement, not possession. Window 

shopping only reminds him that he is on the outside looking in. The Princess invokes 

such a scene of sightseeing to articulate Hyacinth's dilemma of difference: "'Fancy the 

strange, the bitter fate: to be constituted as you are constituted, to feel the capacity that 

you must feel, and yet to look at the good things of life only through the glass of the 

pastry-cook's window!'" (337). 

Hyacinth desires a knowledge of what it means to be in a different position in 

relation to things. But knowledge won't guarantee the satisfaction promised by initiation 

His tour of Medley, where his position does shift, provides him with this realization. In 

his few days there. Hyacinth "had time to observe that the knowledge of luxury and the 

extension of one's sensations beget a taste for still newer pleasures" (339). Knowledge 

engenders not the fulfillment but the perpetuation of desire. His acts of sightseeing and 

detection beget a desire that doesn't Hnd satisfaction in accumulation. The impulses of 

consumer and touristic desire mingle with those of heterosexual desire. Princess 

Casamassima tells Hyacinth, "'I want you to see more-more-more!"' (321) Showing 

314). 
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Hyacinth more, however, convinces her that he is more like her than not. Finding him less 

and less authentic, the Princess rejects Hyacinth as her tour of the poor, quipping, '"Dear 

Mr. Robinson, Lady Aurora knows more than you'" (425). His "passing" in her world 

devalues him so that the Princess finds his antagonistic comrade Paul Munniment more 

intriguing. Ironically, Hyacinth's ability to belong in her world excludes him. 

Hyacinth also falls prey to perpetual desire, hi Medley's library, he had "taken 

down almost every book, wishing he could keep it a week, and put it back quickly, as his 

eye caught the next, which appeared even more desirable" (303). Novelty incites but then 

repeatedly defers the procurement of a fulfilling experience. The endless search amounts 

to a form of detection that only leads back to the past. Hyacinth's window shopping 

excursion with Millicent, which marks a scene of heterosexual courtship as well as one of 

tourism, is consumed by the mother's return. The passage dissolves into the novel's first 

account of how Hyacinth procures the truth about that woman "'who kissed me so—as I 

have never been kissed, as I never shall be again!"' (166). The confusion between 

heimlich and unheimlich, and sightseer and site, expresses spatially another confusion: the 

touring subject searches simultaneously for heterosexual fulfillment and familial origins. 

The mother's kiss incites heterosexual desire, but forbids its consummation. Hyacinth 

denies that loss by looking to novelty, but his ongoing desire to be something new always 

enacts a return to that original maternal moment. By prompting the desire for and then 

foiling "knowing," the mother instigates the cyclical nature of detection. 

Li the novel's intricate and intimate relation between tourism and heterosexuality, 

the woman—coded as mother, foreigner, prostitute—represents the low-Other that 
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(listing^ishes the emerging bourgeois male self. As prostitute and mother or guardian and 

traitor, the protean female figure embodies the modem mobilities contaminating the city. 

While both capitalism and urbanism create new privileges for the bourgeois white male 

subject (as the flaneur), they also advance liberties for other gendered, classed, and/or 

raced subjects. In doing so, they contaminate the difference of privilege. Not only does 

the Princess love window shopping, but she desires the same trinkets as her low-Other 

Millicent. Consumer capitalism sells itself on imagining and fulfilling desires that 

promise to make one an individual. But it does this for an infinite number of individuals, 

and thus reminds the subject of the proximate nature, and therefore the similarity, of 

others. 

Mister Vetch, brooding on dreams of democracy, ponders a question that also 

seems to address the novel's issues of touristic, capitalistic, and heterosexual desires. He 

wonders: "for what was any possible change in the relations of men and women but a new 

combination of the same elements? If the elements could be made different the thing 

would be worth thinking of; but it was not only impossible to introduce any new ones— 

no means had yet been discovered for getting rid of the old" (367). The old is the familiar 

and the familial. Heterosexuality (re)produces the attraction of the same and to the same. 

In narratives of heterosexual romance, each lover and/or pair of lovers remains grounded 

in the conviction of their uniqueness when in fact, as James tells it, they are merely mirror 

reflections united in a vertiginous regress of sameness. The search for the genuine article 

expresses the desire for the unique and the unlike. U Hyacinth can find such an article, his 

very affiliation with it will bestow an authenticity upon him. But this claim to authenticity 
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as the nexus of "different from" is negated by Vetch's story of the systematized and 

systematic reproduction of sameness. Procuring the genuine article—that which is novel 

and authentic—is revealed as an alibi for all kinds of bourgeois reproduction—social, 

capitalistic, and sexual. 

Primary Occapations 

In his work on tourism, Jonathan Culler cites three tourist motives that are never openly 

revealed. Most important of these, he argues, is the derivation of "secret pleasure from 

posing momentarily as a member of a social class superior to one's own, to play a role of 

a 'shopper' and a spender whose life becomes significant and exciting only when one is 

exercising power by choosing what to buy" (156). But window shopping, with its 

activities of looking and browsing, frees the consumer from the obligation to buy 

(Schivelbusch 188); one spends not money but time. The lingering and loitering provide 

the titillation, seeming to stretch time into a new shape. In this period of emerging 

consumer capitalism time, too, is being converted into a commodity (Friedland and 

Boden 8). Hyacinth prides himself for spending no money at Medley, but he has taken 

time off from work that may cost him his job. His motions through space become 

experiences about the movement of time. Hyacinth's destiny has been bought and sold, 

first by his mother whose face changes "the whole face of his future" (166), and then by 

Hoffendahl who secures his life's pledge. Desire titillates and torments as a medley of the 

past (repetition) and the future (deferral). The present is an impossible place to isolate and 
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to (fiil)fill. Time, like all other systems of representation and identity in the novel, is 

heterogeneous. 

James' novel repeatedly performs such a notion of time. The crucial events— 

Hyacinth's inquiry about '"that woman'" (166) in prison, his pledge to Hoffendahl, his 

Medley holiday, and Pinnie's mortal illness—appear as past and future events rather than 

present action. Again and again, the novel points to the inability of the present to locate 

the subject, in physical or social place. The present and presence both become impossible 

for the Jamesian subject. Writing Princess Casamassima a letter from his holiday in Venice 

and Paris, Hyacinth '"can scarcely believe that it's of myself that I am telling these fine 

things; I say to myself a dozen times a day that Hyacinth Robinson is not in it'" (395). In 

desiring the genuine. Hyacinth has continually sought something that is "not this." The 

cost of his search comes as his recognition that he is not in it. The genuine is profoundly 

not-him. 

Julia Kristeva argues that the abject is experienced when the subject, "weary of 

fruitless attempts to identify with something on the outside, finds the impossible within; 

when it finds that the impossible constitutes its very being, that it is none other than 

abject. The abjection of self would be the culminating form of that experience of the 

subject to which it is revealed that all its objects are based merely on the inaugural loss 

that laid the foundations of its own being" {Powers 5). The tour of Paris resembles this 

** Kem analyzes late I9'''-early 20''* century debates about the nature of time, organizing them around three 
pairs of opposing views: whether time was "homogeneous or heterogeneous, atomistic or a flux, reversible 
or irreversible" (11). As part of his wide-ranging analysis, Kem reviews the work of William James who 
argued that in/as consciousness the past remained in dynamic relation with the present (43-4). 
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experience of abjection. In his mother's home city. Hyacinth calls on the apparition of his 

maternal grandfather to be his tour guide. The ghost is, aptly. Hyacinth's namesake, 

framing the bookbinder again not only as a repetition of the past, but as a Hgure 

unbounded, his own materiality somewhat undone by this presence—in Paris, Hyacinth 

"haunted" the Louvre (382). The uncanny "constant companion" (381) had been a 

revolutionary. He was also a watchmaker. Fittingly, this "vague yet vivid personage" 

(381) keeps time, makes Hyacinth's present and presence the imprint of "the inaugural 

loss that laid the foundations of its own being" (Kristeva Powers 5). It's worth 

remembering that the maternal Hgure implicated in such a loss was first introduced to 

Hyacinth as a woman who went to jail for stealing a watch. 

Hyacinth invents his grandfather out of the past as the one who "knew the lad's 

secret without being told" (381), another instance that regards knowledge as not-knowing. 

He also places him squarely in the underworld of the working-class and the French 

revolution. In a characteristic move in this novel, this figiu-e retrospectively prefigures an 

earlier event: the occupation of the underworld by male revolutionaries. Hyacinth singles 

out Hoffendahl and Paul Munniment, the two contemporary revolutionaries, as 

personifying the authentic object that can make, and therefore, save him. He's attracted to 

their radical difference. Also admiring Paul for "the way he kept himself clean" (391), 

Hyacinth is drawn to the purity of the men's devotion, their identities unpolluted by 

distraction. But the underground that places these figures is also already occupied by the 

mother. And this woman, "'who kissed me so—as I have never been kissed, as I never 

shall be again!"' (166) also brands him with the original and only mark of the genuine 
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article: loss. The underground, with its temporal and psychic counterparts, the past and 

the repressed, is simultaneously the location of dirt and authenticity.^^ As the place of 

both the mother and Munniment, the underground represents the ambivalence of 

identification and desire, of identifying with and against, of desiring and rejecting. The 

roots of Munniment's name are apt—and ironic—in this context, recalling money and 

munificence, while faintly echoing mummy, the standard British term for the mother.*® 

The underground bears the truth. But it's the truth of Kristeva's "impossible" because it is 

that which always threatens boundedness. 

By the end of the novel, the mother consumes Hyacinth, precisely through his 

efforts to avoid committing her crime and becoming her kin(d). In an attempt to escape 

his genealogical fate, "loathing ... the idea of a repetition" of his mother's act, the 

bookbinder breaks his pledge, refusing to murder a member of the upper class (582). 

Rather than assassinate the aristocrat who marks him as the low-Other—his mother's 

son—he kills that o±er in himself. Hyacinth, then, commits an act of difference. Or, as 

James would have us ask, does he? Is it just one more of the same? Hyacinth's struggle to 

know and place himself marks his attempt to eliminate dirt, the (maternal) matter out of 

place. But the problem is that, even in death. Hyacinth remains "something out of the 

way" (354). His body becomes "something black, something ambiguous, something 

outstretched" (590), taking on the aspect of the specter-like mother. Hyacinth's suicide. 

In their discussion of the sewer, Stallybrass and White note examples where the '"truth' is now conceived 
... as excrement" (140). They cite Les Miserables, in which Hugo writes that the "'sincerity of 51th pleases 
us and soothes the spirit"'—it is what's left when "'the last veil is stripped away"' (140). They also note 
how collectors of dog scat were called "pure"-finders (129). 
" I thank Susan Hardy Aiken for this insight 
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the desperate act of liberation from an interminable psychic, social, and spatial 

imprisonment, bears the imprint of his father's crime, the sentencing of the mother to 

death. 
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3. 
IN PURSUIT OF ROMANCE: THE FREE WOMAN, THE WORKING CLASS, AND 

ROUTES OF INDEPENDENCE IN SINCLAIR LEWIS' ROAD NOVEL FREE AIR 

In "The Free Woman," Chapter XX of Sinclair Lewis' transcontinental road novel 

Free A/r (1919), the two traveling protagonists, Midwestern mechanic Milt Daggett and 

New York socialite Claire Boltwood, engage in an argument typical of lovers destined for 

one another. Introduced as products of their representative landscapes, Lewis' motorists 

embark on independent but intersecting transcontinental trips. Now nearing the West 

coast. Milt, fearing Claire will forget him once she reaches Seattle and her discriminating 

relatives, blurts out, "'Wish I could kidnap you. Have half a mind to'" (214). Milt's desire 

prompts a lecture from Claire, the free woman who doesn't need to be kidnapped for her 

own sake. To "'Milton,'" she declaims, 

"You have been reading fiction, about this man—sometimes he's a lumberjack, 

and sometimes a trapper or a miner, but always he's frightfully hairy—and he sees 

a charming woman in the city, and kidnaps her, and shuts her up in some 

unspeakable shanty, and makes her eat nice cold boiled potatoes, and so naturally, 

she simply adores him! A hundred men have written that story, and it's an 

example of their insane masculine conceit, which I, as a woman, resent." (215) 

Claire's plucky and comedic version of this story exposes fiction's romantic escape as a 

fantasy of captivity. In the following, I trace the ways Lewis' novel, although paced by 

the tales and travels of liberty, charts a similar route. 
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For Qaire, denial and delimitation don't ignite passion. Indeed, the feisty socialite 

engineers her motor trip to escape the stifling world of New York's social set and to 

challenge the insularity—sexual, physical, social, cultural, behavioral, linguistic—that 

marks the upper class. Having lived with her widowed father "in a big brick house of 

much dignity, much ugliness, and much conservatory," Claire finds domesticity 

excessively entrapping (10). Her suffocation also stems from her impending marriage to 

the stodgy but steady Brooklynite Geoffrey Saxton. As in many auto road narratives to 

follow, the physical mobility represented by the open highway brings into view even 

greater freedoms, most persistently, that of a liberated sexual desire. But even on the road. 

Milt, whose class difference attracts Claire as the vehicle to her sexual liberation, engages 

in the same fantasy of captive domesticity. 

The Minnesota mechanic doesn't understand Claire's problem of liberty as one of 

gender difference. From his perspective, the luxuries of class privilege, not the fantasies 

of men, squelch female independence. Educated in the school of hard knocks. Milt feels 

the stability of wealth miscounts value while the traveling life gages real worth. One's 

ability to survive on the road, in the wild, away from comforts, measures their real 

importance. Kidnapping Claire means freeing her, from the stasis of superfluity and from 

the moral stinginess of her social set.' 

' The kidnapping narrative resurfaces when Jeffrey Saxton defames Milt in Seattle. When he tells Claire's 
relatives the Gilsons that girls like Claire "'have been trapped into low marriages by their loyalty to cadging 
adventurers,'" an aghast Mr. Gilson exclaims, '"By Jove, you ought to kidnap her and marry her yourself, 
Jeff!'" (309). 
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The novel's problem—and its attraction—develops from the two travelers* 

conflicting understandings of the situation. Lewis' road narrative tells two stories of the 

liberty that comes with a license: that of an increasingly mobile new American woman, 

perched on the upper bough of society, who leaves home to find herself, and that of the 

industrious pawn of industrialism, the working-class mechanic whose sense of 

practicality outweighs prestige on the road. As the two drivers light out across the 

country, their winding romance twists and turns with the obstacles and pleasures of the 

road. They're mobile motorists on a collision course: can Lewis succeed in liberating the 

two together? 

With its dual tribute to the free woman and the working folk. Free Air presses us 

to consider issues of class and gender in tandem. Taken on the road, this focus picks up 

another one. In the heartland, the story of mobility leads to a tour of one of America's 

most cherished industries: the manufacturing of independence. The road trip is 

understood as essentially and innately American, but road narrative criticism remains 

largely inunune to analyses of its genre's recurring terms—freedom, independence, 

mobility, and the American dream.^ Focusing on Lewis' landscape of tourism and 

romance, I explore what characterizes these terms and what sustains their connection to 

stories of class and sexual difference. The previous chapters examined issues of mobility 

^ "America," writes John Jerome, 'is a road epic; we have even developed a body of road art, from Huck 
Finn to The Grapes of Wrath to Easy Rider, cutting loose a path to the dream" (103). Pettifer and Turner 
argue that it's a given that "automobility was...perceived as promoting individualism, as well as mobility." 
Americans "saw the automobile as a fiilfillment of the promise of democracy that every American had an 
equal chance of success" (cited in Plath 114). Not only representative, these accounts are formulaic, always 
drawing on the same nostalgia and aggrandizing rhetoric. "American" and "the dream" are givens: "we" all 
know what they mean. 
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in relation to travel between two specific sites: North and South, city and country, home 

and away. In this chapter, mobility constitutes an enduring national story. 

Every road narrative centers on a fantasy of mobility. In Free Air, one of the 

earliest American road novels published in the automobile era, the fantasy of mobility is a 

fantasy about crossing the yawning gap of class di^erence. Mobility also defines the 

text's sexual practice. Claire's motor tour expands her range of possible partners because 

it broadens her own world view. For Milt, who leaves his garage on a whim to follow the 

alluring Claire, miles crossed add up to innocence lost. 

In its incipient years, the automobile itself emphasized the politics of mobility. In 

1907, Woodrow Wilson, then President of Princeton University, voiced a frantic concern: 

'"nothing has spread socialistic feeling in this country more than the use of the 

automobile' ....to the worker and the farmer the motorist was 'a picture of the arrogance 

of wealth, with all its independence and carelessness'" (cited in Dulles 313-4). Made at a 

time when the cheapest car sold for $400 while the average American worker earned 

about $574 annually (Jakle 101), Wilson's remarks characterize individual independence 

as a form of national irresponsibility.^ As the cornerstone of the nation's Anglo-American 

origin story, independence now ironically exemplifies an inappropriate excess and 

exacerbates inequity between the classes. 

When Lewis publishes Free Air in 1919, the conditions that provoked Wilson's 

denunciation ostensibly have passed. The mass production of the teens made motoring 

pleasures accessible to members of the middle- and even working-classes. The 8,000 
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privately owned cars of 1900 increased to 458,000 by 1910 and 8 million in 1920, with an 

average of 1 million cars bought each year between 1915 and 1920 (Dulles 317 and Jakle 

121). With such accelerated ownership, transcontinental motor touring became the rage/ 

But the mass production of the automobile and its new opportunities for mobility 

enunciated as well as mitigated class difference. The upper class began to question its 

attraction to a pleasure that the common folk now enjoyed, wondering whether shared 

entertainment would threaten their own privileged status. Endless numbers of people on 

the road, mixing and mingling in campgrounds and roadside restaurants, confused 

traditional demarcations. While the upper-class squirmed uncomfortably camping next to 

migrant workers at free campgrounds, the figures of real hoboes renounced, and thus 

ruined, the elite's leisurely and now embarrassing understanding of roughing it. 

The landscape produced in Lewis' novel, both the continent and the road taken, 

calcifies the tensions and transitions propagated by widespread automobile travel. On the 

road, when Claire calls Milt by his first name, Claire's father and traveling companion 

pointedly defines '"the social problem'": '"Do you think you ought to be too intimate 

with him?"' (152). This chapter traces two routes that develop from the coupling of 

mobility and intimacy. In Free Air the narrative of independence sustains a story of 

pursuit. In addition, democracy—represented by a story of heterosexual romance— 

emerges, finally as an institution works for sustaining class difference. 

^ Jakle's figiire is from 1910. 
* The numbers continue to increase. In 1930, there were 23 million registered private cars (Jakle 121). 
During World War I, European devastation and tour books like Julian Street's Abroad at Home (1914) 
turned the U.S. continent into a wartime tourism site (Jakle 31). Marketing campaigns encouraged 
Americans to "See America First" 



Claire and Milt's disagreement about the definitions of captivity and 

independence plots the novel, largely because Claire's opinion on the matter oscillates. 

Her ambivalence towards Milt keeps the story in gear, but also complicates the character 

of her own independence. With Milt doggedly tailing Claire across the country, the novel 

employs—ironically—a story of sexual pursuit to romance us with its distinctive ideas of 

freedom. A mere three chapters after her denunciation of the cold potato courtship, the 

novel's free woman revives the rhetoric of this supposedly repulsive fantasy. Like Milt, 

the fantasy shadows the story she now tells, a story in which she decries to the 

Minnesotan that she feels "'captured'" by her father's world of money and prestige (238). 

Now that she's been on the road and gained new experiences, she implores that Milt not 

'"let ±em change me back into a pink-face'" (239). Denouncing herself as a "'thoroughly 

ignorant parasite woman,'" she begs Milt to "'[m]ake me become real! A real woman!'" 

(239). To do so, and certainly this is the novel's destination. Milt must mimic the fantasy 

that Claire had so repudiated. Though he may escape the hirsute nature of the profile, he 

does personify the rural, working-class, somewhat brutish male who pursues the refined 

urban woman, stripping her of luxury in a modernized narrative of captivity that makes 

her realize the wonder of impoverished simplicity. Ultimately, it is Milt's invocation of 

this fiction that will make Claire "real." The parasitic Claire, who has depended on 

others for her external and internal sustenance, now turns to Milt to engineer and 

authenticate her independence. Claire's capitulation to the male fantasy hinges on a class 

fantasy of her own. As an outsider. Milt possesses a difference that will make her 

different. To appropriate that quality of uniqueness will make authenticate her. 
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Feeling ensnared by the trappings of modem progress and new money, Claire 

travels in pursuit of the real, endowing the rural continent with an authenticity 

invulnerable to the artifice of New York. Characterizing tourism as a quest for signs of 

the authentic, Jonathan Culler argues that "[o]ne of the characteristics of modernity is the 

belief that authenticity has been lost and exists only in the past... or else in other regions 

or countries" (159-160). Furthermore, I argue, the quest for the authentic site functions to 

authenticate the primary importance and locatedness of the self. Behind the wheel of her 

Gomez-Deperdussin, the modem yet myopic New Yorker "discovered America, and she 

felt stronger, and all her days were colored with the sun" (67). Journeying towards 

Yellowstone, Claire understands that "[s]he was in the Real West, and it was hers, since 

she had won to it by her own plodding" (123). Claire's search for an unspoiled and 

unmarked place culminates in her unearthing of Milt, a "real person" who finds her 

worthy of worship (123). He represents the authenticity often tagged onto disenfranchised 

groups at different historical moments by narratives from a more established perspective. 

At the Grand Canyon, Claire prefers "this American boy in this American scene" to the 

grandeur of the Alps (139). Of his geological explanation of the canyon, the narrator 

remarks: "He made it real. Not that she paid much attention to what he actually said! She 

was too busy thinking of the fact that he should say it at all" (139). Hypnotized by the 

mere wonder of the fact of Milt's knowledge, Claire is attracted to the authentic precisely 

and only as the marker of itself. Claire's encounters with an "authentic" landscape, then, 

function to rewrite her own story as real. The landscape becomes her resource; it 

empowers her. Her quest for authenticity emerges as one in which she must forego the 
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easy, enervating luxuries of the East to embrace challenge, the genuine mark of character. 

Right from the start, Claire fantasized that "[s]he didn't want all good road. She wanted 

something to struggle against" (45). Effort brings reward. Quintessentially American, 

enduringly democratic, this story of struggle refutes the ways her class distinguishes the 

entitlement of its subjects, that is, by birthright, family name, heritage, good breeding, 

and/or inheritance. The motor tour metaphorically mobilizes modes of subject-making 

when other modes fail as too fixed. 

Sure enough, at the novel's end, Claire finds she "could be herself riding in 

Milt's flimsy bug rather than in her family's big cars (365). When the car sinks in river 

mud, she casts off her shoes and stockings, struggling with Milt to free the stuck bug. As 

they climb back into the car, Claire "wiped a dab of mud from her cheek, and remarked 

with an earnestness and a namralness which that Jeff Saxton who knew her so well would 

never have recognized as hers: 'Gee, I hope the old bird crawls out now'" (369). Feeling 

part of the road, which is to say, feeling like an authentic American, is about getting dirty 

and speaking slang. Even Jeff Saxton, personifying the "effete East" (Light 26), seems 

human and likable upon his return from a trip adventuring in Alaska. Tanned, dirty, and 

scarred, he bears signs that he's been engaged in struggle and, therefore, been employed 

in being somebody. 

As Claire's and Jeffs adventures attest, in automobiling's early days motorists 

traveled distances to court intimacy. They forged "direct contact with a landscape 

unknown to passengers of trains and ships" (Jakle 101). While the railroad epitomized the 
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panoramic view, the automobile produced a landscape of close-ups/ In Free Air, the 

landscape foregrounds the working-class as America's most intriguing natural wonder. 

More than the prairie, the population intrigues the traveler with its strange variance. The 

tour teaches the novel's upper-crust that difference cultivates democracy, not derisive 

discord. Claire's donning of dirt marks her "conunon humanness" (68). But the intimacy 

evoked proves to be a one-way street. Claire consunmiates her country romance with the 

pucker of privilege. Traveling through small towns, she finds the "telephone linemen," 

"traction engine crews," even the "tight-haired woman in the doorway of a tar-paper 

shack....to be her own people" (122). Claire discovers the folks as novelties, cataloging 

them as markers of her own mobility. She can be expansive enough to collect them all. 

As her winning of the "Real West" suggests, the story of struggle arrives at the same 

conclusion as other narratives of privilege: her search multiplies her opportunities for 

appropriation and ownership. The Brooklynite is slumming it, exhibiting the desire that 

fuels countless road narratives to come. Getting dirty is titillating. And dirt is where the 

novel's road begins. 

' Schivelbusch argues that the panoramic perspective of the train mirrors that of another IQ*"* century 
phenomenon, the department store. He suggests that circulation is the ubiquitous trope for this period. In the 
early 20"* century, mass production, the motion picture, and the assembly line, in addition to the automobile, 
foregrounded the symbolic image of the close-up. Lackey discusses the train's shortcomings in the advent 
of the automobile: "The railroad car, in short, draws the traveler inside, away from the immediate terrain 
and its inhabitants and into a shuttered, well-appointed nowhere, expedient and comfortable but utterly 
alien" (35). In 1907, Henry James found that "the 'wonder-working motor-car' enabled him to throw out 
'the lasso of observation,' an expansive cowboy metaphor that finds no comparable moment in his survey of 
America from a Pullman seat, which he describes as being cramped by a 'general pretention'" (Lackey 35). 
Early motorist Dallas Lore Sharp simis up a popular sentiment: "'You are close to the earth and the people 
by motor, an intimate immediate mode of travel, slow or fast to your mood, or the mood of the weather, yet 
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Routes of Privilege 

Unlike most road narratives. Free Air doesn't open with the protagonist at home. Instead, 

we're introduced to "Miss Boltwood of Brooklyn ... Lost in the Mud" (3). Obviously 

associated with the strange places Claire encounters, dirt also defines the working class as 

the ground on which her fantasies of mobility, authenticity, and struggle take place. It's 

the dirt of rural America, worked, walked, and worn by the country folk who represent 

the novel's definition of the working class. In this opening chapter, during her first day on 

the road, Claire sinks in "a morass of prairie gumbo—which is mud mixed with tar, fly

paper, fish glue, and well-chewed, chocolate-covered caramels" (4). With her car stuck, 

she "lets herself down into the ooze," heading "up a muddy lane to a muddy farmhouse" 

(16, 17). Reflecting that "all fanners have hearts of gold, anatomical phenomena never 

found among the snobs and hirelings of New York," she's taken aback when her knock 

on Adolph Zolzac's door is answered by a "'Ja?' and a 'Hinein!'" (16-17). Grunting at 

Claire, the gruff farmer demands an outrageous $4 for his services. Questioning his steep 

price, his diminutive wife implores, "'Vot she t'ink of de Sherman people?"' (18). 

Ashamed of being Old Country people rather than "'speak American,'" Zolzac's wife 

compounds foreign dialects with alien ethics (19). Wearing overalls "apparently woven of 

processed mud," Zolzac manufactures mud to trap and scam tourists (19). The landscape, 

then, bears literally the aspect of its inhabitants. Even the native soil turns traitor under 

the immigrant tiller. 

gradual enough, no maner how fast you go, to impress you with the considerable width and variety of the 
country....'" (cited in Lackey 34). 
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Plotting the romance of the road as the romance of the classes, the motor tour 

ultimately defines and confirms the privilege of Claire's class position. For all of its 

emphasis on democracy, the novel repeatedly features Claire's struggles with sinister 

strangers who challenge Free Air's romantic endorsement of democratic equality. In the 

heartland, geographical intimacy yields social distance. Obviously, these episodes act as 

plot devices, providing danger and suspense while creating opportunities for Milt to save 

Claire. But these scenes also bring into view historical concerns about the conceptual 

mobility of independence, defining the latter as a privilege intended only for the 

select(ed). In the early 20*** century, travelers from roaming hoboes to migrant workers to 

displaced families adopt the road as a way of life, uprooting pattems and ideals of 

settlement. Although the travelers' poverty often forced them on the road, their 

widespread visibility and innovative survival skills endowed them with the romantic 

character of independence. In the novel they're described recreationally, as the 

"Sagebrush Tourists." Bearing wash-boilers, frying pans, broken lights, and baby's 

laundry, ±eir cars packed in "what looked like the crowd at a large farm-auction" (120). 

But these families were "incredibly happier" than the "limousinvalids, insulated from life 

by plate glass" (120). The dirt poor become visible only as a critique of the upper-crust's 

alienating seclusion. Their exposure to the elements is viewed as an expansive existence. 

These earnest "camping adventurers" (119), however, travel in and out of the 

novel in a few panoramic passages. Instead, Free Air focuses on how the liberties of 

money-making extend to a new class of people when increased motor travel created the 

need for roadside businesses. Motel, restaurant, and gas station owners formed a rising 
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rank of working-class entrepreneurs upon whom middle- and upper-class travelers 

depended (even Zolzac falls into this class). These characters populate the novel, placing 

Qaire's quest for authenticity at the behest of a landscape of working-class upstarts who 

dirty the deflnition of independence. 

Crooks, swindlers, and cheats classify Qaire's road struggles as more mortal than 

metaphysical. The German inmiigrant's scam seems trivial compared to the schemes of 

the unnamed hobo Claire later picks up. Riding her sideboard, he grabs the steering wheel 

and orders Claire off the road so he can rob the Boltwoods and "kiss I'il daughter" (109). 

While Zolzac's dialect is coded as too foreign, the hobo's speech is detestable because 

it's contemptibly free. As are his looks. He stares at Claire, "grinningly, almost 

contemptuously," making her feel "unclean" (103, 104). The novel links these linguistic, 

physical, and sexual threats to an excessive spatial mobility that marks him not as a 

traveler but as a vagrant. While Zolzac misuses his land to cheat travelers, this unnamed 

character violates a greater law: anonymous, he belongs nowhere and resides everywhere. 

His refusal to be physically located represents a symbolic disregard for the systems that 

keep people in their places. He personifies an American nightmare—the unproductive 

working class. 

Overpopulating the novel, the unproductive working-class is consistently marked 

by an inappropriate mobility, geographical and otherwise. In Montana, Claire and her 

father have no choice but to lodge at the horrifying Pellago Tavern where the innkeepers 

scrimp, scam, and steal, all with a bratally-insulting condescension. The "hag" (207) of a 

landlady clearly oversteps her bounds, as the novel expressly points out, with her 
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marriage to a man 25 years her junior. Sexual license drives the husband as well. A 

lascivious, gambling, drunken man of excess, he tries to break into Claire's room in the 

middle of the night. Milt also picks up a hitchhiker of his own, the infamous Pinky 

Parrott who, as his name suggests, "was always on speaking terms with everybody" (205). 

Though he seems harmless enough, his linguistic immoderation, in the logic of the novel, 

signals a devious nature. He exits the story when he plummets over a cliff after betraying 

Milt by stealing his car. Other characters on the road, while not mortal threats, are 

contemptible deviants: Pinky's "wife," a woman named Dlorus who left her husband and 

child to shack up with Pinky, and the cook at the American Frying Pan restaurant whose 

food is so bad it leaves Claire with an appetite for murder. When "Mac," former 

proprietor of the Old Home Lunch and Milt's best friend from his home town, shows up 

in Seattle on a binge. Milt joins Claire in branding him a shiftless, drunken bum. These 

characters use the road to escape responsibility or run rip-offs; in either case, it's 

independence out of place. Innkeepers host insolence and chefs serve sauciness; to be too 

free is to endanger the unknowing patron, and thus, the nation. There is, of course, a 

comic element to all of this and, most of all, an air of romance since Milt always shows 

up just in time to save Claire. Durable and dependable, the mechanic, unlike the other 

working-class characters, always appears in the right place. 

If Claire's "voyage into democracy" (45) works finally to champion class 

difference, how does Milt triumph? He must possess a distinguishing quality to attract 

Claire. Upon its publication, critics praised the novel for "its emphasis on the merit of the 

individual rather than his or her social class or family background" (Reming vi). 
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suggesting that Milt succeeds due to an innate individuality that exceeds social and 

economic definition. But the novel defines this individuality in very specific terms. After 

Milt pulls the Boltwoods' car out of Zolzac's mud, Claire surmises that a tip would 

offend Milt since he seemed like such "an awfully independent person" (26). But a 

moment later, when the mechanic invites the father-daughter pair to eat lunch with him, 

Qaire "could not associate interesting food with Milt and his mud-slobbered, tin-covered, 

dun-painted Teal bug" (28). Claire's ambivalent response to Milt both charges and chokes 

her attraction. It also indicates how the novel's designation of the individual is 

inseparable from a class-based logic. Milt attracts Claire because, showing a "rather fine 

forehead" above his dirty coat (23), he confuses class categorization. He's like the 

working-class, but not really. Exemplifying the exception rather than the average, he 

exhibits ethics that contradict those of everyone else in his class. But these distinguishing 

merits, supposedly attributed to the individual, sustain the marks of class- and ethnic-

coded difference. Milt's real individuality is that he resembles Claire and her father. The 

"rather fine forehead" so admired by Claire bears the aspect of a respectable Northeastern 

genealogy. Milt's folks came from Maine—as did Claire's mother. Bom in the East, Milt 

was transplanted to the Midwest when his father, sacrificing prestige for principle, moved 

his medical practice to Minnesota. Except for the displacement caused by that parent's 

pioneering spirit. Milt might have been a respectable, even new moneyed. New 

Englander. What's more. Milt reveals how he came to be such an individualist when 

Claire begs him to tell his life story (poverty always being so much more interesting than 

wealth). Milt explains that he wanted to play Robin Hood, "'but none of the other kids— 
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so many of them were German; they didn't know about Robin Hood; so I used to scout 

off alone'" (47). As the syntax suggests, the foreigners interrupt and forestall Milt's 

desire to be an integrated, assimilated American. His individuality results from the 

marginality imposed upon him by an ignorant environment. 

Although it shows flashes of his "authentic" difference. Milt's cultural fluency 

mostly attracts Claire because it distinguishes him as the able guide who can maneuver 

her through the morass of middle America. Initially seeming neither impressive nor 

intelligent to the Brooklynite, Milt surprises her with his knowledge of Zolzac's scam and 

with his "pidgin German" which he uses to scare off the swindling farmer (23). Robert E. 

Fleming lauds Milt's "skills as a traveler, a pathfinder, and a mechanic," maintaining that 

they "overshadow his lack of social acceptability" and lend him "the spirit of America" 

(ix). But these skills are framed by a novel in which the title Free Air refers not to the 

open road and the redolent intoxication of freedom, but to a gramitous roadside service. 

After seeing the air machine at a gas station, Claire adopts the phrase as the motto for her 

trip. But the catch-phrase "free air" sounds oddly redundant since air is generally held up 

as the only thing that is always free. As the motto suggests, freedom is always at the 

command of a larger narrative. The transformative appropriation of the free into a service 

sheds light on Milt's role as the noble negotiator. His spirited skills, those that Fleming 

suggests exemplify democracy, work to position Milt as a free resource at others' 

disposal. Though his unique mechanical and trailblazing talents ostensibly make Milt 

socially mobile, they appear in scenarios that cater to class privilege. Always using his 
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skills to run off bad guys and sniff out scams. Milt's acts of independence finally appear 

indistinguishable from his gestures of servitude to Claire and her father. 

Claire interprets Milt's ability to culturally cross-dress as the quality that makes 

him patriotically authentic. To her, '"He's the real American. He has imagination and 

adaptability"^ (125 emphasis added). Democracy, it seems, is about the ability to 

compromise. While the cardboard Geoffrey Saxton, "immovably always there" (12), loses 

Claire's favor because of his stoic rigidity. Milt's adaptability defines both his mobility 

and his meritorious individuality. Claire states that he has the "'ability to do anything if 

he considers it worth while'" (212), but Milt's drive is always one-directional. At 

Yellowstone, he sees Claire for the first time socializing "'among her own kind of folks'" 

(132). Speaking of cultured conversation, he swears, "'I'll leam it. I will! I can!'" (132). 

And when Claire chides Milt for despising social distinctions because he doesn't know 

them, the ignorant mechanic makes an oath to refrain, promising with his familiar chorus 

of "Til leam'" (360).® With the imagination to recognize that others are right and with 

the ability to discern his own faults. Milt will acquiesce, assimilate, and succeed. 

The Mechanics of Romance 

Claire's story celebrates struggle as the American and democratic mode of self-

production. But struggle, along with the quest for authenticity, exists as a class-specific 

desire, having no relevance for the "folk." Always already the marker of the authentic, the 

' Gaire must leam things too, like how to read the behavior of strangers. But her lessons are those of 
recreation while Milt's are those of "real" life. 
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working-class Milt does not seek out Claire to make him a real man. He travels to get a 

glimpse of worldliness. From a town "that was only a conrnia on the line" (55) of the 

national landscape, he's a local doomed never to make it on the map. Although his 

inability to be categorized initially suggests Milt is a free spirit, this consummate 

individual emerges not as a loner, but as lonely. 

When Claire first hears of this young man's plans to travel to Seattle, she "could 

not place this fresh-cheeked, unworldly young man so far from his home" (31). While 

Claire can't really place Milt, he knows all too well how to locate her. Hardly ambivalent. 

Milt falls in love with Claire on sight when she patronizes his gas station. Panicked to the 

point of speechlessness, he becomes the voyeur, watching Claire from the wings while 

ordering his assistant to service her car. For the working-class, the close-ups of car travel 

initiate the inexperienced: it was Milt's "first time seeing a smart woman" (58). 

Cataloging a "dark, slender, fine-nerved girl, in her plain, rough, closely-belted, gray suit, 

her small black Glengarry cocked on one side of her smooth hair, her little kid gloves, her 

veil" (58-59), Milt is attracted to the markers of Claire's class. While the mechanic deems 

Claire a "'nice-lookin' girl, kind of" (59), he convinces himself of her attraction by 

noting, "'Nice clothes she's got, though'" (59). The forbidden looks that characterize his 

desire reflect his class status as the outsider looking in—or up, as the case may be. 

The glimpses Milt steals of Claire always emphasize her class standing. On his 

second day following her, he is affected again by her dress: "'Way I saw her through the 

window, at the hotel, in that blue silky dress—that funny long line of buttons, and her 

throat'" (95). Claire's wealth, not her beauty, makes her unapproachable. At Yellowstone, 
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he leaves his campsite to crouch outside the lodge window and watch Claire dine with 

one of her own. In Seattle, he feels "like a rustic at court" as he spies Claire dancing from 

"the shelter of the prickly holly hedge" (260). Ironically, Milt is drawn to the same scenes 

of wealth that he wants Claire to denounce as trivial. Although not slumming it, he shares 

with Claire the use of the motor tour to incite a desire for things he ordinarily despises. 

The pleasure of the road trip is the pleasure of suspension, a particular attraction for these 

two motorists whose previous stagnant lives promised only the foreclosure of individual 

pleasure. The characters' urge to keep moving represents a wish to prevent things from 

settling into their usual patterns. Monitoring his speed so "he might always be from three 

to five miles behind Claire—distant enough to be unnoticed, near enough to help in case 

of need" (94), Milt enacts the desire to hover in between. As a route of desire, the road 

trip suspends consummation, clearly an attraction for these class-crossed lovers who 

might face rejection when the trip ends. This suspension also functions as a safeguard 

against indecent sexual relations, in this case, those that adulterate categories of class and 

origin, where physical place (urban vs. rural) indicates a social one. 

But even after Milt has won Qaire's loyalty he doesn't give up his spying ways. 

On a picnic with Saxton and the Gilsons, Claire "discovered that she was looking at a 

brisde of rope-colored hair and a grin projected from the shelter of a manzanita bush" 

(362). The persistence of voyeurism suggests that, for all of its emphasis on individuality 

and freedom, the novel of independence prevails as a tale of pursuit. The story—and 

pleasure—of Claire's independence depends upon her being followed. Many road 

narratives employ pursuit as the means of their protagonists' independence. While these 
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stories show how their protagonists attain a gratifying freedom by breaking away from 

something, in Free Air the pleasm^ revolves around pursuing or being pursued, but never 

exiting from that route of attraction. 

Although the novel's plot takes us coast to coast, ±e narrative of pursuit winds 

(up) in a circle. To explain, it's necessary to look more closely at Milt's voyeurism as it 

extends into a fetishistic fascination with the upper-class. Characterized as a desire for 

emblems of artifice. Milt's class fetish stands as the very opposite of the quest for 

authenticity. On the road, he buys five pairs of expensive "silk and lisle socks," pleased 

that "[w]hat they lost in suitability to touring and to private laundering at creeks, they 

gained as symbols" (89-90). He only watches films "in which the leading men wore 

evening clothes" and were "assisted by a 'man'" (86). He consumes visually—again the 

spy—every detail of the stylish traveling salesmen because these "pioneers in spats" have 

successfully settled in the upper echelons (he would be horrified to know Claire identifies 

them with "gray greasiness") (86). Desperate to be acceptable to Claire, "he smdied forks 

as he had once smdied carburetors" (88). Milt's voyeuristic and fetishistic adulation of 

the upper-class taints the socialite's designation of the working-class as the site of 

authenticity. Suffocated by artifice, she desires the authentic, but the authentic desires 

artifice. 

If the working-class always has its eye on the upper class, then the upper-class 

seems attracted to a vision of itself as attractive. The quest for authenticity is ultimately 

self-reflexive. Claire won't be made real by her encounters as much as she'll learn from 

them that she already is real. She discovers what she already knew: class distinctions 
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matter. &i Seattle, tired of the presumptions of her puffed-up relatives, Claire silences 

them by pronouncing, '"I am the East'" (287). To put them in their place, she invokes an 

essentialist idea that claims appropriate breeding as a requirement for the right of 

expressing an opinion. Oddly enough, she makes this pronouncement of privilege, which 

stands as one of the novel's most persuasive illustrations of authenticity, to condemn 

others' classist superiority. 

The circular mode of attraction also infects Claire's embrace of a subjectivity that 

stems from struggle ra±er than class privilege. More than anything else, Claire follows 

the route of a conservative social order. At the novel's end, after the socialite has decided 

in Milt's favor. Milt steals her away (kidnaps her?) from a picnic with her insufferable 

relatives and her ex-suitor Jeffrey Saxton. Free from the domain of class prejudice, the 

two drive up into the mountains facing the world (or at least the road) together and alone. 

Feeling liberated at last. Milt exclaims to Claire, '"There's no army we've got to fight. 

There's just you and me—^you and I—and if we stick together, then we have all society, 

we are all society!"' (359). His granmiar modification notwithstanding, a hesitant Claire 

still finds fault with Milt's scenario: '"Ye-es, but. Milt dear, I don't want to be an 

outcast'" (359). Although Milt suggests that ignoring the '"aristocrats'" (359) will only 

increase the couple's own appeal, Claire can't let go of her attraction to fundamental class 

difference. Telling Milt that his scenario just isn't true, she also informs him that he 

doesn't know "how pleasant it is to be In'" (359). Immediately catching herself—"'I 

don't care! With you—happy'" (359)—Claire finally can't let the matter go. Talking 

'"seriously"' (360), she takes a definitive stand on the issue. To her future husband she 
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declares, '"You can't have any idea how strong social distinctions are. Don't despise 

them just because you don't know them'" (360). Milt acquiesces, promising he'll leam. 

Claire's adventuring liberates her not only because it works against her class position, but 

because it works within it. She assimilates her discoveries into her social framework, 

rather than change the framework. Even her acceptance of Milt's marriage proposal is a 

matter of ownership; unable to "'get rid'" of him, she figures she'll have to "'adopt'" him 

(241). 

Although Free Air creates a certain democratization between the classes with its 

romance between Claire and Milt, the transcontinental auto tour ultimately confirms the 

difference and the privilege of Claire's class position. Claire's "voyage into democracy" 

(45) functions not to redeem the working-class as a class, but to keep it in place by 

coming in contact with it. Stratifying the working-class into threatening (immigrant, 

enterprising, unplaced) and assimilatable (native, acquiescent, placed), the narrative 

positions democracy as an idea that originates and rests securely with the upper class. 

Although the upper-class may be currently stunted by its insularity, mobility re-ignites its 

estimable worth. 

But why, finally, does this story of class encounters need to be a heterosexual 

romance? The story of Claire's journey into class difference would have been just as 

effective with the socialite confronting eclectic characters and gaining her independence 

by emerging unscathed. But road narratives deploy the heterosexual romance as a 

narrative of freedom, often in ways that interweave a story of nationality. In this case, the 

heterosexual romance illustrates how the real threat to democracy is too much separatism. 
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that is, individuality at the expense of adaptability. Though I've discussed this with Milt, 

it also claims Claire's story. Her romance re-insures the sanctity of domesticity. Claire's 

travel is not about the independence of autonomy; it's about the freedom of choosing a 

marriage partner. Her greatest wish is "to be out on the road,... an independent human 

being—with Milt not too far behind" (281). Ironically, the free-spirited mechanic takes 

the rebel out of Claire, schooling her in a desire for domesticity. Back in New York, 

she'll accompany Milt to the university, to '"learn a little about food and babies and 

building houses and government'" (367). Milt's effect on Claire is an ambivalent one. By 

her own admission, he reduces the strong-willed new woman "'to the rank of a gibbering 

schoolgirl'" (363). "'And I like it!,'" adds the educated socialite, "'It's so—oh, I don't 

know—so dam human, I suppose'" (363). And so dam domesticating. 

In spite of the story it wants to tell, and does tell to a certain extent, the novel 

can't escape its own movement towards insularity. In the last paragraph, the narrator 

abruptly intenrupts and cordons off the preceding story, relegating it to the status of "the 

prelude" (370). The unwritten future forms "the actual play" where Milt and Claire will 

"face the anxieties and glories of a changing world" (370). This cardboard conclusion 

domesticates the novel's adventure and its role as adventure, intmding on the reader's 

own escape with the artificial convention. Ambivalent about the extent of fiction's own 

liberties, the novel both eclipses its own story (as only the "beginning of a story" (361)) 

and refuses to end it (by glimpsing the future). The customary finish might also suggest 

the very impossibility of ending, signifying the need for artifice to exit the story. The 

effort to conclude, to hold the story captive, collides with the attempt to continue it and 
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thus, hold captive the reader. As such. Free Air travels the same route as Claire, 

exemplifying that ambivalence does drive desire. 
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4. 
GOING BEHIND THE SCENES: PERFORMING PRODUCTION AS A CONSUMING 
ATTRACTION IN STEPHEN SPIELBERG'S JURASSIC PARK AND AT UNIVERSAL 

STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD 

"Heterosexuaiity is always in the process of imitating and approximating its own 
phantasmatic idealization of itself—and failing. Precisely because it is boimd to fail, and 
yet endeavors to succeed, the project of heterosexual identity is propelled into an endless 

repetition of itself 
—Judith Butler 21 

"It's the most advanced amusement park in the entire world. I'm not talking about just 
rides....We've made living biological attractions." 

—John Hammond, Jurassic Park's creator 

Watching Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park {1993), viewers follow the story of a 

theme park while experiencing visually and viscerally the treats and terrors that 

characterize an amusement park ride. As Dean Cundey, the film's director of 

photography, explains, the intentional continuous movement and "visual twist and turns" 

of the camera take the audience "along for the ride" (cited in Fisher 38). But as Walt 

Disney, the father of theme parks, has contended, the ride, no matter how big its thrill, 

always tells a larger story. As most Disney critics point out, "it is precisely the plot or 

narrative sequence that is most often pointed to as the distinguishing characteristic of the 

rides in the Magic Kingdom park" (Waldrep 140).' Keeping Disney in mind, then, what 

' Virtually every Disney critic discusses the narrative structure of the Disney parks. For articles in which 
this is a central focus, see, for instance, Bukatman ('Tomorrowland"). Johnson, King, Mechling and 
Mechling, Moore, Nye, and Willis. The Smoodin collection extends narrative analysis to Disney films, 
products, and criticism. 
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are viewers invited to invest in, ideologically, culturally, and psychologically, when they 

ride Jurassic Parkl 

In the film, the theme park Jurassic Park promises not just rides, but "living 

biological attractions," whose display organizes the movie's narrative sequence. We find 

out exacdy what constitutes a living biological attraction—and what constitutes our 

attraction to it—by going behind the scenes. John Hammond (Richard Attenborough), the 

venerable host and founder of Jurassic Park (and an odd cross between Disney, the 

Wizard of Oz, and Kentucky Fried Chicken's Colonel Sanders) says to his guests, "It's 

sort of a ride ... you can't get off," sounding not unlike Disney. But Hanunond's 

obsession with teleological control, a strapping in of guests and genetics, gives way—as 

his guests succeed in breaking out of his ride—to the film's obsession with control's 

opposite: something unmanageable. In Jurassic Park the pleasures of a theme park 

include the attractions and the detours on the ride to reproductive heteronormativity. How 

does the film's narrative desire to go off-stage serve and/or thwart its investment in 

teleological control? Certainly Jurassic Park champions a healthy dosage of off-road 

bushwhacking precisely so it can be about getting back on the track of "normative 

heterosexuality" and "authorized breeding."^ The essay understands the behind-the-scenes 

movement as what Hazel Carby calls the film's "consistent visual and verbal motif (237), 

^ As Roof argues, this is precisely the shape narrative takes: "the omnipresence of the perverse endangers 
good narrative, providing so many delightful attractions and distractions on the way to narrative 
completion....Together the perverse and the 'normal' produce a narrative of joinder and production ending 
in marriage, a child, victory, death, or even—and especially—another narrative" ("Concentrate" 430). 
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a motif that mobilizes and connects the film's interest in modes of production and 

reproduction on numerous, intersecting scales. 

Behind the S(cr)een 

The elaborate division of the theme park into on- and off-stage spaces originates with 

Disney. He designed Disneyland with an intricate infrastructure in order to conceal the 

unsightly aspects of the business of pleasure. Disneyland promised a pleasure free from 

literal and symbolic dirt—not only trash and waste, but disorder, displays of sexuality, 

spontaneity, and "tough-looking" employees. Before this park (opened in 1955), 

commercial amusements like Coney Island "knit a heterogeneous audience into a 

cohesive whole" (Kasson 3-4). But the democratic throwing together of strangers figured 

largely as the erotically-charged mingling of bodies. With his daughters in tow, Disney 

found Coney island tawdry, run-down, hostile, and honky-tonk (Weinstein 131), and so 

created Disneyland as an alternative recreation, promoting, as Margaret King has noted, 

"safety, wholesomeness, patriotic and educational values" (119). 

Disney created Disneyland's underground infrastructure to regulate a variety of 

sanitizing procedures. "E»neumatic tubes 'whisk away refuse like magic'" (Wilson 160), 

while elaborate wiring and technical systems keep the inner workings of amusements 

hidden and quiet. The final destination of Disney's waste has also been kept hidden and 

quiet. "Sewage has been a particular problem for Disney," notes Alex Wilson. Referring 

to the Orlando, Florida park, he writes, "The EPA has fined Disney for contaminating 

these wetlands with toxic waste. The park's sewage effluent exceeds state guidelines and 
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has been found as far away as the Everglades" (160, 161). In large part, this infrastnicture 

model accounts for the parks' success. Michael Sorkin reports that "visitors to the Disney 

parks, polled about what they like best, cite first the cleanliness...." (228). Main St. 

USA, for instance, the home town center of Disney parks, fairly gleams with this 

cleanliness, not just in its physical appearance but in the narratives it embodies: it 

sanitizes the American hometown. 

Disney's creation of an architectural underground functions as a sweeping 

suppression of modes of production. Employees don their costumes there before traveling 

unseen through labyrinthine tunnels in order to emerge into the appropriate part of the 

park. Bifurcating space into above/below, valuable/waste, visible/invisible, and 

public/private, the parks' architectural design can be read as a physical representation of a 

more symbolic structure. For Disney, theme parks define, quite literally, the goal and the 

fmition of social reproduction as the rigorous separation of worth and waste. 

At recent theme parks like Universal Studios Hollywood, home of Jurassic Park— 

The Ride, the display of the behind-the-scenes space that Disney emphatically concealed 

sells the tickets.^ As a particular touristic strategy, the penetration of a back region 

promises to reveal something otherwise unreachable: an authentic, intimate, or "typical" 

look at the tourist site.'^ At Universal Studios and in Jurassic Park, the backstage tours 

depict the inaccessible as the view of an unauthorized region, off-limits to the uninitiated. 

^ I am aware that are at least two other theme parks of this sort. Universal Studios Florida and Disney-MGM 
Studios. My discussioa focuses on Universal Studios Hollywood because Tve had the opportunity to visit it. 
* Culler and MacCannell (in TTie Tourist) provide the most elaborate and useful analyses of this touristic 
strategy, especially as it relates to authenticity. 
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Universal Studios promises to show visitors "how movies are made." With its enterprise 

of dinosaur breeding, Jurassic Park promises to show how babies—reptilian and 

human—are made. The titillation of trespassing emerges as the desire to view modes of 

production and reproduction.^ In Jurassic Park, the backstage spaces also signify a desire 

to excavate buried knowledge that sheds light on cycles of reproduction, evolution, and 

extinction. This narrative extends from the dinosaur to the human realm, so that the back 

region offers a narrative about reproductive practices that will deny that the project of 

heterosexuality is an institution of endless repetition—or will simply repeat it. The 

dramatizations of back regions, with their attendant expulsions, secrets, costumes, and 

technological and symbolic wiring, unveil the hydraulics of the film's heteronormativity. 

In the two amusements I consider, off-limits spaces not only display forms of 

production, but they also become the settings for performances that laud productivity in a 

world driven by consumption. With their bifurcated designs, Disney parks like 

Disneyland, Disney World, and EPCOT literalize spatially Marx's notion of conmiodity 

fetishism where all facets of production exist just out of the visitor's sight, and we are left 

to revel in our role of consumers.® This capitalist scheme works to hide from view and 

thus erase from memory exploitative labor practices. This is necessary so that individuals 

will buy into the system as consumers since, conceivably, in their roles as workers they 

' In Crichton's novel, the adolescent boy expresses, most enthusiastically, the titillation of trespassing. 
When the visitors to Jurassic Park pass a door labeled CLOSED AREA: Authorized Personnel Only Beyond 
this Point, 'Tim felt a thrill when he saw that sign" (97). With each succeeding Caution sign, he "grew more 
excited" (97). 
® Alex Wilson makes a similar point: "Almost all of the workings of Disney World are hidden from the 
spectator, much as productive forces are hidden in the image of the commodity" (160). My comments about 
the bifiiracted design of Disney parks do not extend to the most recent amusements, Disney-MGM Studios 
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would reject the system. If we accept this to be the case, why display the processes of 

production that dispel the trick of the commodity? 

Consuining Interests 

Quite simply, trouble brews at Jurassic Park because the consumer is being consumed. 

Hammond calls in the team of experts to insure that the only bite taken out of his visitors 

comes from their pocketbooks. The film's uneasiness about consumption and production 

is projected primarily onto the scale of the body. Most obviously, it surfaces as the fear of 

being devoured. In addition, many characters are defined somehow by their relations to 

consumption; the dinosaurs, of course, but also Lex (Ariana Richards) the vegetarian, and 

Dennis Nedry (Wayne Knight) the glutton. Tim (Joseph Mazzello) is referred to as the 

"human piece of toast." In a scene I will discuss, paleobotanist Ellie Sattler (Laura Dem) 

becomes associated with the outcome of consumption when she thrusts her hands into a 

huge mound of dinosaur "droppings." hi general, consumption rages out of control. 

When does consumption become unproductive? Seemingly, when the individual 

loses his/her relation to production. Engineered as biologically alienated from their own 

production, the dinosaurs resort to insatiable devouring. Individuals unwilling to accept 

their rightful positions in normative systems of reproduction are repeatedly identified 

with overconsumption. Vilified as the dinosaur embryo thief who sells out to the biggest 

checkbook, Nedry, the park's chief computer programmer, represents the gluttonous 

excesses of consumption and accumulation. He talks too much, eats too much, and wants 

and Animal Kingdom, Disney's largest park yet (at 500 acres), built at a cost of $760 million (Sloan 2D). 
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too much money. Overweight, brash, and myopic, Nedry disrupts order. He hacks into the 

computer system in order to steal the embryos, turning off the security system, and thus, 

setting all the dinosaurs free. The R-rated pictures of bikini beauties on his computer 

screen confirm his interest in "dirty" sex, rather than reproductive sex. He's a slovenly, 

disgrunded employee whose overconsumption exists in antithesis to his productivity; 

"look at his work station—what a complete slob," says his co-worker Ray Arnold 

(Samuel L. Jackson). Represented as the extreme personification of a bad attitude, Nedry 

takes full part in the consumption of commodities—he creates waste—but he refuses to 

develop an honest relation to production. 

The film articulates Nedry's problems at work in familial terms. Not part of the 

big family, prominently figured as the bad son, he responds to Hammond's lecture about 

taking responsibility for his own Hnancial woes by quipping, "thanks, Dad." The 

economic workplace repeats and reinscribes the order of family patriarchy. Nedry's 

character and his demise demonstrate that consumerism must relate properly to 

production. The power of consumerism, seemingly available to all, must be reconfigured 

as a reward attained by honest work. Ellie Sattler, her partner, paleontologist Alan Grant 

(Sam Neill), and the postmodern chaotician Ian Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) all endorse 

forms of the Protestant work ethic; doggedly steadfast, they outlive the dinosaur 

onslaught. Dideed, Malcolm Barnes his condemnation of Hammond's dinosaur 

experiment as a problem about work habits. "I'll tell you the problem with the scientific 

power that you're using," he tells Hammond, "it didn't require any discipline to attain 

it.... You didn't earn the knowledge for yourselves so you don't take any responsibility for 
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it." The film's cloning capitalists, diggers, and hackers may be good consumers, but they 

don't count as productive laborers.^ Nedry's habits of consumption, ultimately, all 

represent acts of stealing; the embryo theft is just the most heinous. His computer hacking 

represents the most horrific breakdown in systematic and socio-economic order because it 

produces and consumes in the same gesture. 

The dinosaurs' appetites confuse nourishment and devouring, linking feasting 

with females. Bom in the lab, denied the male chromosome, the dinosaurs grow to be 

ravenous adult females. Nourishment and devouring bound up in the same body conjure 

the image of the symbolic phallic, primal mother, simultaneously loved and feared by the 

child who fantasizes and/or suspects ±at she might devour her young.® These big, hungry, 

crafty, adult females suggest a rampant consumerism out of balance with re/production. 

The voracious eating privileges excessive indulgence at the expense of sanctioned 

productivity. Figured in capitalist culture as both primary consumers and objects of 

^ Placing the Rim in its socio-historical context, it's possible to understand this issue in relation to a new 
nouveau riche. Gangs and welfare mothers, for instance, coded as Afncan-American and Mexican-
American but rarely as Anglo-American, incite the rancor of white "middle America" by purchasing Nikes, 
expensive jewelry, designer clothes, and luxury cars without contributing to the country's work force. From 
that viewpoint, figures such as these represent the breakdown of the integrity of "America's" reward system. 
Buying American may not be enough in these cases. A similar argimient can be made with inside traders 
and computer hackers, though their patterns of consumption—and their race, gender, and class—seem to 
register as less conspicuous. 
* For the many faces—witch, womb, wound, vampire, mother, etc.—worn by the female monster, see 
Creed's discussion of Julia Kristeva's theory of abjection and the horror film. Although she doesn't discuss 
the "woman as non-human animal" (I) at length, her analysis of "the function of the monstrous ... —to bring 
about an encounter between the symbolic order and that which threatens its stability" (II) is suggestive for 
a discussion of Jurassic Park and its version of "fear[s] of losing oneself and one's boundaries" (Creed 29). 
In her provocative analysis of the "Bad Mother," "Good Mother," and the in-between in Alien and Aliens, 
Zwinger concludes with a story that haunts Jurassic Park, a movie with its own bad mothers (dinosaurs), 
good mothers (Ellie Sattler), and bad-mother-tumed-good-mother (Alan Grant). Zwinger writes: "The story 
Aliens apparently wants to tell is that 'most of the time' it is possible to blow these other (gothic, uncanny, 
alien) qualities out of the air lock. And to promise that we can rescue the sentimental qualities to keep for 
our very own....It[s] 'most of the time' tells us that there are no real aliens, no real monsters, in the nuclear 
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consumption, women appear in Jurassic Park seemingly only as the former. Sattler calls 

the shots in her relationship with Grant, plotting their future around her desire to have 

children. At their dig site, after a fat, talkative (overconsuming?) child taunts Grant, he 

turns to Sattler and says, bewildered, "You wanna have one of those?" His question 

figures reproduction as a matter of consumption as he asks, in short, if she's going to buy 

into the procreative lifestyle. Ellie's response, that she doesn't want "that kid, but a breed 

of child," characterizes reproduction as an issue of consumer choice. Alan doesn't want 

one because they're "noisy, messy, expensive and they smell." The story of the male's 

willingness to participate in reproduction is the story invested in by the film and its 

viewers. 

Although many subjects are threatened and killed in Jurassic Park, paternity 

appears at the top of the endangered species list, suggesting that it's not the dinosaurs 

who face extinction but the white, middle-class, American nuclear family. Vehemently 

opposed to having children with his partner Sattler, Grant appears as the one "in crisis" at 

the film's beginning. In the first scene that we see him. Grant shows the same contempt 

for computers and children. Pointing to a boy on the site, he asks Sattler, "What is that 

kid doing on the dig anyway?" But when the kid dares to say that the dinosaur in the 

computer image looks like a six-foot torkey. Grant's annoyance mrns to aggression. 

Taking a velociraptor talon from his pocket and wedging it between his knuckles. Grant 

slowly approaches the kid—hook out—telling him the story of the velociraptor, a bird of 

prey that "stares right back at you" when you look at it, "a pack hunter." Running the 

family" ("Blood" 84-5) 
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sharp point of the claw down the front of the kid's t-shirt and then across his belly, Grant, 

unnerved and predatory himself, snarls, "The point is that you're alive when they start to 

eat you, so try to show a little respect." His lecture redefines the idea of being chewed 

out. 

During his trip to the theme park, then, children join the dinosaurs as the "living 

biological attractions" for him to view. In a decade when the father's physical absence 

from the family is compensated by the cultural production of his increased symbolic 

necessity, the film urges us to champion Grant's transition from the gruff individualist to 

a sentimental family man.' Accordingly, we can somehow justify the attack on the kids— 

the film's literal "target audience"—our sadistic titillation notwithstanding, because their 

distress is the means to Grant's recovery. We know he will rescue them. Grant's 

confrontation with the enemy—surprisingly the children and not the dinosaurs—functions 

ultimately to teach him the difference between captivity and domesticity. 

Exalting individual consumption as the ultimate collective goal has its dangers. 

As the dinosaurs and Nedry illustrate, unchecked consumption ultimately breeds a wide 

range of illegitimate production practices from overconsumption to betrayal to lawsuits 

(like the one brought against Hammond that halts the opening of his park). All threaten to 

devour systems of order. These threats provide a springboard for the film's nostalgia for 

production. 

' For a different view, see Roofs Reproductions of Reproduction in which she argues that "in the field of 
reproduction and especially around the figure of paternity, the gradual revelation of the lack that grounds 
Law—the unveiling of the father's nominal metaphor through the literalization of paternity—stimulates 
attempts to recoup the lost metaphorical relation between the paternal Hgure and cultural order" (31). 
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Major Productions 

Both of the film's behind-the-scenes tours occur as detours. The first takes place when 

Hanunond guides his guests. Grant, Sattler, Malcolm, and the lawyer Gennaro (Martin 

Ferrero), tlirough the visitors center, hi the revolving theater the guests, locked into their 

seats with bars, glimpse the park's magical backstage operations. After viewing a cartoon 

featuring Mr. DNA, the theater turns to face the window of the laboratory where the 

park's dinosaurs are bred. Unsatisfied with their distant view of the science lab 

procedures, the three doctors break out of the ride to steal a closer look. Ostensibly about 

the secrets of dinosaur production, the science lab scene becomes the staging area for the 

costuming of the "American" family. 

Backstage in the science lab, Hammond informs his visitors that he insists "on 

being here when they're bom." Lucky for everyone there, a dinosaur is about to hatch. 

The guests gather in a semi-circle around the birthing table, wide-eyed with wonder, as 

Hammond coaches the chick along to the swells of a syrupy soundtrack. He is the 

consununate birthing coach: "Come on, come on, push, push, very good, there you are, 

come on." Then a curious thing happens. While Hanmiond informs his guests that the 

dinosaur babies "imprint on the first creature they come in contact with. It helps them to 

trust me," Grant leans over the table and repeatedly points at himself in silent wonder. His 

expressions of awe and connectivity complement John Hammond's maternal cooing. In a 

laboratory where all of the animal specimens are female, "engineered that way," the 
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human males appropriate the activities of reproduction and motherhood.'® As Ellie Sattler 

and Ian Malcolm eventually drop out of the film's main plot. Grant appropriates the 

nurturing instinct. Initially allergic to the mere proximity of children, curtly responding to 

them if acknowledging their presence at all, he slowly begins to tolerate kids. But it's not 

just toleration. On the run from the marauding dinosaurs with Lex and Tim, Grant learns 

to like them by protecting them, one of the film's most terrifying—and terrifyingly 

prolonged—scenes, a T-Rex attacks the two cars during their tour of the park's wild 

zones. Selfishly concerned about his own welfare, Gennaro leaves Lex and Tim alone in 

the car and runs for cover in a restroom. This brutal, unfamilial act of abandonment 

results, of course, in his death by devouring. But it has a residual effect on Lex. 

Immediately after Gennaro's car exit, and then again with Grant after the T-Rex seems to 

have disappeared. Lex sobs uncontrollably, crying, "he left us, he left us." When Grant 

then tells her he needs to rescue Tim from a tree, she clings to him, again screaming, "he 

left us, he left us." Grant responds, "But that's not what I'm going to do," taking up the 

role of the protector. Later in the film, wandering in the wilderness with the kids as they 

try to find their way back to the visitors center. Grant leads them into the crook of a tree 

to spend the night. Settling in, Tim and Lex each snuggle into the befuddled scientist's 

body. The film's closing shots recreate this nesting scene, but Grant's demeanor has 

changed dramatically. In the helicopter that whisks Ellie, Alan, Tim, and Lex away from 

In a Nova special about the actual plausibility of cloning dinosaurs, Jurassic Park novelist Michael 
Crichton made this comment about the problem of raising dinosaurs from embryo to adult size: "We know 
from existing technology that you can do it without any mother at all." What's interesting is that the actual 
existing technology lets us do it without the fathers. 
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Jurassic Park, a misty-eyed Ellie admires the cuddling triad of her Alan and the two kids 

from across the aisle. Grant smiles lazily and contentedly in this family portrait, wrapping 

each of the two children with a warm embrace. The film's revival of the nuclear family 

recasts ±e maternal role: the real sentimental mother is dad.'' 

The science lab detour discloses the gender politics supporting social 

reproduction. The father's appropriation of the mother's role is justified, necessary even, 

because when the mother tries to make it on her own, she becomes monstrous, as the 

10 ravishing female dinosaurs attest. If this monstrousness suggests female-headed and 

female-populated communities are a fiightening prospect, it also invents a fix. Dr. Wu 

(B.D. Wong) tells the guests that there is "no unauthorized breeding in Jurassic 

Park.... All of the animals are female, we've engineered them that way." The dinosaurs do 

evenmally engage in "unauthorized breeding," explained by their innate will to 

spontaneously change sex. They become proof that heterosexuality, even for the most 

rebellious or otherwise progranmied, prevails as genetically inevitable. 

The fantasy of male parthenogenesis plays out in some of the stories about the 

film's special effects.'^ The film's design team built the velociraptors, the film's "star 

" In her brilliant study of fathers, daughters, the novel, and sentimental heterosexual romance, Zwinger 
argues that this equation is embedded in and structured by patriarchal discourse: "The question for feminist 
readers thus becomes: How far should we go to protect a version of the Mother which, after all, has been 
incited by, if not produced by, patriarchal discourse to begin with?" {Daughters 63). 

The mother on her own is treated with contempt in Jurassic Park's sequel. In The Lost World, E)r. 
Malcolm (Jeff Goldblum) reappears as the father of a mixed race daughter. It's another case of racial 
integration through casting and another case of inventing fatherhood as the best motherhood. The girl's mother, 
who (we assume) is African-American, "abandoned" her daughter for the exotic, fast-paced life of Paris, a 
place that registers symbolically as distinctly unfamilial. Starved for love and attention, the daughter can only 
choose to become a stowaway on her father's ship headed for the lost world. In the sequel, then, blame for bad 
parenting is projected onto the black mother who leaves. 

In a 1964 McCall's article suggestively entitled "The Greatest One Man Show on Earth," Stephen 
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villains" half again as large as their reputed size of five or six feet (Corliss 50). "Then," as 

Time magazine's Richard Corliss reported, "a surprising thing happened. In Utah, 

paleontologists found bones of a real raptor, and it was the size of the movie's beast. 'We 

were cutting edge,' says the film's chief modelmaker, Stan Winston, with a pathfinder's 

pride. 'After we created it, they discovered it'"(50). In his story of parthenogenesis, 

Winston assigns reproduction the status of invention. 

This logic comes into play when attempting to account for the film's sadistic 

attitude towards children. Tim is singled out as the primary target of the ravaging 

dinosaurs. In addition to his rain-soaked, car-spinning, cliff-falling, tree-climbing, vomit-

inducing adventures with the dinosaurs, he's also electrocuted. Tim first appears on 

screen dressed in an outfit identical to Grant's, right down to the bandanna. He also lugs 

around a copy of Grant's book on the evolution of dinosaurs. Having memorized the text, 

he questions the validity of the paleontologist's argument. Tim's mimicry of Grant 

positions him as an annoying miniature. In Lacanian terms, his emphasis on imitation 

registers as a relation of aggressivity. Grant can't stand Tim and tries repeatedly to escape 

his exasperating chatter. Sattler looks on gleefully as her kid-hating partner tries to retain 

his self control. The sadistic violence towards Tim symbolically displaces and plays out 

Grant's anxiety that the potential copy threatens to annihilate the self. Grant's own 

Birmingham said of Disney: "Walt feels about Disneyland the way a young mother feels about her first 
baby. He coddles it, pampers it, fusses at it, bathes it, dresses it, undresses it, peers at it from all directions, 
and boasts of its latest accomplishments to anyone who will listen. He has even fitted himself out with a tiny 
apartment in Disneyland—above the fire house on Main Street—decorated it like a jewel box in red plush 
and velours...." (cited in Schickel 317). In addition to Birmingham's suggestion, the "jewel box" implies 
that Walt also lived like an infant in utero. 
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aggression towards the kid at the dig—an act in which he donned a dinosaur talon— 

repeats itself on the island in monstrous proportions. 

The fantasy of parthenogenesis is a fantasy about production. While in the 

surrogate nest. Lex turns to Grant and asks, "What will you and Ellie do now if you can't 

dig up dinosaur bones?" Grant replies, "I don't know. We'll just have to evolve too." 

Grant will evolve from paleontologist to procreator. His observations of the dinosaurs 

confirm his controversial theory that birds evolved from these creatures, dramatizing the 

wondrous miracles of evolution. Development occurs through years of reproduction. 

Lex's question couples Alan and Ellie, treating their problem as a joint one. In the 

frcimework set up by Grant's scientific findings, the pair's evolution allows the 

opportunity to understand reproductivity not as an act of repetition, but as a fantasy of 

transformation. On the one hand, in order to avoid extinction, species must evolve. 

Evolving, in this film, means reproducing. On the other hand, as Grant's refusal to 

procreate suggests, reproduction implies the replacement, and thus, extinction of the 

parents.''^ The film resolves this conflict by understanding extinction as the opportunity 

for invention. Jurassic Park represents the threat of the nuclear family's extinction and 

then nostalgically revives a desire for the family that never did exist. For the film's 

audience (as well as the film's characters) recreation means re-creation. 

The science lab episode recasts reproduction as a form of invention, focusing on 

the marvel and the skill of the producer a la Winston. The magic of the producer 

MacCannell extrapolates another connection between extinction and reproduction in the realm of touristic 
enterprise. In the first chapter of Empty Meeting Grounds, he observes that civilizations and/or their 
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underwrites other framing stories. It is made clear in the film from the line "Shoot her, 

shoot her" to "clever girl" that the dinosaurs are she's. Big she's. Early in the film, the 

game warden Muldoon (Bob Peck) tells the guests about the velociraptors: "We bred 

eight originally, but when she came in she took over the pride and killed all but two of the 

others. That one, when she looks at you, you can see she's working things out." The 

film's dinosaurs are all "she's," suggesting that monstrousness is solely the domain of 

females, even though we leam that the males are out there. However, when praised during 

publicity events, the dinosaurs' pronoun (spontaneously?) flips. "Velociraptor," enthuses 

critic Phil Patton, "is a dinosaur for our time: a little guy triumphant through teamwork" 

(106). Stan Winston brags: "It's wonderful how this guy performs—he's fast and big and 

dangerous and he's a great actor" (Magid 49). The dinosaurs, then, are male when 

producers and female when consumers. 

Perhaps even stranger are the cormnents of the insightful Peter Wollen. "In 

Jurassic Park" Wollen writes, "the children divide up the monsters into 'meat-osaumses' 

and 'veg-osauruses', carnivores and herbivores, in a way which is surely gender-related: 

the savage predators are demented father figures while the sweet-tempered grazers, their 

prey, are beneficent mothers" (8).'^ Did we see the same movie? Wollen also asserts that 

"it is the young boy who gets the central computer system working again and thus saves 

all the surviving adults" (8). That is how it happened in the novel, but Wollen, too, 

spontaneously flips pronouns; in the film. Lex is the computer whiz. Wollen's conmients 

jractices are recreated as tourist attractions at the same moment that they fall into extinction. 
Wollen's identification of fathers as the only terrorizing parent does not take into account the figure of the 
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symptomatically disavow that the film's real endangered species is the father. After all, it 

seems almost inhuman to admit that paternal survival is the movie's ultimate concern, 

rather than that of a small child's. 

Becoming Attractions 

Very broadly, 20''* century relations between production and consumption in the U.S. 

stem from the effects of the large-scale implementation of Fordist practices. The labor 

processes made (in)famous by assembly line production increased the efficiency and 

standardization of production by making uniform and compartmentalizing labor tasks, de-

skilling workers, decreasing labor value, generally disempowering workers. Since then, in 

Philip Cooke's words, "workers have come to accept that if there is relatively little 

satisfaction to be had from the labour process itself, deprived as it is of any significant 

element of control, then it is in the sphere of consumption that psychological satisfactions 

are to be found" (66).'^ Disney critics often point to the theme parks as the epitome of 

this phenomenon. They pejoratively credit the Disney enterprise with perfecting the 

marketing of consumption not just as a "psychological satisfaction," but as a primary 

phallic mother. 
I am not suggesting that this pattern of capitalistic production is unprecedented. Though I recognize that 

cycles of production and consumption predate 20"* century capitalism, I do want to stress the importance of 
this particular phase. Like many others. Fox and Lears term this phase "consumer capitalism." Arguing that 
it produces a unique 20"* centiuy consumer culture, they define its characteristics in a representative way; 
"Consumer culture is more than the 'leisure ethic,' or the "American standard of living.' It is an ethic, a 
standard of living, and a power structure. Life for most middle-class and many working-class Americans in 
the 20"* century has been a ceaseless pursuit of the 'good life' and a constant reminder of their 
powerlessness. Consumers are not only buyers of goods but recipients of professional advice, marketing 
strategies, government programs, electoral choices, and advertisers' images of happiness....Individuals have 
been invited to seek commodities as keys to personal welfare, and even to conceive of their own selves as 
commodities. One sells not only one's labor and skills, but one's image and personality, too" (xii). 
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pleasure. For instance, Susan Willis argues that "The success of Disney World—has 

largely to do with the way its use of programming meshes with the economics of 

consumption as a value system" (126). Di short, "Purposeful consumption—^while it costs 

the consumer a great deal—affirms the value of the consumer" (Willis 126). While 

feeding the tourist's buying power, consumption functions as a mechanism of control. 

"Capitalism," argues Jane Kuenz, "depends in part on regulating sexual identity, fantasy, 

and desire" (78). A salient feature of this Disney criticism is its elucidation of the integral 

connection between economics and sexuality whereby venues of consumption define, 

reinforce, and manipulate particular kinds of desire, producing amusements that sell the 

heterosexual nuclear family as the major attraction. Indeed, Kuenz finds "that process is 

reenacted in the park" through identifying the family as "the most important unit of 

consumption" (78). Value accrues through a process of introjection. In Willis' words, "If 

a family is to realize the value of its leisure time consumptions, then every member must 

function as a proper consumer" (126). Contrary to its own mythology, tourism is not the 

passport to freedom and escape. The trip to Disneyland or Disney World doesn't liberate 

subject possibilities but confirms and consolidates pre-existing roles as the family 

member and the consumer. Yet, as anthropologist Grant McCracken explains, because 

"contemporary North America leaves a great deal of the individual undefined," 

consumption also functions as "the enterprise of self-creation" (88). Although its forms 

may be restricted, consumption can operate as a mechanism of invention. 

Recent consumer attractions have begun to market production and productivity as 

their primary appeal. In their leisure time, people pay for the opportunity to engage in 
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fulfilling labor. Aichaeologicai tours, for example, where vacationers pay to work at digs, 

emphasize activity, making the tourists feel meaningfully productive and committed. 

Such a narrative would seem hard to incorporate at amusement parks since the theme 

park space crowds us out as producers and as imaginative participants and, as many 

Disney critics point out, offers consumerism as the visitor's single activity. But recent 

theme parks like Universal Studios Hollywood promote activity, pitching it as the 

ultimate pleasure for adventure-loving, active "Americans."'^ 

This is the trick: Universal Studios cosmmes consumption as an act of production. 

Even the brochure addresses potential visitors as active, adventurous participants, 

imploring them, "Step into the spotlight. Come face to face with world-famous stars! 

Learn movie making secrets ... Star in your own thriller." Things happen to those who 

visit Universal Studios; your heart will stop on Jurassic Park—^The Ride, you'll "scream 

through time" on Back to the Future—^The Ride, and be blown out of the water by the 

pyrotechnics and special effects of Waterworld—A Live Sea War Spectacular. Universal 

Studios' invitations to activity and adventure exalt role playing, performance, and 

audience interaction. While the narrative tightness of themed lands and 

audioanimatronics organize the pleasures of Disneyland and Disney World, live shows, 

stunt people, and special effects deliver Universal Studios' "amazing adventures." 

Disneyland maps its terrain unilaterally; Universal Studios has the barest of floor plans 

(the upper and lower lots) with lots of open, "directionless" space, inviting interaction 

Although non-U.S. visitors to Universal Studios Hollywood may not embrace the narrative of being 
"American," they are pitched this stereotype as an attractive fantasy. 
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and invention. Visitors can pose with a huge replica of JAWS or in front of a backdrop 

featuring the famous Hollywood sign. Photo opportunities are left to the guests' 

imaginations and here, unlike EPCOT, no Kodak instructions direct visitors where to 

stand to shoot. At the Hollywood Cantina (one of the parks' many opportunities for 

alcoholic refreshment), patrons can dance with actresses costumed as Lucille Ball, 

suggesting the physical and concepmal mobility integral to the amusements. Unlike 

Disneyland, where patrons stand patiently in line for a photo with Mickey or Donald or 

Winnie ±e Pooh and where every picture is posed the same, the characters at Universal 

Studios roam about the park.'^ They don't just spontaneously perform; they often 

misbehave. Beetlejuice is known to grab onto his portrait partners, refusing to release 

them even after the shutter's clicked. And at Waterworld, one of Universal Studio's many 

live shows, cast members spray unsuspecting audience members' backsides and then 

innocently point to other audience members as the culprits, all to the screaming delight of 

the show's seated fans. Less rules-bound than Disney parks. Universal Studios embraces 

performativity. Even the lines are different, an important feature since guests can spend 

half their visit standing in them. 

In both parks, many rides demand extensive space and strategies for organizing 

crowds into serpentine order. While waiting in line for most rides at Disneyland, some 

kind of visual stimulus entertains guests, often glimpses of people already on the ride. 

Some of the more recent rides provide a narrative to entertain those who may wait up to 

two hours to actually board. But even those—Space Mountain, The Temple of the 

" At Disney World, the characters do roam the park and pose for photographs. 
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Forbidden Eye, and Splash Mountain come to mind—often address the visitor only with 

songs or as tourists, or with bald pitches for the ride's corporate sponsor. The Temple of 

the Forbidden Eye's narrative slogan is "Keep your eye on the globe." The Foucauldian 

drift of the story becomes apparent at the ride's end, where a sign announces 'True 

Rewards Await Those who Chose Wisely. AT&T." It's always the discipline and punish, 

control and reward, narrative.'' 

By contrast, the lines at Universal Studios are complex, moving through various 

spaces and changing shape. At many attractions, speakers broadcast story extensions of 

the movie on which the ride is based. Most notably, these narratives assign the visitors a 

mission. In line at Back to the Future—the Ride, visitors are told their job is to chase 

down Biff, who has stolen one of the automobile time machines. In short, you're 

appointed something to do when technically you're doing nothing; waiting morphs into 

productivity and performance in even the most benign of rides. On "E.T.'s Adventure" 

(emphasis added), a voice over the intercom informs guests of their duty: to help E.T. 

save his planet. The narrative even tries to undercut its necessarily repetitious style with 

moments of apparent spontaneity. At one pomt in line guests receive interplanetary ED 

cards. Lucky patrons will hear their names announced over the speaker. In this 

"personalized" atmosphere, customers adopt roles as figures other than tourists. Universal 

Smdios emphasizes multiple, flexible, and diverse identifications, making available at 

Surprisingly enough, people standing in these lines overwhelmingly do keep their voices down, don't cut 
in front of others, swear, complain, or act out in other rude ways. Ironically, the mingling of bodies that 
Disney wanted to curtail occurs precisely because his parks are so popular. Extensive and explicit flirtation 
passes the time while people wait in long lines. 

Although some critics may find these narratives tedious, after multiple waits in line I found myself 
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least the possibility of many more fantasy subject positions than Disneyland. While 

Disney's rigid order, automatons, and de-skilling of tourists imparts a Fordist tone. 

Universal Studios moves theme parks into the post-Fordist, not to say post-modernist, 

age. Universal Studios packages and sells invention. Like a characteristically post-Fordist 

service industry, the park capitalizes on attractions that seem to meet niche markets, 

emphasizing changing, heterogeneous exhibits where performative options allow 

customers to experience the same ride differently on repeat visits. 

At Universal Studios and similar parks, visitors adopt the roles of producers in 

activities that actually perpetuate consumption, bi a land where we "make a difference" 

and most notably "just do it," this kind of pleasure sells itself as the American way. As 

the main attraction, this space provides a timely symbolic and material arena necessary for 

the revival of producers and production. A journey behind the scenes allays the 

lustrations of a landlocked American imagination. a time of territorial limits, when the 

rest of the world encroaches upon Americans' "frontier spirit," the back region becomes the 

landscape of discovery and invention. 

noticing things I'd missed before. 
A SOth anniversary Disney World special that aired on ABC in March 1997 promised a "tour that will 

take us above, below, and behind the scenes," revealing to viewers "places you've never seen before." The 
Disney corporation has caught on to the popularity of these amusements. But even though viewers are told 
that half of what goes on at Disney World takes place off-stage, the tour doesn't deliver. We do see 
glimpses of CEO Michael Eisner and "The Dream Factory" (the Glendale, CA headquarters of Disney 
imagineers). But the footage of Disney World's "subterranean backstage" shows only a tunnel with workers 
still in costume. 
^ I'm reminded of MacCannell's observation about the latest automobile trend, "off-road" vehicles. As he 
points out, "It should not come as any surprise to leam from market reports that these 'off-road' vehicles are 
no more likely to be driven off the pavement than are their conventional two-wheel-drive counterparts" 
(Empty 190). We own and drive vehicles designed to "go beyond the bounds of civilization, to enter nature, 
but which we voluntarily keep on the road" (Empty 190). The pleasure, then, is imagining oneself able to 
exit from a landlocked or civilization-locked mentality—to keep the idea of the frontier alive. 
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Universal Studio's insider's view of movie magic doesn't, in the least, push the 

viewer out of the spotlight. "You'll be the star of the show," promises the park's 

brochure, "as our special-effects experts take you behind the scenes for a first-hand look 

at movie magic." Being selected to participate in the show and watching other novices 

perform form the primary thrills of attractions like The World of Cinemagic. The Backlot 

Tram Tour, Backdraft, and The World of Cinemagic all de-mystify audio and visual 

effects. Jurassic Park—^The Ride (opened 1996) goes one step further by thematizing the 

trip backstage as its organizing narrative. Brandishing the slogan, "You'll wish it was just 

a movie," suggesting this fake version will be more real than the last fake version, the 

ride takes its patrons on a journey aboard a "runaway raft," situating its thrills in 

"unauthorized areas." The amusement begins serenely enough, with the visitors floating 

through a paradisial, mist-encased, verdant lagoon, lulled by Richard Kiley's voice-over 

about "time eternal."^ The pace picks up, however, when the boat, accompanied by 

blaring sirens, takes a wrong turn. The raft lurches, gets splashed, and falls prey to an 

assortment of screeching, water spurting creatures. Since passengers were safe in the 

lagoon, their presence in the land of dinosaurs is not what brings the trouble. Veering 

from the sanctioned path into areas off-limits causes the carnage. The boat travels through 

biogenetics zone and into the industrial warehouses, areas clearly marked with HAZARD 

signs. Eventually, it climbs a long dark track to the ride's pinnacle: an up close meeting 

with a voracious T-Rex and an 84 foot drop at a gravity defying angle. Stunned and 

^ Edward Summer notes that the lagoon is planted with "353 palm trees, 926 additional trees of 33 species, 
7,441 shrubs, and 300 (not 297, not 311) bamboo plants, along with 1.4 million gallons of water...." (52). 
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soaking from the adventure, passengers disembark through the Jurassic Park store, where 

one glimpses the final attraction: a large-screen projection of a picture tciken of each boat 

as it plummets down the drop. Each photo, of course, may be purchased in 5 x 7 or 8 x 10 

size. Throughout the park, visitors are invited to buy into a nostalgic vision of themselves 

as producers, a control against a millennial global insignificance which carries with it the 

threat of symbolic extinction. 

But the emphasis on production is not always pleasurable, at least according to 

Disney critic Shelton Waldrep. Of Disney-MGM Studios, he remarks: "[this] newest 

addition to Disney World ... is even less childlike in that here the point to almost every 

'attraction' is to celebrate the loss of innocence by seeing firsthand how movies are 

made" (Waldrep ISO).^"^ Waldrep identifies pleasure as antithetical to a loss of innocence. 

However, as my comments about both Jurassic Park and Universal Studios are meant to 

suggest, an attraction to the backstage denotes a curiosity about modes and means of 

production. And the curiosity about production is a curiosity about reproduction. This 

curiosity takes shape as a specific pleasure, one at the core of Jurassic Park's wildly 

popular appeal: the film's special effects. The attraction of special effects is their ability to 

create an illusion and simultaneously draw attention to their ability to produce it. Newer 

Real indeed. 
^ Unlike Universal Studios, Disney, at least in one case, wants to hide the origins of its amusements. 
Schaffer notes that the Splash Mountain ride (designed by Neil Engel, who also designed Jurassic Park— 
The Ride), is based on the movie Song of the South but, "disguises its origins in the lore of American 
slavery, and instead exists in the fantastic realm of Critter Country" (paragraph 24 page 13). The ride re-
imagines this time as one that never was. The voice-over informs passengers: 'This tale happened once 
upon a time, not your time nor yet my time ... but one time when the critters were closer to the folks and the 
folks were closer to the critters and things were better all around." The slavery origins echo uncannily, 
however, in the ride's punishment narrative, where Brer Rabbit learns never to run away firom home again. 
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theme parks that make the off-stage the main attraction capitalize on a seeming 

contradiction. As with the film's special effects, the pleasure is in being tricked, trying to 

detect the trick, and enjoying both simultaneously. 

Unavoidable Detours 

The pleasure in being tricked, trying to find the trick, and enjoying both simultaneously 

characterizes the narrative of heterosexuality in the movie. Its own special effects are 

scripted spatially through a bifurcated space where being tricked is the same as staying on 

the sanctioned ride. Going behind the scenes traces a desire to find the trick. Spatially, it 

represents the promise that the secret of heterosexuality's trick will be unveiled, and this 

pleasure forwards the film's narrative. As Hammond's test ride fails to bring any 

dinosaurs into view, the movements of the park's visitors become the attraction for film 

viewers. Things move into high gear when John Hammond puts his guests on an electric 

car-ride to tour the dinosaur pods. These off-road vehicles are a ruse; on a track operated 

by the control room, they will never lead the guests into wild territories. But, as we've 

seen, the guests find a way to do some off-limits sightseeing of their own, disembarking 

to examine a sick Triceratops "in the wild." This space functions as a detour from the 

sanctioned route, denoting a change of course that might threaten the completion of the 

master narrative while also remaining just another turn in the story.^ 

^ In her analysis of the mid-1920s "Santa Fe/Fred Harvey Indian Detours," Weigle analyzes how these 
tours functioned as detours—from linear time, from modernity and progress, from "civilization"—all 
images designed to position the white, wealthy tourist as discoverer of a lost civilization. In addition, the 
tours sold their authenticity by emphasizing their intimacy. Dressed in traditional native costume, white 
female guides led small groups of tourists on "primitive exploration[s]" (S8). By making herself available in 
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As the detour suggests, the undertow of bourgeois leisure is that it creates 

diversions distracting enough to stall the mechanisms of bourgeois reproduction. Indeed, 

Disney planned his recreational defense against Coney Island to counter its endangering 

diversions: the mingling of bodies in ways that exceed the parameters of sanctioned 

bourgeois-defined reproduction. As Jurassic Park and countless other contemporary 

amusements indicate, bourgeois production takes up the reproduction of the distractions. 

The narrative creates its attraction by distraction. But the attraction of a detour can be 

dangerous. Is it riveting enough to incite defection? Or, does it function in the service of 

the sanctioned narrative, displaying and diffusing potential perils? This back region 

sequence locates a curiosity about the production of reproduction. Will the trick unveiled 

still make heterosexuality attractive? 

As Drs. Grant, Malcom, and Sattler share a car while the kids ride in the other one 

with Gennaro, Grant grows increasingly weary of watching Malcolm use an explanation 

of chaos theory as an excuse to flirt with Sattler. Ellie's pert, attentive response casts Alan 

as the third wheel. When a power outage stops the ride, the flirtation becomes the main 

event. Dejected, Grant jumps from car, abandoning both his beloved and a potential 

rivalry with the advancing Malcolm. As he tramps off into the lush terrain, it appears that 

the car's motor is not the only mechanism to stall during this scene. 

this fashion, the white hostess mediated "cultured" and "primitive," offering a tamed version of an exotic 
fantasy. As Weigle demonstrates, the connection between tours of the U.S. Southwest and theme parks is 
not far-fetched. Performances of "professional Indians" date back to Buffalo Bill's Wild West shows. 
Theme parks' nairative organizations echo that kind of stage show. 
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Yet, as Jonathan Culler so succinctly notes, referring to the observations of 

Walker Percy, in tourism, "getting off the beaten track...is the 'most beaten track of all'" 

(162). Culler argues that the tourist's forays off the beaten track take place "in 

terms...already prescribed by that system" (166). Going behind the scenes, we glimpse 

the ideological apparatus that props the front of the house narrative of heterosexual 

production where waste is managed by female bodies. 

Seeing that Grant has found something to explore, everybody unloads from the 

vehicles. While following him down the path. Lex trips.^^ When Grant helps her up, she 

slips her hand into his and, awkwardly but insistently, holds on. Behind them Sattler 

brims with delight, ostensibly tickled by ±e idea that Grant is thrown into close contact 

with a child. But Lex is a quasi-child. In one of the few changes from Michael Crichton's 

novel, the film casts Lex as older than her brother Tim. Here she is prepubescent. What's 

striking about this moment is that the attraction of children isn't completely childlike: 

Lex literally catches the man. This interchange provides a backstage glimpse of how 

heterosexuality is mobilized. The female encourages the initiation of the female. The 

older Ellie looks to her younger version to seduce her man, that is, to bring him around to 

desiring the same thing Ellie wants. Sattler, in effect, courts her young replacement. 

Earlier in the film, when the group was boarding the cars. Lex approaches Grant and 

announces, twirling her braid, "She said I should ride with you cuz it'd be good for you." 

Although the trick is on Grant, the real sleight of hand is the transfiguration of Lex and 

 ̂The opening of this scene is interesting in relation to fantasies of male parthenogenesis. The triceratops 
first comes into view through Tim's legs, eerily resembling a birthing shot 
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EUie into the attractions. This image balances the film's other image of females as 

voracious, caimibalizing consumers, hi this behind the scenes, she also becomes the 

object of consumption, both predator and supposed prey of the man. The film's rendition 

of heterosexual reproduction situates it in an intergeneradonal narrative, positioning 

females as always ahready initiated or, at least, in the act of being initiated. The adult man 

is paired with the pubescent girl in the positioning of initiates while Tim, quite simply, is 

never positioned.^ He remains a boy, primarily a foil for Grant's own "evolution." 

As they continue down the path, the group comes upon the indisposed Triceratops 

whose illness is a mystery to the attending staff employee. Stmck by her beauty and 

magnificence. Dr. Sattler commits herself to returning the dinosaur to health. Although 

this scene has its source in Crichton's novel, once again, that story bears a distinct 

difference. In the novel, after squeezing cysts on the Triceratop's tongue and thrusting her 

arms elbow deep into "dino-droppings," Sattler figures out what's ailing the creature, hi 

the film, Ellie doesn't make a diagnosis. Although she performs the physical 

examination, she doesn't solve the problem. Producing no product, her work is wasted. 

The woman's knowledge is expendable. This plot line evaporates and the scene instead 

focuses on the display of waste which, by definition, is unproductive, embedding that 

display in a gendered narrative. 

 ̂This (inis)inatch is the precise relation that drives heterosexual romance, as persuasively argued by 
Zwinger. Her analysis of the novel's family romance easily extends to (this) film. The father-daughter story 
"lays the foundation of culturally sanctioned desire—the one in the father's place looidng to defeat death, 
love, sexual relation; the one in the daughter's place looidng to him for love, attention, approval" 
{Daughters 9). In Zwinger's framework. Lex's "promiscuous" behavior, especially as it defines her as 
proxy for Ellie—cannot not entail the positioning of Grant as paternal figure. 
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Like Ellie, Lex also encounters bodily waste at close range. In the tree and 

overcoming great fear and trepidation. Lex follows Grant and Tim's lead, reaching out to 

pet a brachiosaurus. Reassured by Tim that the animal is a "veggie-saurus," she begins to 

delight in the intimate experience. At that moment, the dinosaur sneezes all over her. The 

scene closes with a shot of Lex covered in snot while Tim laughs. Seeing the woman/girl 

covered in dung or mucus attracts the male because, of course, it provides a cheap thrill, a 

junior high school kind of titillation for the males looking on. But Ellie's proximity to 

waste also implicates her in the dinosaurs' monstrousness. The back region's association 

of the woman with waste positions the monstrous as the necessary narrative leading up to 

domestication. In monster films like Island of Lost Souls and King Kong, the monster 

functions as an imported representation of grotesque difference that propels the characters 

to recognize and respond to a sanctioned desire of sameness, thus, securing heterosexual 

coupling. Something similar occurs in Jurassic Park: it's necessary to travel to an 

imagined land to enact the fantasy of normative heterosexuality, that is, that every woman 

can change her man and convince him to nest. Ellie's desire for "one of those" seems less 

threatening in relation to the more monstrous incarnations of female consumers. But, as 

Grant tells Lex, the dinosaurs are not monsters, they are "animals," only acting naturally. 

Ellie also acts "naturally" in her close proximity to oozing fluids and refuse. She is the 

placeholder for heterosexuality precisely as the body that borders waste. The woman is 

attractive because she is potentially out of control and because she guards against 

contamination, personifying a border between males and waste. 
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As this behind-the-scenes detour continues, it becomes more explicitly the story 

of Grant's induction into heterosexual reproduction. While Dr. Sattler is up to her elbows 

in dinosaur stool, E)rs. Grant and Malcolm huddle together to look on. In this instant, 

Malcolm queries Grant for the inside scoop on Sattler. Malcolm suggests, "She's 

tenacious." Grant concurs, "You've no idea." Although the sight makes the men uneasy, 

it launches Grant's first considerations of conversion to heterosexual reproduction. The 

men's tandem viewing of Ellie with her arms in the dino-droppings functions to squelch 

the male-male rivalry between them.^® Leaving Ellie behind, they begin a camaraderie 

whose subject is reproduction, the topic Grant avoids with Sattler. Back in the car, 

coupled together alone. Grant, who has ignored Malcolm up to this point, now asks him, 

"you got any kids?" Malcolm answers, "Three. I love kids. Anything at all can and will 

happen. Same thing with wives." When Grant asks if he's married, Malcolm wittily 

responds, "Occasionally. And I'm always on the look out for a fixture ex-Mrs. Malcolm." 

The locution "a future ex-Mrs. Malcolm" figures heterosexuality as a narrative of 

expulsion and exchange where the woman—the "ex"—represents the excess, the 

expendable, and the expropriated. Malcolm's story attests to the vitality of heterosexual 

reproduction over and against heterosexual unions. Fathers reign again. 

Replicating the Same 

" Taking up DeLaureds' notion that one way to break out of oedipai narrativizing is to do the "oedipal with 
a vengeance," Roof suggests that one way to do this is to show "an overtly oedipai gloss as a decoy" {Lure 
80). This detour initiates a homosociai bond. Renee Hooglund has suggested to me that, as the men share 
sexually-implicit comments about Ellie, they watch her perform a kind of displaced or abstracted fist-fiick. 
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But this analysis spins an old story. The sanctioned fiction of the fanuly conceals its 

precarious workings. The inability to discipline bodies into and in this system—Grant's 

squeamish noncompliance, EUie's proximity to contamination, Malcolm's multiple 

marriages, and the consuming beasts—ultimately figures the female, here and throughout 

the film, as the undisciplined body. This old story also plots well-known narratives of 

desire. Male homosexual panic circulates with the male fear of female reproductivity and 

its attendant fantasy of parthenogenesis or, at the very least, control of (re)production. 

Jurassic Park seems just another example of Teresa DeLauretis' conception of oedipal 

narrative. DeLauretis argues that all stories are a question of his desire where women 

"must either consent or be seduced into consenting to femininity" (134). Certainly, Ellie 

and Lex consent to femininity. But their inclination is mitigated and contradicted by the 

tone of the acting. Dr. Sattler's gushy feminine role of initiating the (pre)pubescent Lex 

into heterosexual seduction seems overplayed. And Lex's quick understanding that she's 

playing a role revels in performativity. In contrast, Tim's identificatory doubling of Grant 

lacks a similar self-consciousness. Might the behind the scenes detour reveal the miming 

of femininity as necessarily prescribed by heterosexuality? Lex's mimicry unveils a trick 

behind the trick. Her instincts for acting beg the question that keeps heterosexual males 

awake at night: is she faking (it)? 

I want to consider this question in proximity to the film's other fear of fakery. 

Early in the film, at Grant and Sattler's dig site, right before Grant threatens the child 

with the raptor claw, he disdains technology's role in locating fossils. The possible 

malfunctioning of biotechnology is what brings Grant to Jurassic Park. Malcolm is 
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suspicious that the technology might be faking us, that the dinosaurs will And a way to 

reproduce, no matter what their genetic engineering. These twinned narratives of 

reproduction are mixed up with one another in that Grant's technophobia seems related to 

his phobia of heterosexual reproduction. Both threaten him with extinction. 

Dean MacCannell has argued that "[t]he best way to keep a cultural form alive is 

to pretend to be revealing its secrets while keeping its secrets" {Empty 196). Perhaps the 

backstage association of males with production and females with waste and mimicry is a 

false revelation. Writing of Freud, Mary Ann Doane argues that "the question of the 

woman reflects only the man's ontological doubt" (18). So, too, with anxieties about 

female sexuality. With computers at least. Grant's mastery of knowledge is threatened by 

what Scott Bukatman calls "an era defined by an implosive and disembodying 

proliferation of electronic technologies" ('Tomorrowland" 62), technologies that, like 

DNA manipulation, might eliminate the need for both sexes in reproduction. Writing 

about Disney's Tomorrowland, Bukatman follows Walter Benjamin's notion that "man's 

[sic] need to expose himself to shock effects is his adjustment to the dangers threatening 

him" ('Tomorrowland" 76). "Kinesis," Bukatman argues, "is thus fundamentally bound 

to narrative" so that shock effects function to provide "an illusion of mastery over, or at 

least accommodation to" technological forces ('Tomorrowland" 76). The "intensification 

of sensory experience" that characterizes Disney future rides occasions "an inscription of 

the body, on the body. These journeys into technologically complex zones ultimately 

serve to guarantee the continuing presence and relevance of the subject. You have a body, 

the rides announce, you exist" ('Tomorrowland" 77). Bukatman's argument that to 
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experience physicality is to confirm the self seems relevant to a film that reproduces the 

visceral thrills and chills of an amusement park ride for its viewers. But the notion that an 

"inscription o/the body, on the body" is not necessarily a comforting notion for all bodies 

even as a shoring up against encroaching dehumanizing technology begs clarification. 

Who needs to be reminded that "he" has a body? Subjects with bodies invisible in 

institutions of social reproduction? Universalizing "the body" in need of inscription, 

Bukatman never considers that this "body" in the "human-machine interface" 

CTomorrowland" 77) is not monolithic. In Bukatman's scenario, the unspoken, invisible 

white male body, experiencing ontological doubt, absorbs all other bodies, ones 

previously relentlessly pluralized and differentiated, to foreground the anxiety of that 

body as the ubiquitous anxiety. 

This anxiety, and its transposition onto other bodies, permeates Jurassic Park so 

that the film reveals the story of, to borrow from Richard Dyer, "the hysterical 

boundedness of the white [and I would add male] body" (63). In his analysis of the Night 

of the Living Dead trilogy. Dyer finds that at the heart of whiteness lies the fear of an 

inability to control one's own body and the bodies of others whose exploitation is 

fundamental to capitalism (63).^° In Jurassic Park, being devoured locates the most 

primal threat to boundedness; the intact white male American body survives to reassert 

 ̂Although Bukatman is suspicious of how "these rides locate and center the human, further reifying the 
perceived power of the subject" by presenting "technology with a Mouse's face" CTomorrowland" 78), he 
doesn't delineate the kind of body Disney uses to comfort or addresses with its comfort—overwhelmingly 
white, middle-class, heterosexual, of a nuclear family unit It seems dangerous, then, to pit body vs. 
technology without qualifying or complicating what that body looks like. 
 ̂The Dead films, too, invoke a narrative of consumption. In addition to the eating of body parts, there is 

the consumption of the brain through zombieness. 
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itself as the body in control. The narrative of eating also projects the cannibalism of white 

capitalist culture, its feeding o^ of the labor and lives of its subjects, onto racialized, 

sexualized and genderized others.^' In the larger effort to foreground, save, and advance 

the white American nuclear family, some of those characters—the black gatekeeper, the 

African-American senior computer technician Ray Amold, the Kenyan game warden 

Muldoon—are "wasted" by the dinosaurs or simply disappear, like the Asian-American 

Dr. Wu. 

The nim's opening scene both distinguishes and coalesces other-ized bodies. The 

inaugural shot places the viewer in an unknown place, looking at quaking forest leaves 

that indicate something is there while obsciuing any perception of its identity. 

Establishing the ominous lushness of the jungle, the ensuing shot/reverse shot sequence 

alternates between working men's individual faces and a mysterious box lowered through 

the fauna into their midst. The men are relentlessly represented as workers; they wear 

military-like garb hats with the Jurassic Park logo. Various work men shout commands 

in Spanish when the box hits the ground. As the loading team moves the receptacle 

forward to attach it to the ground pen, the camera moves to the perspective of whatever 

stirs inside the steel crate. The mise-en-scene—the dark night bleached out by spotlights, 

the jungle noises, and the formless creature in the cage—associates the visual chaos with 

the climate of the place. The game warden Muldoon calls out, "Loading team, step away. 

Gate keeper!" A black man jumps aboard the box, lifting the door that leads into the pen. 

In a flash (much as in Jaws), the invisible creamre sucks the gate keeper into the crate. 

See MacCannell's Empty Meeting Grounds for one discussion of capitalism as cannibalistic. 
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Frantic attempts at electric shock (the psycho-medical remedy for bodies out of control) 

don't deter the devourer. Another shot/reverse shot moves from the eye of the dinosaur to 

the eye of Muldoon. The gate keeper disappears as the camera closes in on Muldoon's 

mouth screaming, "Shoot her, shoot her." Gunshots end the scene. 

Geographically, temporally, biologically, and sexually unbounded, the dinosaurs 

(even when they're supposedly restrained) threaten multiple kinds of boundedness. Their 

later attacks in the theme park's kitchen and dining room threaten bodily boundaries and 

the sanctity of home as refiige. The threat to homely spaces, in conjunction with Tim and 

Lex's abandonment by their divorcing mother and Grant's unwillingness to settle down, 

defines one kind of boundlessness as "the profound sense of a loss of territorial roots" 

(Gupta and Ferguson 9). 

In Jurassic Park, the varying boundedness of bodies registers as a geopolitical 

narrative as well. The movie takes us globally behind the scenes of Western capitalist 

production, situating its story in the "third world" and then eliminating the subjects 

identified with that space in the service of white, American, middle-class, heterosexual, 

nuclear family reproduction.^^ With echoes of the lost island cinematic genre, the film 

locates Jurassic Park and its attendant horrors on "Isla Nublar; 120 miles west of Costa 

Rica." As the "underground" for first world capitalism, this setting reveals third world 

workers as the exploited off-scenes labor force. The setting suggests the economic shift to 

The cartoon that Hammond screens to his guests in the visitors center represents the overwhelming 
majority of Jurassic Park's workers, from the animated miners to the photographed scientists, as pink-white 
males. Their counterparts in the fibn are not white. The film within the fiUn becomes an (unconscious) 
reinscription of the erasure of certain kinds of workers when it comes to touting the merits of productivity. 
The instance eerily parallels the spontaneous pronoun flipping of the dinosaurs that I discussed earlier. 
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a post-Fordist globalized production, foregrounding a healthy dose of American 

imperialism in its segregation of capitalistic production ("third world") and consumption 

("first world"). After the gatekeeper's death, Hammond calls in Malcolm, Grant, and 

Sattler to conduct a "thorough on-site inspection" and confirm the park's safety. But it's 

not the workers' welfare that compels him to take these measures. Rather, the lawsuit 

brought by the deceased's family, that is, the eraptive trespass of backstage operations 

into the front offices of "first world" investors, prompts his actions. The disappearance 

and death toll creates its own survival-of-the-fittest story. Even John Hammond, who dies 

a nasty, slow death in the novel for retribution for his god-like aspirations, emerges 

unscathed in the film. Grandfather, though morally misled, unintelligent, selfish and 

careless, perseveres as the family patriarch. Ian Malcolm also survives even though 

Jewish, but he's a father, an active producer of the kind that the film desperately wants to 

salvage. The numbers give new meaning to Dr. Wu's proud declaration that in Jurassic 

Park, "Population control is one of our security precautions." 

The film's post-Fordist landscape combines "third world" spaces of capitalist 

production with the territory of technology, interlocking them as one menace. As an 

engineered species, the dinosaurs represent the outcome of a "disembodying proliferation 

of electronic technologies" (Bukatman 'Tomorrowland" 62) whose greatest threat, 

perhaps ironically, is the return of a pre-industrial, "primitive" world. Their unrestrained 

The film's designation of whiteness generally breaks down into two forms: Westerner vs. non-Westerner, 
and in support of the family and not in support of the family. Robert Muldoon, who comes from Kenya, is a 
good guy but not a Westerner. He gets eaten. Gennaro, though a Westerner, is consumed because he 
abandons the children when the T-rex attacks. Nedry is corrupt, and dies. Ian Malcobn and John Hammond, 
both set up as fathers, survive (both die in the novel). 
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presence symbolically invokes, to borrow from Anthony Vidler, "a peculiarly 

contemporary sense of haunting: that provoked by the loss of traditional bodily and 

locational references, by the pervasive substitution of the simulated for the 'real'" (10).^ 

The white male body must restore boundedness in the realm of simulation. Simulation 

potentially creates a world where white males didn't have the upper hand, as is the 

situation with Hammond's resurrection of a kingdom that is 65 million years old. While 

Bukatman suggests shocking the body into re-knowing itself as subject, the Him 

advocates a different version of the "inscription of the body, on the body" to reassure the 

white male subject: cloning. 

When the guests first arrive at Jurassic Park, Hammond looms large as the 

supreme progenitor because he has mastered cloning. Like the others I have mentioned, 

this representation associates the white male body with a reproductive practice that 

creates boundariness by celebrating the reproduction of white male bodily integrity when 

other historical subjects, including white heterosexual and lesbian females, white gay 

males, and persons of color, have been over-determined by bodiliness. Hammond's 

representation also associates the white male with a reproductive practice that seemingly 

satiates "our hunger for likeness" (Schwartz 8). As such a reproductive practice, cloning 

is "driven by an economic system, a social fabric, and sets of technologies which profit by 

making the similar seem remarkable" (Schwartz 8), and I would add, by making the 

reproduction of the similar seem inventive. 

 ̂Vidler is referring to the science fiction genre; however, his remarks work with this film's science fiction. 
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On the automated tour inside the theme park center, the guests watch a cartoon 

lauding the cloning processes that produced Jurassic Park's "living biological 

attractions." Referring to the lab workers, Gennaro stammers to Hammond, "Are these 

characters ... autoerotica?" "No, no, we have no animatronics here," Hammond replies. 

Besides humorously taking a shot at Disney's pristine image, the slip between technology 

and sex, suggests that cloning may resemble, but goes beyond, previous forms of making 

the similar seem remarkable. These technicians are, says Hammond, "the real miracle 

workers of Jurassic Park." 

Indeed, cloning may be just a technologized form of what Michael Warner has 

termed "reprosexuality": "a relation to self that finds its proper temporality and 

fulfillment in generational transmission (as the means of self-transcendence)" (9). This 

"interweaving of heterosexuality, biological reproduction, cultural reproduction, and 

personal identity" is also a reproductive practice of capitalism whereby "the premises of a 

growth economy govern the sexual order" (Warner 9 emphasis added). Herein lies one of 

the film's ambivalences. The possible space-time compression brought about by post-

Fordist information and computer technologies threatens the boundaries of the white male 

body. The film posits the nuclear family as the guarantor of space and time precisely 

because, as Wamer's reprosexuality suggests, it locates and reproduces a narrative of 

generations and genealogies, one of evolution and extinction that is, finally, comforting.^^ 

Cloning tweaks the notion of reprosexuality because it bypasses "generational 

The movie, too, lends itself to a narrative of genealogy. Many film critics discuss Jurassic Park as the 
progeny of films like The Lost World, The Island of Doctor Moreau, King Kong, The War of the Worlds, 
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transmission" and disturbs genealogy by birthing others "who are at once our juniors, 

twins, cellmates, and coevals" (Schwartz 350). Qoning's attraction is its ability to 

outdistance all other practices that make "the similar seem remarkable." And this is 

attractive because making the similar seem remarkable is the trick of free enterprise. But 

cloning also perpetuates a system where "[c]reation and imitation, invention and 

repetition, may become as indistinct as knowing is from copying" (Schwartz 246). 

Eventually, invention folds in on itself. Although cloning might seem to reinsure the 

production of the white male body, its very multiplication causes a shattering of 

subjectivity. Among all those copies, where is the "F' to be found? The male body, even 

in infrnite duplication, is at risk. 

The film's interest in cloning is paired with the technology of hacking. Hacking 

allows any-body to be anonymous, to adopt a number of subject-positions, to dissolve the 

difference, and the implied hierarchical order, between white male and other bodies. Like 

cloning, hacking engenders a fear of infiltration. Hackers make anonymous hits on 

systems of social reproduction, including the family. Both cloning and hacking represent 

the film's obsession with the vulnerability and possible extinction of the male body. 

While cloning effectively splinters the male body so that he is his own other, and thus, on 

some level at least, out of his own control, hacking allows any-body to become invisible. 

Hacking is a fantasy of hiding the self and inhabiting other selves in order to literally and 

figuratively penetrate sites of knowledge. John Hanmiond as doner expects to be ur-

The Birds, Jaws, and Westworld. See, for instance, Duncan, Kemp, and Wollen. 
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Daddy, staying supreme despite proliferation; the hacker manipulates and controls those 

who think they achieve that status. 

In addition to the unscrupulous Nedry, who betrays Hammond because he "got too 

cheap on me," the film's only hacker is the pubescent Lex. Lisistently reminding Tim, 

'Tm a hacker, not a computer nerd," Lex saves her surrogate family by hacking into the 

computer system, restoring the security system that restrains the dinosaurs, and getting 

the phones back in order. Although Lex puts her hacking skills to good use, this practice 

associates her with the villain and, by extension, identifies her with some of Nedry's 

nefarious habits. In the film, female desire is represented with two antithetical practices. 

Sattler longs for benign, heterosexual, monogamous reproduction while the dinosaurs 

show a taste for devouring. Lex occupies a third position. She's borderline: pubescent, 

flirt, vegetarian, naif/initiate, hacker. This mixture of characteristics suggests that, not yet 

sexually-active. Lex hasn't yet acquired the devouring desire of her consuming dinosaur 

"sisters," though she always has the potential to be traitorous. Other than Nedry, the other 

males, from Grant to Malcolm to Hammond, though repeatedly positioned as the ones 

who won't stick to traditional modes of reproductive heteronormativity, present no 

similar threat. Her hacking saves the group, but it also mimics production with its 

mutating actions that ultimately exist to subvert and betray "the system." 

The productivity of hacking is an act of consumption, an act of consuming all 

others' work illegitimately, gluttonously. Lex's earlier performativity (a precursor to the 

hiding of the body that characterizes hacking?) mimics production as well, that is, the 

production of heterosexual subjects that take up their positions automatically or, perhaps. 
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animatronically. But the Him shows that Lex's mimicry also insures this same production. 

Lex, who now calls Dr. Grant by his tirst name, asks, "Alan, what if the dinosaurs come 

back while we're asleep?" Grant responds that he'll stay awake, all night if necessary. 

With one child tucked under each arm, he knows his role. The manner of seduction that 

procures the woman's consent to femininity and the oedipal narrative is the thrill of 

tricking the man into it, the pleasure of coercion and entrapment.^® To the tune of a 

syrupy, tinkling musical score, this nest image of "buying into it" cuts to the theme park's 

gift shop, where the camera cannily pans the trademarked t-shirts, lunch boxes, hats, and 

stuffed toys that are the same merchandise on sale in stores for the film's fans. Buying 

into it, indeed. 

The trajectory of this argument seems to have taken a detour of its own, dodging 

temporarily the question of whether the off-road tours represent a defection from 

heterosexuality or a display of what supports it. But that is, finally, the point, the trick, the 

special effect. If we agree with Culler that forays off the beaten track take place "in terms 

... already prescribed by that system" (166), then these are the same thing. The back 

region shows us that the father-man is really the mother (so it's really Grant who consents 

to femininity in the form of maternity), the girl-child is the real seducer, and women are 

both predators and insurers, the potential threat to and the placeholders for 

heterosexuality. In the worst case scenario, females blur the distinctions between safe and 

dangerous places as when the stalking velociraptors launch their attack in the dining room 

 ̂I'm working from DeLauretis: "What manner of seduction operates in cinema to procure that consent, to 
engage the female subject's identification in the narrative movement.....to solicit women spectators in a 
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and kitchen. In the Triceratops detour, things appear more reassuring. Ellie cheerleads for 

reproductive heterosexuaiity but just as cheerfully occupies its margins. Symbolically and 

spatially jettisoned, she prompts and then drops out of the movie's main plot. The behind-

the-scenes scenarios show us that the family is both patient and cure, under attack and 

offensive strategy, natural and engineered. It shows us traitorous scheming males: 

Malcolm consumes wives, Hammond is unethical. Grant can't really conunit. This is the 

film's understanding of normative heterosexual practice. If we buy into the Disney model, 

who's to blame for the duping? 

In the end, the film needs to decide what's most important: a way for the white 

male body to reproduce itself in a technologically-saturated society, or a loyalty to a 

narrative of genealogy and generation as reproductive practice. The two running 

narratives of reproduction, human and dinosaur, natural and engineered, supposedly 

represent a rivalry between nature and science. Writes Peter Biskind, "When all is said 

and done, Jurassic Park is supposed to leave you with a message already familiar from 

such horror classics as Frankenstein: don't mess with God's work" (67). The movie's 

message is that "science can overstep the bounds of nature's rightful domain and will 

suffer for it" (Kaufftnann 26). Understanding the issue as one of morality, Bukatman 

argues, "the narrative, of course, emphasizes the fundamental inmiorality of all this 

environmental simulation....Yet... we are, in effect, ordered to marvel at the marvelous, 

and to wonder at the power of a technology that can usurp nature" ("Bytes" 15). But this is 

desire whose terms are those of the Oedipus?" (137) 
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another part of the duping. Is the film really a story of science versus nature? Is one really 

natural and the other engineered? 

The science behind Hammond's experiments eradicates sexual difference; this is 

deemed not natural. The chaotician Ian Malcolm, aghast at the cloning and DNA 

manipulation, adopts the hardest anti-science stance. But his argument is cloaked in a 

romantic rhetoric where life, he predicts, always "finds a way." Chaos theory proves to be 

right; the dinosaurs find a way to reproduce. Here the opposition between nature and 

science begins to unravel. Chaos theory is set up to oppose technology, countering it with 

a narrative of chance and lack of control. Yet this narrative, too, operates in the service of 

the master narrative of control. Ostensibly representing difference, chaos theory just 

produces more of the same, that is, compulsory heterosexuality. The film bifurcates 

epistemologies in the same way it does space. But in the division of science and nature, as 

in Disney's design, one just hides the modes of production of the other. Science appears, 

not as the antithesis of nature, but as a necessary intervention that functions to jump start 

endangered ideologies. Castigated as antithetical to "natural" reproduction, disdainful as a 

self-serving perpetuation of the self-same, cloning, becomes, when the cloned dinosaurs 

reproduce, just another avenue that leads to compulsory heterosexual reproduction. In this 

way, technologies insure the myth of compulsory heterosexuality even when its 

productions fail. According to Dr. Wu, the dinosaurs are engineered through denial of "an 

extra hormone given at the right developmental stage." In short, technology succeeds 

through denying things. But this refusal doesn't prompt the dinosaur-DNA or gene 

stmcture to redirect or redefine itself. The gesture of denial only insures that what is 
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disallowed is what will be desired. Technology as denial, then, makes the return of the 

similar remarkable. That the dinosaurs would find a way to spontaneously change sex and 

reproduce is deemed miraculous. 

The film's defense against monstrous technology is a nostalgia for biology as the 

way of mastery over the body. Li this age of biotechnology, biology epitomizes 

authenticity. The film goes behind the scenes in the theme park to show how dinosaur 

babies are made. And yet this narrative reveals that the dinosaur DNA has been 

engineered. So, too, then is biology?^^ Biology becomes a site of contradiction in the 

film: it insures compulsory heterosexuality while simultaneously de-naturalizing its 

origins (the DNA has been implanted). In one of its ambivalent moments, this film that 

promotes a return to the course of "normative" reproductive heterosexuality belies the 

naturalness of its very production. In its other off-limits space, the film shows us how 

human babies are, or will be, made—with Grant's consent. The movie suggests that 

Grant's desire for heterosexual familial reproduction is manufactured. The need for 

strategic planning belies the naturalness of the very desire the film wants to sell as 

natural. 

Both Jurassic Park and Disney invest in the past and the future as attractions, 

situating reproduction as the crux of all else; knowledge, culture, pleasure, identification, 

" As "a discourse on the body," biology, according to Donna Haraway, is a "linguistic sign for a complex 
structure of belief and practice" that is "not a culture-free universal discourse" (323). Haraway continues: 
"Biology's epistemological and technical task had been to produce a historically specific kind of human 
unity: namely, membership in a single species, the human race. Homo Sapiens. Biology discursively 
establishes and performs what will count as human in powerful domains of knowledge and technique" 
(323). In the 20"* century United States, "the categories of biology often become universal donors in the 
circulatory systems of meanings and practices that link the family, state, commerce, nature, entertainment. 
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etc. Sure enough, by the end of Jurassic Park, the family has reproduced itself with Ellie 

smiling at the sleeping triad of Alan, Lex, and Tim. But Drs. Grant and Sattler, finally, are 

foster parents. The kids' "real," that is, biological, parents are getting divorced. The 

original model for the parent-couple is an absent and failed genuine—just as the nuclear 

family a la Disney has always been an absent and failed genuine. Theme parks are, after 

all, simulation—nothing is authentic except the simulation. Does the narrative, then, 

obliterate the very thing it's trying to salvage? Does it rub our noses in our own 

disavowal? Add to this the real attraction of Jurassic Park's dinosaurs. Spielberg insisted 

that the crew call them animals, not creatures, not monsters.^® He tried to make them the 

same as us, to naturalize them. But why, since the whole success of the movie depends 

upon their inconceivable difference? The attraction of dinosaurs is their mystery, not 

knowing how they became extinct, not categorizing them as either animal or ancestor. 

Jurassic Park might have a cynical undercurrent, a hacker narrative of its own that says 

it's not true that you want what you say you want and so you pay us to help you pretend 

you do want it, so we'll make horror stories out of your fantasies and vice versa. 

Heterosexuality and tourism each imagines a production of itself as productive and 

inventive. But revealing how things tick, although ostensibly a defense against threats to 

faith in invention, suggests that ±e behind-the-scenes story, like biology, might also be 

fabrication. 

education, and industry" (Haraway 324). 
In an interview with Cinrfex, Spielberg revealed, "I wouldn't let anyone call them monsters or creatures. 

We called them animals, or dinosaurs, or by their names. We were really strict about that, because we 
thought it was important" (Duncan 49). Spielberg's conunand is a gesture of domestication, insisting that 
this is a movie about nature, its species, and the wonders of life. 
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5. 
SMUGGLING VIOLENCE: TOURISM AND COLONIALIST-CAPITALIST 

ENTERPRISE IN JAMAICA KINCAID'S A SMALL PLACE AND LESLIE MARMON 
SILKO'S ALMANAC OF THE DEAD 

"In the Caribbean, there's an old saying that Americans come to the tropics to 
misbehave." 

—Bill Banch, "The Victim's Wake"/Death by Tourism 76 

A Small Place, Jamaica Kincaid's essay on Antigua, opens ominously with an 

address to the reader that is both an invitation and an injunction: "ff you go to Antigua as 

a tourist, this is what you will see" (3). Kincaid's portrait of her childhood home mimics 

the style of the guide book, enticing the reader with its use of the second person and its 

promise of an insider's view. At the same time, the prose dares the reader to identify as 

the tourist, "an ugly, empty thing, a stupid thing, a piece of rubbish pausing here and there 

to gaze at this and taste that" (17). In addition, Kincaid's prose, a flurry of violence and 

beauty, challenges the reader to find a difference between her/his position and that of the 

tourist. To comprehend tourism's ugliness by reading the book is to misbehave, for 

misbehavior is understood, in part, as a matter of positioning. How can one read the book 

without placing her/himself at the story's center, that is, without repeating the gesture of 

the tourist who visits places such as Antigua?' For the reader who has also been a tourist, 

to lament your own discomfort is to prioritize your place in the story. But to refuse to 

' It is difficult to characterize the figure or the geography of the tourist Though Kincaid focuses largely on 
English and North American exploits, she also critiques Syrian and Japanese "investments" in the island. In 
addition, her remarks about Antigua seem applicable to comparable, though not analogous, politics of 
tourism in places such as, for instance, the Navajo Nation or Tibet To risk a generalization, I would suggest 
that her coaunents address the politics of tourism between disenfranchised destinations and moneyed 
outsiders. 
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recognize an affiliation with the tourist smacks of the hypocrisy of privilege. To take up 

the native's view enacts condescension or appropriation. To read uncritically is to repeat 

the gawks and stares of tourist privilege. All are forms of misbehavior not unlike those 

conunitted by the tourist to whom "it will never occur ... that the people who inhabit the 

place in which you have just paused cannot stand you" (17). 

Tracing the roots and the routes of misbehavior, this chapter explores tourism's 

connections to colonialism by unearthing the systematic violence that funds touristic 

enterprise. Though violence has been an undercurrent in previous chapters, implicit in 

productions of both touristic and heterosexual subjects, here I begin with Kincaid's A 

Small Place and move on to Leslie Marmon Silko's novel Almanac of the Dead to 

foreground explicitly representations of the violence interred in this industry of pleasure 

production. I borrow and extend Catherine Gallagher's concept of "bioeconomics," that 

is, "the obsession with the place of human bodies within systems of economic 

accumulation and exchange" (53). Understanding those systems of accumulation and 

exchange to include practices of (hetero)sexuality and tourism, I analyze not only the 

place of human bodies, but the stages of their placements, that is, their productions, 

movements, and transformations. Tracing bodies' routes in both texts exposes and defines 

the directions, myths, and fallout of capitalist development in the age of globalization. 

Used here to discuss the networks of bodies in what Mary Louise Pratt has called 

"contact zones," bioeconomics provides a launching point to understand the element least 

clear yet perhaps most insistent in this chapter: a visible connection between tourism and 
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heterosexuality in Silko's novel.^ In many ways, my point is that the connection between 

the two is not visible precisely because these two systems are so inbred into larger 

colonialist-capitalist practices of circulation and accumulation. Overwrought with stories 

of excess and consumption, devouring and debasement. Almanac of the Dead defines 

pleasure as systematized violence within a framework of colonialist-capitalism. The novel 

makes clear that blood, guts, torture, and body organs feed sentimental genealogies of 

sexual, familial, and national formations, bi both texts, the representations of tourism enable 

a broader discussion of the narratives, narrative violence, and available narrative positions 

for different bodies within colonialist-capitalist enterprise. 

Pronouncing that the natives "do not like you. They do not like me!" (17), Kincaid 

understands misbehavior as complex and perhaps unavoidable. To leave home is to 

become the ugly tourist because of the postures the "innocent" tourist adopts abroad. 

Using its extensive and discomfiting second person address as both example and critique, 

A Small Place explores how tourism profits from strategic manipulation of perspective. 

The tourist who comes to Antigua shuns waste because the tourist persona takes 

advantage of time and opportunity. In the taxi from the airport to hotel, "You are looking 

out the window (because you want to get your money's worth)" (6). The sightseer's and 

the native's perspectives on Antigua represent different properties; the tourist's 

viewpoint, made of money, personifies property itself. It is something to be possessed. 

And the possession of that perspective slips easily into a rush of expropriations. At the 

 ̂I have not focused on textual representations of the explicit practices of sex tourisnt, choosing instead to 
understand how touristic and sexual behaviors infiltrate, indeed undergird, all facets of colonial-capitalist 
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hotel, looking at the water, "You have never seen anything like this. You are so excited. 

You breathe shallow. You breathe deep. You see a beautiful boy skimming the water, 

godlike, on a Windsurfer" (13). The pronoun's dizzying repetition positions the tourist as 

syntactically swallowing the landscape around him/her. The passage pitches into a 

reverie: "You see yourself taking a walk on that beach, you see yourself meeting new 

people.... You see yourself eating some delicious, locally grown food. You see yourself, 

you see yourself... You must not wonder what exactly happened to the contents of your 

lavatory when you flushed it" (13).^ The landscape, ad infinitum, provides a surface for 

the tourist's own reflection until the surroundings finally disappear to suggest what, 

perhaps, has been the desire all along, "you see yourself." 

But Kincaid extends the observation to offer a different perspective, divulging that 

"the contents of your lavatory might, just might, graze gently against your ankle as you 

wade carefree in the water, for you see, in Antigua, there is no proper sewage-disposal 

system" (14 emphasis added). The drift from the solipsistic, misbehaving "you see 

yourself to the educating, explanatory "you see" suggests the current of Kincaid's prose. 

Beginning with the first line, "If you go to Antigua as a tourist, this is what you will see" 

(3), A Small Place makes clear that you won't see everything as a tourist, including the 

explanations for the sites/sights you do and do not view. Indeed, Kincaid immediately 

declares that upon their arrival some visitors might wonder why the airport, rather than a 

school, a hospital, or a public monument, is named for the prime minister. Reminding the 

enterprise. 
 ̂The second ellipsis is Kincaid's. 
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tourist only that "you have not seen" a school, hospital, or monument, she withholds any 

further explanation and the story, for the moment, is dropped (3). The abrupt dismissal of 

speculation mimics the tourist's gaze. Attracted only to the surfaces of things, the 

visitor's attention moves elsewhere. Tourism is a gloss, making invisible those sites and 

cites that ruin a seamless holiday. Tourists don't see, for instance, that Antigua's big new 

hotel is "a haven for drug dealing" (57). And its beaches, though public, remain strictly 

off-limits to Antiguans, an unnoticed sight for visiting whites who laud both equality and 

the ability to implement it arbitrarily. Although covered up in one instance, the unsavory 

may often be the gem of attraction in the next. As Cynthia Enloe points out, "to be a poor 

society in the late 20"* century is to be 'unspoilt'" (31). For Sylvia Rodriguez, this kind of 

tourism involves the aesthetic mystification of ethnicity and poverty where "inequality 

and backwardness [are converted] into marketable assets" ("Art" 90), thus transforming 

"what is most brutal in local society into something fantastic and wonderful" ("Art" 91 ).'^ 

Business Arteries 

The idea that tourism works on partial sight, covering up aspects of its destination, is not 

a new one. What is interesting about Kincaid's text is how it suggests the narrative 

foundation of this partial vision. Mapping the tourist's taxi ride to the hotel over very bad 

roads, Kincaid suggests that the passenger on holiday, "feeling wonderful," might say, 

"*Oh, what a marvellous change these bad roads are from the splendid highways I am 

 ̂Analyzing ethnic reconstruction in contemporary Taos, Rodriguez finds that tourism is partly the cause of 
the Taos Pueblo's "resistance to modernization and assimilation" ("Ethnic" 544). 
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used to in North America*" (5). As poverty's metamorphosis into the picturesque 

suggests, the pleasure of tourism operates on a creative misreading, an interpretive 

misbehavior. Although promotional materials and custom tours may promise that the 

tourist will "discover" the real Antigua, for example, or "find" the hidden Caribbean, A 

Small Place proposes that detection is not the attraction. Rather, tourism operates on the 

pleasure of deception. IDetection is a ruse. In the fiamework of capitalist-colonialist 

enterprise, the tourist does not seek deepened, altemative, or enlightened awareness. S/he 

travels to sites of the disenfranchised to breath the luxury of illusion. The pleasure of 

being deceived brings with it the pleasure of seeing yourself in imagined scenarios which, 

as the tourist's hotel meditations attest, dissolve into the pleasure of just seeing yourself. 

It's the perspective of self-perpetuation, the countless (mis)recognitions and 

reproductions of yourself in unfamiliar settings. 

Unlike A Small Place, Almanac of the Dead does not announce itself as a book 

about tourism. The slippage between tourism, travel, and colonialist capitalism so 

pronounced in Kincaid's text goes underground in Silko.^ Fittingly, Silko's novel 

associates sightseeing with deception by representing tourism as an artery for smuggling. 

Twin sister of the psychic Lecha and recipient of the almanac from her Yaqui 

grandmother Yoeme, Zeta takes bus groups from Tucson to Northern Mexico. For her, 

international tourism entails other illicit border crossings. Forced to have sex with the 

 ̂Enloe understands tourism as actually creating the desire for colonization in Western Anglo citizens: "The 
idea that the world is out there for the taking by ordinary citizens as well as adventurers emerged alongside 
the growth of tourism as an industry. World's fairs, together with museums and travel lectures, nourished 
this idea" (25). 
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owner of Mexico Tours in order to get a promotion, Zeta then organizes tours that 

smuggle "live green parrots and fake Rolex watches across the border in the bellies of 

tour buses" (127). Pregnant with contraband, the tour buses allow Zeta to redirect the 

course of production. She begins a racket of her own, beginning a partnership with 

Calabazas smuggling dope, but then she goes solo, first selling antiquities and gold coins, 

and then trading for guns. While she smuggles some guns south, she stockpiles the others 

for the rebel La Escapfa to aid the fight against the Mexican government. 

Silko's linkage of tourism with smuggling does not fimction to position tourism as 

an innocent facade for deception. Rather than the legal antithesis of illegal smuggling, 

tourism appears as its apt representative. Like so many other "legitimate" businesses, it 

reveals a core of deceit. In Mexico, for instance, certain "art and antiquities dealers" (666) 

regularly took a "deluxe luxury cruise" north into the States for "'business' reasons" 

(666). The architect Alegria pays $2(X)0 U.S. dollars for such a tour in order to escape an 

uncertain future after her husband's suspicious death. Boasting champagne toasts and 

high security, the tour becomes a thoroughfare for terrorism. Alegria's bus is hijacked, the 

passengers robbed and left in the desert to die. In the U.S. tourism resembles smuggling 

when wealthy tourists sneak into sacred sites. The Barefoot Hopi goes to jail for shooting 

down a helicopter "hired by rich tourists from Beverly Hills to hover over the Snake 

Dance at old Oraibi" (617). Sterling is hired by his tribe as "film conmiissioner" for a 

Hollywood movie crew frlming at the Laguna pueblo. Stealing ceremonial objects and 

photographing religious sites, the film crew abuses the land and culture as if "the 

reservation was rented too" (90). Understanding their tourist perspective as possession. 
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"the movie crew people seemed only to understand violence and brute force" (90). Their 

behavior, which culminates with their arrest for smuggling in dmgs inside film canisters, 

causes Sterling's excommunication. 

Smuggling is about both concealed objects and hidden agendas. Employing 

strategies of deflection and decoy, it relies on someone overlooking something. Both 

Silko and Kincaid perceive tourism as fitting this description, especially when linked to 

its European or Anglo origins. Like smuggling, sightseeing uses a venue for a purpose 

other than what it's intended for, smuggling in foreign ideologies under the pretense of 

pleasure. It's about the greed of the European who leaves home in order to assuage a 

European sense of alienation. The tourist destination functions to center the tourist, thus 

fulfilling an indulgence otherwise unavailable in the fast-paced, modem, "first" world. 

Drawing in even the most uneasy reader with prose that simultaneously performs violence 

and pleasure, Kincaid describes it this way: 

... one day, when you are sitting somewhere, alone in that crowd, and that awful 

feeling of displacedness comes over you, and really, as an ordinary person you are 

not well equipped to look too far inward and set yourself aright, because being 

ordinary is already so taxing, and being ordinary takes all you have out of you, and 

though the words "I must get away" do not actually pass across your lips, you 

make a leap firom being that nice blob just sitting like a boob in your amniotic sac 

of the modem experience to being a person visiting heaps of death and min and 

feeling alive and inspired at the sight of it.... (16) 
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Tourist practices perpetuate a long-standing economic and cultural reproduction: 

the profit firom death. A Mecca for sun bathers and snowbirds, Tucson appears in Silko's 

novel as a place people "await their extinction" (64). Reeking of decay, this ruin of a 

retirement destination markets an attraction to death. Set largely in the U.S. Southwest, 

Almanac of the Dead comments on this region's unprecedented popularity in the "cultural 

tourism" market. In addition to its promise of sun and dramatic landscapes, this area 

promises a parade of indigenous cultures. Santa Fe boasts the mixing of cultures, while 

Sedona sells New Age versions of a generic Native spirituality. Not long after the novel is 

published. Phoenix announces ethnic "trails" as a new tourism strategy to make the city 

"the multicultural destination in the Southwest." Including both the Heard Museum and a 

World War II Japanese Internment Camp, the trails define ethnic culture broadly. The 

Japanese camp enshrines artifacts of that people's captivity and death. Like the Anglos' 

paintings of the "Wild West," the camp markets the death of a non-Anglo culture. For the 

Japanese-Americans, their destruction functions as their culture.® 

In Almanac of the Dead, tourism legitimates and romanticizes the attraction to 

(near) extinction by calling it preservation. Positioning themselves as stewards of 

endangered cultures, collectors and curators preserve most of all Western ideas of global 

order. When the Laguna people's "'esteemed and beloved ancestors'" (31) show up in a 

Santa Fe museum, tribal members suspect that anthropologists stole them since they had 

' I am not criticizing monuments tiiat remember the dead and captured. They provide powerfiil memorials 
that function on many levels from the personal to the international. What I want to point out is the 
imbalance in ethnic sites as represented by these particular trails. While Anglos are largely represented by 
the "high" culture of the Heard museum, others' cultures are represented not by their members' productions, 
but by their destruction at the hands of the dominant groups. Is that culture? Whose? 
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been bribing people months before their disappearance. The curator swears they come 

from a reputable private collector. Insisting on referring to the Lagunas' "beings" as 

exemplary "'lithic' objects" (33), the curator's vocabulary enacts one violence of 

colonialism. In one stroke, the change of terms deadens the Laguna culmre, first by 

refusing to admit the beings* living status among the tribe, and second, by defining them 

as museum property.^ 

Profits of Pleasure, Pleasures of Profit 

Divided into four parts, Kincaid's essay shifts easily between tourism and colonialism, 

moving from the tourist's Antigua to her memories of the island under British mle. "In 

Antigua," she writes, "people cannot see a relationship between their obsession with 

slavery and emancipation and their celebration of the Hotel Training School (graduation 

ceremonies are broadcast on radio and television)" (55). As the institutionalization of 

pleasure, tourism recycles the violence of the relations imposed by imperialism. Kincaid 

understands both tourism and colonialism as symptoms of the same historical condition. 

Europeans come to (conquer) places such as Antigua "to feel better about their own 

miserable existence, so that they could be less lonely and empty—a European disease" 

 ̂As Hinsley points out, the existence of preservation as an act of violence has a long, complicated history: 
"After the Civil War, as the venue of destruction shifted to the trans-Mississippi West, a new cultural 
phenomenon emerged to help resolve the long-standing ambivalence [towards Native Americans]: the 
museum process. The resolution was achieved by announcing and then demonstrating the end of Indian 
history....Anthropologists, journalists, politicians, and philanthropists collaborated to bring about what they 
assumed to have already arrived: the final stage of the transition of the Native Americans from living 
communities to 'life groups,' from autonomous historical agents to market commodities and museum 
pieces. The museum process took many forms: World's Fairs, Wild West shows, anthropology museums 
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(80). If "being ordinary takes all you have out of you," then a trip to an impoverished site 

restores all that you do have. The attraction to death proves most horrifying as the 

mechanism of regeneration, the lifeblood of the oppressor. 

Almanac of the Dead also portrays a diseased European cultural reproduction. 

Growing up on the Laguna pueblo. Sterling has heard the stories of the Gunadeeyahs or 

Destroyers, "humans who were attracted to and excited by death" (475). They existed 

long before the Europeans, but the appearance of the whites "had been no accident; the 

Gunadeeyahs had called for their white brethren to join them" (760). The Europeans' 

story as colonialists originates with their pleasure in "death and the sight of blood and 

suffering" (475).^ In the colonies, "European overseers fell victim to terrible vices urged 

on by the spirits," leaving business aside for "savage sexual pleasures" (425). Their 

appetite for blood and their "sexual arousal from killing" (759), the fusion of violence 

with pleasure, becomes their legacy. Now ubiquitous and commonplace, the desire occurs 

"among all human beings.. ..behind bedroom doors, inflicted by parents and 

relatives...."(478). The synonymous relation between pleasure and violence is illustrated 

by the story of the photographer David. David photographs his estranged lover Eric's 

suicide to produce a controversial, but highly profitable, art show. For David, the 

transformation from human suffering and death to aestheticism is an easy one: "Eric's 

body had become a new landscape" (555). As the cause of the current apocalypse, the 

and publications, on-site tourist attractions, curio shops and Indian markets. All provided public spaces for 
safe consumption of a newly dehistoricized Indian; in most of them, there was an element of theater" (170). 
' One example focuses on Christianity: the Europeans depict their Jesus hanging bloody and dead, and then 
they eat his flesh and blood repeatedly at mass (475). 
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destroyers' history reveals not that capitalism's system of values has collapsed, but that it 

has been debased ^m its inception. Silko's images of the degraded body (of which this 

is only one) draw attention to the way capitalism finds increased value in death, and 

ultimately profits by its invention of and attraction to death. David doesn't understand 

that when his lover Beaufrey kidnaps David's baby from his mother Seese, he does it to 

make David hostage to his own sadistic pleasure. Beaufrey allows David to feel the 

success of his art show, but armoyed with his narcissism, causes his death by showing 

him a photograph of (presumably) his own dead baby. As Beaufrey relaxes with his 

partoer Serlo the purist on their South American ranch, they muse over how to repopulate 

the world with their aristocratic blood. Serlo appreciates his ancestors' "God-given duty" 

to "'upgrade'" peasant stock by raping mestizo and Indian women (541), but he plans to 

leave behind earth's rubble for the insulation of his own private space bubble. Such 

representations of capitalism's "using up" of bodies conflate the economic and the sexual. 

The images belie the comforting assurance that sexuality operates in the service of a 

biological reproduction that insures profitable social reproduction. Rather, the sexuality 

of capitalism thrives on devouring. 

(Mis)Taken Identities 

The impact of Silko's critique comes from the weaving together of so many versions of 

the "same" story across time and space. The reproduction of devouring depends upon 

crossings into new territories. This brings me back to the metaphor of smuggling. 

Characterizing the circulation and accumulation of goods, capital, and bodies in the 
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novel, smuggling represents the novel's bioeconomics. Smuggling emblematizes the 

roots and routes of colonialist-capitalism, where the import and export business is a 

clandestine one, overrun with appropriations and expropriations. The narrative in^ltration 

of this metaphor is suggested by the Calabazas' response to the cocaine peddled by Max 

Blue's family. Watching his back, he knows that "the new story traveled inside the bright 

blue Samsonite suitcases" (218). The novel arranges its networks of violence around the 

mechanics of smuggling: it investigates the use of venues for something other than their 

original intention (suicide as an art exhibit, for example), the trick of making things 

appear as something other than what they are, and the routes of overlooked—missed or 

missing—^figures. 

Though committed to the violence of revolution, Zeta's contraband seems a mild 

version of the use of a travel corridor for an illicit purpose. Fueled by the savagery of 

devouring, capitalism's success depends on its ability to conflate bodily and capitalistic 

consumption, hi the corrupt precinct of Tuxtia, Mexico, the police laws capitulate to the 

"laws of supply and demand" (342). Officers videotape their interrogations of prisoners in 

order to sell them on the black market to the '*thousands hopelessly addicted to the films 

of torture and dismemberment" (342). Swelling with greed and desire at the docu-snuff 

films' success, the inquisitors have begun to interrupt their own examinations to put 

make-up on the victims. Such attention to detail makes the videos more salable. 

The marketing of suffering and death that threads through Almanac of the Dead's 

many stories prompts the same insistent question: when is a body used up? hi Silko's 

tales of brutality, the novel's bioeconomics take shape as the repeated violation and 
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reconstruction of bodily borders. The entrepreneur Trigg maximizes his profits from the 

purchase of run-down Tucson real estate by turning them into blood-plasma donor 

centers. Unemployed copper strikers are re-circulated as plasma donors, their bodies still 

gainfully employed by a system that feeds off of working class disenfi^chisement.^ 

Of the "filth and scum" who pass through his Tucson plasma donor center, Trigg 

notes: "I could do the world a favor each week and connect a few of the stinking ones up 

in the back room and drain them dry. They will not be missed" (386). Overwhelmed with 

the movements and migrations of bodies, dead and alive, replete with journeys, physical 

and spirimal, and paced by the dismembered, displaced and dispossessed, this novel 

views the dead bodies located by the psychic Lecha as only the most obvious variety of 

"missing persons." Fueled by his capitalist greed and racism, Trigg actualizes his dark 

fantasy. Drunk one night, he confides to his homeless night watchman Roy that some 

"plasma donors," mostly homeless men, are slowly bled to death "pint by pint" (444). 

Trigg blames the homeless men for being "easy prey" (444). But his survival-of-the-fittest 

mentality is bolstered by another rationale. Trigg's justification for the killings depends 

upon their invisibility as humans, their very inability to be recognized as such: "'Nobody 

ever notices they are gone'" (444). For Trigg, these men can never count as missing 

 ̂Trigg's plasma centers point to capitalism's relentless ability to create new and profitable forms of the 
"spatial incarceration of the native ... within economic spaces zoned, as it were, for poverty" (Gupta and 
Ferguson 17). 
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persons: "They were human debris. Human refuse" (444). They form "society's" waste 

because, until he puts their bodies to use, they're "society's" unproductive. 

bi a wheelchair with a spinal cord injury, Trigg feels less than whole himself and 

longs for his own optimum productivity. This desire, along with a phone call from West 

Germany that identifies a market for "all the blood and bioproducts we can deliver" 

(386), make Trigg realize that "[b]lood plasma centers are only the beginning" (386). 

Envisioning an infinite market, exclaiming to Roy, "Not just plasma, not just blood!" 

(398), Trigg seeks to "help research teams obtain ... fresh biomaterials...." for organ 

transplants and eventually, spinal cord replacements (389). In Tucson, a place people 

(perhaps unwittingly) come to die, Trigg's plasma center creates a front for his trade in 

"[b]iomaterials—the industry's 'preferred' term for fetal-brain material, human kidneys, 

hearts and lungs, corneas for eye transplants, and human skin for bum victims" (398). He 

imagines constructing his own Tucson conglomerate, owning "a hospital, an ambulance 

service, and a mortuary" (381)—even a resort hotel (663). Trigg's marketing ideas 

associate organ transplants with tourism, a link also made by Leah, who quips: "except 

for fat farms and tennis resorts, Tucson's only booming business these days was human 

organ transplants" (751). 

But Trigg faces a problem of accumulation, of how to create a base to serve the 

rapid and covert production of biomaterials: 

Judge Ame describes alleys and vacant lots across Florida and Southwest "littered with human refuse ... 
cast-off white men, former wage earners from miUs and factories" (461). These remind him of the refugees 
"thick as flies" along the U.S. border. 
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The secret was how to obtain the enormous supply of biomaterials and organs 

which was necessary, and the civil war in Mexico was already solving that. Even 

if there were no war, still Trigg had come up with a brilliant solution. Trigg had a 

gold mine. Hoboes or wetbacks could be "harvested" at the plasma centers where 

a doctor had already examined the "candidate" to be sure he was healthy. (663) 

No longer sustainable by the current methods, Trigg's bioeconomics calls for the 

aggressive production of missing persons. This "harvesting" of the bodies of the 

displaced—the homeless, hitchhikers, migrant workers—creates a post-Fordist economy 

of the body where what counts as one is radically redefined.'' The biomaterials market 

transforms the disenfranchised back into the productive—not as producers, but as 

products. Trigg's invention of fresh—or, as he says, "fresh-frozen"—(388) harvests 

resurrects the image of an agrarian economy to create a new market, with a horrific twist 

on "just-in-time" production. 

Organ harvesting produces a new scale of the body to control social reproduction. 

Globalization opens up borders, eradicating those of the nation-state, for example, in the 

movement of capital. But it also produces new borders. The financial and lexical 

terminology of capitalism—^"harvest," "fresh-frozen," "bioproduct," "waste,"— 

transforms human bodies into raw biomaterials. Smuggling describes not only the illegal 

trafficking of goods, but also the trickery that converts people into capital. If capitalism is 

" Gupta and Ferguson characterize the shift from Fordist to post-Fordist production as follows: "Fordist 
patterns of accumulation have now been replaced by a regime of flexible accimiulation—characterized by 
small-batch production, rapid shifts in product lines, extremely fast movements of capital to exploit the 
smallest differentials in labor and raw material costs—built on a more sophisticated communications and 
information network and better means of transporting goods and people" (9). 
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founded on workers' alienation from the land and from the means of production, a system 

that forces workers to sell their labor power for a monetary wage,'^ here we see 

colonialist capitalism thriving on the worker's alienation from the very means of his/her 

labor. Money in the bank; organs in the bank; the body is extracted and transformed into 

the commodity. 

But it's always a particular body. The rebel La Escapfa sunmiarizes the 

bioeconomics of colonialism: "European colonials... had been sent [to Africa and the 

Americas] by their capitalist slave-masters to secure the raw materials of capitalism— 

human flesh and blood" (315). Kincaid describes the residual effects of this system: "Do 

you know why people like me are shy about being capitalists? Well, it's because we, for as 

long as we have known you, were capital, like bales of cotton and sacks of sugar, and you 

were the conunanding, cruel capitalists...." (36-7). Mary Louise Pratt has described "[t]he 

maximizing, extractive paradigm of capitalism" as one that insists upon—at all costs— 

the imperative to "rationalize, specialize, and maximize production" (151 emphasis 

added).The novel does tell of land extraction, from mining the reservations of New 

Mexico to the Alaskan tundra. But its most dismrbing articulation of the extraction 

paradigm—the charge to rationalize, specialize, and maximize production—is that of the 

human harvest. The rationale for harvesting; be productive or be consumed. 

This is best exemplified by the privatization of land ovmership. 
Pratt's discussion describes the colonization of South America where Europeans scorned natives for their 

failure to separate weeds from crops, to diversify their crops, and to preserve the purity of breeds of horses, 
dogs, humans (ISl). 
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A body—of flesh or of land—is used up when accumulation succeeds in total 

expropriation.^'^ Marx's descriptions of "Vampire capitalists" (312) haunt La Escapfa. 

Children, of limited use to their employers, "adapted" to labor requirements by reshaping 

themselves into "deformed bodies...[that] fit inside factory machinery and other cramped 

spaces" (312) (a gruesome version of shape shifting). The "giant spinning machines 

...consumed the limbs and the lives of small children in factories" (312). For generations, 

the Indians of Mexico were used in gold mines until they were "ground into bloody pulp 

[under the steel wheels of ore cars]" (312). Beaufrey understands the politics of 

consumption in a most literal way. Entitling himself a "blue blood," he "realized there 

had always been a connection between human cannibals and the aristocracy" (535). The 

devouring birthed by the Destroyers and practiced by their heirs, the "vampire 

capitalists," has engendered a human food chain of class and ethnic difference. 

Such dismemberment and slaughter metastasizes into its own kind of colonialist-

capitalist production that yields an uncanny harvest. The novel depicts many images of 

harvest that all thrive on death and mutilation. The strange fruit of Mexican Indians hang 

from "lovely cottonwood trees" (129), while the "yield from the green water of the 

floating gardens" in Mexico City are the heads of the U.S. ambassador to Mexico and his 

Arguing that a misogynistic, phallocentric self-absorption informs the incapacity to love in the novel, St 
Clair describes a "conunodified and atomized society": "In a hegemony where status is determined by how 
much one is capable of taking and keeping, everything—land, money, materials, human bodies and lives— 
are conunodified, priced, and labeled for consumption" (145). But the novel does suggest uses of bodies 
that are not exploitative and that can, in fact, aid the resistance. Mosca houses a spirit in his shoulder who 
tells him what to do (607). Awa Gee's use of the dead's names and dates to get birth certificates and make 
new identities for his underground work (682) does not kill anybody, and it puts to work the "fictions" 
(names, official documents) masking as identity. Finally, the body is part of a cycle that gives back to the 
earth; "The old people used to request that their remains be left out in the hills for the scavengers to eat 
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aide (165). In the photographs of Eric's suicide taken by his estranged lover David, the 

bloodstains look like "'blossoms' of bright red" (108). The "organ harvests of Caucasian 

infants" (563) are doubly commodified. They produce not just biomaterials but the 

subject matter for black market videos. Finally, Lecha the psychic finds the boy victims of 

a serial killer who "plants" their bodies and imagines them to be trees (140). In this last 

example, the psychic appears as the late 20'*' century figure for the detective. But Lecha's 

abilities allow her only to find dead bodies. This limitation exemplifies the deception in 

detection. That is, the hope for discovery is hampered by the knowledge that to find the 

disappeared is to find death. On the other hand, not locating the missing leaves one with 

an interminable state of loss. What does one wish for? Sterling, the exiled Laguna, wishes 

for the old days. His avid reading of gumshoe detective stories expresses a nostalgia for 

someone who can uncover the truth, trace the story neatly. But Lecha's character reflects 

the time. In the post-Vietnam and post-apocalyptic era, in a world that has produced 

MIA's and nuclear obliteration, Lecha re-insures subjectivity, even in death. 

The novel's critique of colonialist-capitalism takes shape as an extreme 

literalization of positions available within that system (and often embraced by 

postmodernism), namely, fragmentation, displacement, and placelessness. Sometimes, as 

in one of the novel's stories of multiple identity, things don't always go the way of the 

oppressor. 

That way they started 'living' again within a matter of hours, surging through the blood veins of a big 
coyote...." (609). 
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Yoeme, the Yaqui grandmother of the twins Lecha and Zeta, tells her 

granddaughters the story of Geronimo. As she tells it, the Apache captured by U.S. 

cavalry as Geronimo is not the man they have been chasing (129). Things, it seems, aren't 

what they appear to be. Even this story of "mistaken identity" multiplies; as the old ones 

explain, there were "at least four Apache raiders who were called by the name Geronimo, 

either by the Mexican soldiers or the gringos. The tribal people here were all very aware 

that the whites put great store in names. But once the whites had a name for a thing, they 

seemed unable ever again to recognize the thing itself (224). That is, "[t]he Europeans, 

whether they spoke Spanish or English, could often be heard complaining in firightened 

tones that the hill and canyons looked the same to them....To whites all Apache warriors 

looked alike" (225). For these whites, naming produces not difference—in landscapes and 

people—but sameness. But the sameness works against them. In a parody of the "all 

Indians look the same" mentality, whenever a photo was taken of any of the Geronimos, 

the image was always "the same": that of a completely different Apache warrior unknown 

to the tribes and, in a different way, uiuecognized by the cavalry, who are satisfied that 

Old Pancakes, the Indian arrested as Geronimo, does indeed bear enough of a 

resemblance to the photograph to confirm his identification, and thus, his guilt. The 

warrior—or warriors—known as Geronimo remain free to continue their important work. 

Geronimo's story exposes the colonialist methods of identity production, naming and 

photography, as insuring nothing, especially the Europeans' own abilities to discern the 

difference that they deploy to justify their own superiority. 
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This "trick" of photography suggests possibilities of alliances between "old" and 

"new" or "spirit" and "mechanical" powers, where technology is not the exclusive 

property of its producers. In another story, the Eskimo Rose manipulates electromagnetic 

waves to crash survey planes. The white U.S. insurance man unknowingly refers to the 

phenomenon with an ironic name. "Whiteout" describes the "sudden cloud bank or fog" 

that consumes the planes, kills their passengers, and prevents surveying of the Alaskan 

tundra (162). Awa Gee, the Korean technical wizard and revolutionary, makes himself 

invisible by exploiting an ethnic stereotype. Since people in Arizona "assumed that all 

Asians with video cameras were wealthy tourists" (685), he is able to carry out his 

creation of video terrorism, computer viruses and electric blackouts as forms of 

revolution (730). Stories such as these question the security of communications and 

information technologies as the key to post-fordist world power. 

Producing Placelessness 

The old ones who pass down the story of Geronimo also explain that the warrior only 

tumed to crime after his family was killed on United States territory by the Mexican 

army. The U. S. took no action. The violence of borders is that they are arbitrarily 

recognized and enforced. Zeta's refusal to recognize a legal government in the Americas 

responds to that violence: "[t]he people had been free to go traveling north and south for a 

thousand years, traveling as they pleased, then suddenly white priests had announced 

smuggling as a mortal sin because smuggling was stealing from the government" (133). 
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Stripped of access to fertile river lands by the government, the people starve and Zeta 

wonders, "How could one steal if the government itself was the worst thief?" (133). 

The government smuggles as well as steals. Smug in his official proximity to the 

cocaine-running CIA, Judge Ame insists that, "cocaine smuggling was a less evil than 

communism...." (648). According to this corrupt Tucson official who holds pet 

perversions of his own, "Communism was a far greater threat to the United States than 

drug addiction was. Addicts did not stir up the people or start riots the way communists 

did" (648). Drug addiction serves democracy, the international face of capitalism. Judge 

Arae likens the circulation and distribution of U.S. capitalism to smuggling. Bom in 

Mexico, now residing in Tucson, Calabazas feeds such a system by smuggling pumpkins 

full of marijuana and gourds full of cocaine (601) across a border unimaginable to 

migrating native tribes. But his smuggling also takes advantage of the prejudice 

embedded in Ame's thinking. His operation's success depends largely on the U.S. border 

guards who think Indians aren't smart enough to smuggle anything other than family 

members (217). Calabazas and his relatives in Mexico have profited greatly from their 

harvests by employing the agrarian image that defines them as "backward." 

The dizzying excess of images of violence in the novel might only be matched by 

the numbers of people traversing space, crossing borders, shaping places; tourists, 

inrniigrants, refugees, the homeless, slave traders, exiles, businessmen and women, dmg 

mnners, migrant workers, splintered families. Silko articulates the similarities and 

differences between these border-crossing people and movements. In 19"** century Europe 

and the United States, as the railroad and an expanding consumer capitalism increased 
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mobility, circulation—of traffic, of blood, of goods, of movement—"was regarded as 

healthy, progressive, constructive" while "all that was detached from 

circulation,...appeared diseased, medieval, subversive, threatening" (Schivelbusch 195). 

In the late 20'*' century, ideas of circulation are clogged by the frenzied institutionalization 

of borders. Crossing borders is about infiltrations, contagion, infection, and entanglement. 

Silko's apocalyptic world is caused by hundreds of years of colonialist-capitalist 

enterprise, a world that instimtionalizes borders of all kinds. Perhaps the only way to end 

the apocalypse is for indigenous peoples to renounce these borders and "seek nothing less 

than the return of all tribal lands" (frontispiece). 

Chronology, then, historicizes a story of geography. Discerning how 

confrgurations of place and space contribute to the survival of capitalism is an integral 

part of the story about tribes getting back their land.'^ Capitalism has done it, in the 

Americas at least, by producing ideologies of placelessness and depopulation at the same 

time that it insists on borders. Organ harvesting's definition of a new scale of the body 

eliminates a "problem" of mobile bodies associated, in part, with international borders. 

The deterritorialization caused by globalization creates the need to produce new scales as 

mechanisms of containment. Middle-class "demand for increased spatial and social 

insulation" (Davis 156) materializes as an obsession with the policing of social 

boundaries through borders, architecmral and legislative, that is also paradoxically 

accompanied by a sense that what is on the other side or outside of the border is no-place. 

My statement rephrases Neil Smith's incisive and ground breaking question, "How does geographical 
configuration of the landscape contribute to the survival of capitalism?" (xiii). 
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Unfulfilled as the wife of the Mafia don Max, Leah Blue becomes a real estate 

vampire. Drawing up the blueprints for Venice, Arizona, an upscale gated conmiunity, 

Leah imagines that an abundance of water will make the community irresistible to 

wealthy tourists, enticing them to change their resident status from temporary to 

permanent. The fact that the conmiunity is located in the desert presents no problem; she 

plans to drain the Tucson area's water supply by buying off Judge Ame and plumbing 

deep wells. Venice squelches Leah's repulsion for the desert, mitigates her insistence that 

it is without interest or content. Such place-emptying images imagine a landscape that 

begs for extraction, calling for someone to "discover" its value so an origin story of its 

profit may begin. This view, in Pratt's terms, depopulates the landscape, promoting the 

seer's appropriation of place and people in the name of free enterprise.'® The white U.S. 

insiurance man Lecha meets on a flight to Seattle shares this philosophy. His dismissal of 

the Alaska tundra as "frozen wastes" (159) echoes Trigg's mentality on another scale. 

Because he "really believed there was no life on the tundra, nothing of value except what 

might be under the crust of snow and earth," his only choice is to extract "oil, gas, 

uranium, and gold" (159). Bearing the privilege of sangre pura, the aristocratic purist 

Serlo views most of the earth as tundra. Hoarding money and his own sperm at a South 

American ranch, he lives for the production of new "colonies" in space (542). 

"Alternative Earth modules" promise the ultimate placelessness and the ultimate border. 

Pratt argues that "[t]he European improving eye produces subsistence habitats as 'empty' landscapes, 
meaningful only in terms of a capitalist fiiture and of their potential for producing a marketable surplus" 
(61). 
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Orbiting carefree in space, Serlo and "the select few" (542) will escape the rank pollution 

(human and otherwise) of the uninhabitable earth of the future. Serlo's dream represents a 

newly technologized version of a familiar class structure, one steeped in a nostalgia for 

monarchy in its desire for an imperialist state, where the only contact with "the other" is 

by a long tube that will extend back to the earth when needed, to mine it as raw material. 

The celebration of placelessness suggests a kind of "free-floating" mobility.'^ But 

the novel challenges the position of placelessness as an unmoored one. Placelessness 

represents a defense against the messiness of borderlands, suggesting that A/manac of the 

Dead renders this position of disconnection as one produced speciflcally through the 

routes of capitalist and social reproduction. 

The new productions of scale function as mechanisms of aggressivity that insure 

certain boundaries even as they eradicate others. The age of globalization brings a 

deterritorialization that broadens the playgrounds of pleasure and increases the varieties 

of mobility for those who can afford it. E)ean MacCannell's tourist, the (Western) 

alienated modem man [sic], tours to find an authenticity unavailable in his home place. A 

Small Place also identifies the existence of this alienation, but finds that this "European 

disease" (80) culminates in a mission of categorical extortion and expropriation. Kincaid 

contends that the natives' "own banality and boredom" is transformed "into a source of 

My phrase derives from the argument of Gupta and Ferguson: "We have argued that deterritorialization 
has destabUized the fixity of 'ourselves' and 'others.' But it has not thereby created subjects who are free-
floating monads, despite what is sometimes implied by those eager to celebrate the freedom and playfiilness 
of the postmodern condition" (19). 
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pleasure for yourself (19). The ordinary, too, deceives. Its commodification as pleasure 

registers and rewrites the systematic violence that marks tourism. 

Permeating the minutiae of everyday life and extorting it as self-serving pleasure, 

tourism operates as a system of sleight of hand transformations. Kincaid describes how 

the Antiguan natives of her childhood, banned from the country club begun by European 

tourists, assumed their exclusion was the product of ill manners. It didn't occur to them 

that this "bad behavior" (28) was racism. Tourism begins innocuously, with the economic 

incentive of a new hotel, for instance. But the gesture is duplicitous, bringing with it the 

ban of Antiguans from the hotel's "public" beach (57). 

Tourism's imprint on Antigua's residents proves even more vicious. Interpellating 

"the event of tourism, they have absorbed it so completely that they have made the 

degradation and humiliation of their daily lives into their own tourist attraction" (Kincaid 

69). The production of placelessness plays out on another scale. Personifying tourism's 

greatest ruin, the natives delineate a new bioeconomics: the aggressive transformation of 

Antiguans into a population of missing persons. 
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